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Holland

Drive Scheduled
For Oct. 22-29;

Man En Route

Girl, 5, Hit by

to Newton, Iowa Fete

Holland Could Lose

Herschel Hulst of route 6, Holland, left Wednesday for Newton, Iowa, where he will compete
Saturday morning in the National

$108,500 Grant

Plowing contest.
x Hulst is transporting
his own
equipment to Newton and will
compete in the level land part
of the 'contest. He was accompanied by his brother Melvin.
In August, Hulst placed second
in the state plowing contest at

Workers Organize
Committee Screens
Various Requests;

Red Cross Included

of

Gerk Estimates

St.

head

injuries

and knee

Police identifiedthe driver as
Roger Claude Brower, 44, Grand
Rapids. Officerssaid witnesses
told them the girl waited at the

Block

Constantine.
will stage its annual President Eisenhowerwill speak

The possibilityof a five - year
HoUand
Community Chest drive this year at the national plowing contest as delay in the beginning of the widOct 22 through 29 to raise $66.- 1™11 Adlai Stevenson.
ening of Holland Harbor was sug050.20 to cover the several agengested to members of the Chamber
cies which derive their funds from
of Commerce and civic officials
this united fund campaign,it was
Wednesday by- Rep. Gerald R.
announced today by Edwin Raph-

curb for the light to change.
When the light changed to red
she darted across the street in
front of Brower’s car. Brower was

absolved^ blame by

officers.

munity

Injures

AIRMAN THIRD CLASS

Men

With 149 Received

Granted Isolated Cases

Since August Primary

BPW

Antles, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ira A. Antles, 17£

West 28th

St.,

has been

a

not yet registered.Total registration for Holland city now stands at

8,250.

as-

Succeeds Helder

signed to the 3415TH United
States Air Force technical
school at Lowry Air Force
base as a student in the department of guided missile
training, according to the
Lowry Base office of information services.

8.881 registration!
for the 1952 presidentialelection,

a new method of removing
those who have moved or who
have not voted in four years will

Holland township has a new su- but
today.

probably keep the 1956 total a

Jurors

Term

Drawn

GRAND HAVEN

(Special) -

A

of 29 jurors has been drown
for the October term of Circuit
Court which opens Oct. 8 at 2
list

p.m.

From Holland city are

•‘A."

William

the

1952 election, but not since, will be

eligible for this fall’s balloting, but
of John Helder due to reasons of will be reminded that their names
health. Helder has served in this will be removed If they do not
vote this time.
post for many years.
The board appointed John L. Grevengoed said the four - year
Van Appledom as supervisor.Van period of non-votingIs optional
Appledom has served as township with the city, and that larger cities
clerk for the last year and a half often require a vote to be cast
and will serve out the remainder every two years.
Only those voters who have not
of Helder’s term.
To succeed Van Appledom, the voted in more than four years or
board appointed Julius Karsten. of who have never voted before are
574 Lakewood Blvd., as township required to register. However,
clerk. Karsten is in insurance those who have changed their address since they last voted are
work.
Van Appledom and Karsten required to notify the city clerk
were scheduledto meet today to either in writing or In person if
review work involved in voter they desire to be elglble.

Request Settled

schools for their outstanding safety
programs, plus a good share of
credit to Holland drivers who keep
a watchful eye out for youngsters
who may occasionally forget some
safety rules.

little

The township board at its regu- lower.
He said voters who voted in
lar meeting Wednesday night accepted with regret the resignation

October

‘

There were

pervisor and a new clerk, effective

;

A special safety award marking two years in which the city
ot Holland has had no pedestrian
fatalitieswas presented to City
Council Wednesday night by Richard Franklin, a representativeof
the AutomobileClub of Michigan.
Franklin pointed out that the
Triple - A had conductedits first
traffic fatality survey 17 years
ago and since then has helped
communitiesto organize more effective safety programs. He said
special consideration should go to
the police department and to the

Grevengoed estimated that there
are 500 more voters In the city
who are eligible to vote and have

VanAppledom

Thomas L.

drive.

900; administrative fees, $773; tot- Ottawa County deputies said a

Pay Range Revisions

Eligible

election.

Ford, Jr.

The Holland personnel questionboard of directors.
3
ed Ford on what could be done
This year’s goal was arrived at
following a 3H hour budget meetabout financing plan "A” of the
ing of the board Monday in which
Two separate train - car acci- survey recently completedby the
all requests were carefullyscreen- 1 dents Tuesday sent three persons
Army Corps of Engineers.
ed. The total this year is one of to Holland Hospital,
Under plan "A” the south side
the highest ever adopted for
In fair condition are William
CommunityChest
Brown. 58, AUegan, who received of the harbor from the old Coast
For a scond year, the Amer- chest injuriesand fractured ribs Guard station to tne lighthouse
ican Red Cross will be includedand Carl Gawne, 40, Reed City,
would be widened 130 feet. The
in the Chest drive, and persons wh0 suffered scalp lacerationsand
federalgovernmentwill donate the
who regularly contributed to both chest injuries,
Coast Guard land to the harbor
funds will be asked to boost their Harold Breidinger, 58. Coloma,
and will tear down the buildings.
Community Chest contributionsin received multiple cuts and bruLsBut seven cottages, which arc
view of the fact that they will not es and chest injuries. He was treatprivately owned, will have to be
be solicitedduring the traditional e(j and discharged.
removed and the land donated to
Red Cross fund drive next March. All three were riding in Brown's
"the widening project by a local
This year’s $66,050.20quota is car when it struck the engine of
governmentalunit. Whether Ottabroken down as follows : Camp a ^ain operated by Joe Victor.
Fire Girls, $9,465.60;Muskegon hoo Glendale Ave., at the East wa County, Park township or the
city of Holland will have to furArea GuidanceClinic, $4,100; Visit- saugatuc|c crossing in Allegan
ing Nurse Association, $3,600; County shortly after 5 p.m. Tues- nish the funds has not been decided.
Council of Social Agencies, $500; I jay
Some persons have held out for
American Red Cross, $19,994^40; Earlier Tuesday the same train
Boy Scouts of America, $9,000; was involved in a collisionwith a new survey of the harbor, one
which would result in a straight
Salvation Army, $6,000; Michigan a car at flie Allegan crossing beUnited Fund. $10,717.20; Prestatie tween 24th and 32nd Sts. near US- channel, instead of the bend which
would still be present under plan
Huis (Achievement House), $1,- 31.

ToGty Council

With only 18 days left to register for the November General
Election,City Gerk Clarence Grevengoed Monday announced that
149 new registrationshave^ been
received since the August primary

Tran-Car Crash

Com-

MICE TEN CENTS

Award Presented

Registered

8,250 Now

lacera-

tions.

Cottages Near Channel

—

Pedestrian Safety

500 Local Voters

I

ael. president of the Holland

EIGHT fAGES

20, 1956

A five-year-oldHolland girl was
injured about noon Wednesday
when she was hit by a car at
Eighth St. and Columbia Ave.
Judy Kuker, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Henry L. Kuker, 169 Not
East Fifth St. was rushed to Holland Hospital with undetermined

Purchasing

Is Stumbling

Holland Since 1B72

Car

Crossing Eighth

Asking New Study
Question

The News ‘Has Been A
ConstructiveBooster for

In acceptingthe framed
tion,

cita-

Mayor Robert Visscher quip-

ped, "Holland drivers may be getting more careful or otherwise the
citizens may be getting lazy. Fewer people are walking these days." Council granted pay range revisions for isolatedpositionsin two
city departments. The first involed a change for $1.41 to $1.56 per
hour for laundry washman at the
hospitalfrom the present range of
$1.22 to $1.41. This action followed

John (Jack) Flewes

considerablediscussion whether
the matter should be referred to
the

Pubkc Administrative

Service

which conducted a classification
Ford said a new survey would
A.G. Sail
al,
car driven by Harold Owen, 62,
and wpge revisionstudy some
Jr.,
John
Ver
Schure,
Harold
H.
This year's goal isi $13,906.80 Batt]e creek, had stopped for the require about six months after the
months ago. City Manager Herb
The city clerk's office in the city
House
Committee
Public Oosting and Elizabeth Becker. registrationin connection with the
more than last year's goal of $52,- train when his vehicle was struck
Holt said the PAS contract with
hall
is
open
from
8
a.m.
unM
coming
presidential
election
Nov.
Works had authorized the rMtud- From Grand Haven city are Mrs.
from behind by a car driven by
the city of Holland has terminat6. A schedule for registrationin 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
James Taylor is serving as cam- Floyd Allen, 41, of 15 North Sev- ying of the project. Then the find- John Diephouse, Mrs. Victor Coled and it would not be fair to reHolland township will be announc- and from 8 a.m. until noon on
ings
would
have
to
be
submitted
paign chairman this year, assisted enth st, Grand Haven,
son, James Braddock, Paul Van ed in a day or two.
fer such matters to such an agenSaturday.
Final
date
for
registerby Ken Whepler as co-chairman.The impact pushed Owen’s car to the Chicago division of the Corps Tol, Rudolph Wittek, Frank Holcy not under contract.
ing for the November election is
of
Engineers,
to
the
main
headThe two chairmen already are or- jnto the side of the slow moving
The second revisions granted by
Oct.
8.
zinga.
Mrom
Zeeland
is
Wendell
C.
quarters in Washington,to the
ganizing the drive which will foUow freight train. Dorothy Aden, a pasMrs. Kate Jousma, 90,
the board involved the oft-tabled
State of Michigan, to Congressand Bonnema.
much the same program of pre- seger in her husband’scar, was
Andrew G. Sail of the Michigan request of the Board of Public
From the townships are Lyle Succumbs in Vriesland
vious years, and will announce treated by a local physician for then to the appropriations board.
Bell Telephone Co. was elected Works relative* to adjustment in
Stevens,
Allendale,
John
De
Vries,
Ford also suggested that by 1959
appointments
bruises to both knees.
ZEELAND (Special) Mrs.
Blendon;Edward Dinkel, Chester;
president of the Holland Chamber the positions of meter readers,
Eliminated for a second year is Deputiessaid the two cars re- or 1960 the St. Lawrence Seaway
clerk stenographer and billing maKate
Jousma,
90,
of
Vriesland.
McClane
Easterly,
Crockery;
^Corwould be completedand he would
ot Commerce at an organization
Cancer, which according to Pres- ceive(i minor damage,
chine operator. There was little
nie
Mohn,
Georgetown,
Claude (Zeeland, route 3) formerly of
expect
a
"deluge”
of
requests
for
ident Raphael refused to enter the
meeting of the board of directora or no discussion on this matter
Tripp,
Grand
Haven;
Peter
Tuls, Grand Rapids, died Wednesday
federal
aid
to
harbor
projects.
Chest campaign. Raphael said
thia week. He aucceeda George other than its relationto the hospiThe Holland representatives al- Holland; Gladys Cott, James- afternoon at the home of her sonCommunity Chest offers the people
Heeringa,president of Hart and tal request. Motion to grant the
in-law and daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
town,
Mrs.
Henrietta
Kuite,
Clive;
so
wer
informed
that
the
$108,500
a ‘‘one-shot’’ drive and has not Pistol
Rein
interruptedan accident- Cooley Co. Sail previously served request was made by Councilman
Simon
Broersma,
following
a
lingGerrit
Oonk,
Park;
Albert
Potts.
now set aside for part "A" would
authorized any separate drives for
Raymond Holwerda, seconded by
marred program Saturday night
quite likely be given to another Polkton;Russell Sakkers, Port ering illness.
Cancer.
John Beltman. Holwerda and Beltat Airpark Speedway as the dri- as vice president.
She
was
born
in
the
NetherSheldon;
Rose
Zurkewich,
Robinpurpose,
should
HoUand
decide
to
Members of the board of dirOther otficeriare John (Jack) man were Council’s representavers
slipped
and
slid
around
the
lands
and
came
to
the
United
son; Maurice Rosema, Spring
request another survey.
ectors are Raphael, president; B.
Plewes, manager of Poet Jewelry tives who met with BPW represenwet track.
"T))e local people should careful- Lake; Joseph Post, Tallm&dge; States at the age of one year. She
P. Donnelly, Jr., vice president;
In the second heat event, Sandy Co., vice president, and L. C. tatives Henry S. Maentz and Donwas
the
daughter
of
the
late
Mr.
Mrs. John Tiesenga, secretary; Western Michigan police sharp- ly w-eigh the bad effects of a five- Mary Dykstra, Wright.
Dalman, vice president of Peoples ald Vink. The vote was unanimous.
and Mrs. Klaas Fenstra. Her hus- Sanders rolled his car over on the
Robert Wolbrink, treasurer; Mayo I shooters, including two from Hol- year delay if affirmative action
Also involving considerable distrack and was hit by Bob Starback. State Bank treasurer.
band,
Gerrit,
died
25
years
ago.
A. Hadden, Willis Welling,Kenneth land, Wednesday won the state- is not taken,” Ford said.
Named
directors
for one-year cussion was the subject of pay
Both
cars
were
badly
damaged
Surviving are five daughters,
If affirmative action is taken,
Wheeler, George Heeringa, Victor | wide pistol matches in Jackson.
Mrs. Simon Broersma of Vries- but the drivers escaped seriousin- terms were Walter W. Scott, Oscar range for « new health Inspecotr
Van Oosterhout,James Taylor, Firing on the winning team were Ford said the entire widening proVanden Doorcn and Marvin C. to succeed Ben Wiersema who reland, Miss Agnes Jousma and Mrs. jury.
Mrs. Vernon D. Ten Cate and the Sgt Ralph Woldring and Patrol- ject would probably be completed
Llndeman. Recently elected to tired recently. The discussionrangHarold
Ende
was
the
fastest
Bert Drooger, both of Holland.
man Clarence Van Langevelde. by the end of 1958.
Rev. William C. Warner.
to
Mrs. Jeanette Paauwe and Mrs. fast car dash. J. Terpstra and Bud three-year terms were Dalman, ed from duties to qualifications
Sheriff Gerald Vanderbeekalso
Total cost of the widening pro- Hits
Willard H. Connor, Henry Geerds incidentals, and finally Council
Wollers
battled
for
first
spot
in
was a member of the team.
William Van Houten, both of
ject is estimated at $495,000 includOthers of the 20 - man team ing the appraised value of the cotGrand Rapids; five sons. Clare th' second heat with Terpstra win- and Harry Wieskamp. New board okayqd the new range of $4,576
members and officers take office to $5,034.
A
representativeof the National of East Saugatuck, Jdhn a nd ning out.
were
the
police
departments
in
Local
tages along the south side of the
Oct. 1.
Council approved expenditure of
'Association
of
Manufacturers
MonDale
Adams
wa..
top
man
In
the
Grand Haven, Grand Rapids, Kent present channel. The cottages
Floyd, both of Holland, Theodore
County Sheriff, Kalamazoo, and have been valued at between $50,- day night told Holland Kiwanians of Grand Rapids, Harold of Ply- pursuit and in the special event. In other business, the Chamber $15,000 tor expenses of a campaign
that "one need not necessarily be mouth; 41 grandchildren; 39 great Chet Hoek and Norm Nelson were voted to support the second an- for the hospital.Date of the camPaw Paw.
000 and $60,000.
In
nual Community Christmas festi- paign has not been announce^and
Sgt. Woldring was appointed
"This would be a good time to rich in order to be penalized by grandchildren; one sister, Mrs. winners in the strictly stock divival held in cooperation with the a hospital spokesman said there
sion.
chairman of next year’s district make a maximum effort to get the current tax rates.”
John Van Noord of Wyoming Park;
Omitted feature races will be Ministerial Associationand the will be no public solicitation until
Speaking on what he called "high two brothers, Arthur Feenstraof
Four Holland children with long I qualificationmatches which will local assurance7of obtaining and
juvenile records were picked up bring an estimated 60 officersto removing the cottages,Ford said. discriminatory rates of income tax- Decatur and William Feenstraof added to this week's events by ex- Retail Merchants Division of the the scheduled period of the Com-i
tending the number of laps in each Chamber. This year’s program will munity Chest drive in October.
Monday night after a two-countyHolland to fire on the police range
The possibilitythat the State ation and what to do about them." Zeeland.
follow much the same pattecn of
Three paving petitions were rebike stealingspree.
north of the city.
Funeral services will be held race. Time trials are at 7 p.m.
Waterways Commission would do- was Harvey W. Frye, program dilast year.
ferred to the city manager for reThe boys, ranging in age from A number of Holland officers nate some of the money neces- rector of the Central Division of Saturdayat 2 p.m. at Yntema Fu- ani the first race at 8:30 p.m.
Directors and members are port. These were for paving Har12 to 14, stole the bikes in Hoi- will return to Jackson next week sary to give local assurancew'as the NAM.
eral Home. Dr. S. F. Logsdon
urged to attend a Michigan Act lm rison Ave. from 28th to Wildwood
land and from the Maplewood to defend the Gass D trophy won discussed by the group.
Frye illustrated his talk in the will officiate and burial /ill be in
conference of Hoover Commission Dr.; 28th St., from Van Raalte
by Woldringand Van Langevelde
Warm Friend Tavern with a slide Vriesland Ceme*ery. The body Is
School after skipping school.
recommendationsto be held from to the southwestcorner of Harfilm and said "I come as a shock at the funeral home where relaof
Listed
They pedaled the bikes to Ely in 1955.
noon to 3 p.m. Sept. 26 in Battle rison, and West 30th St. from Van
Lake near Fennville.On their way
to many to learn that the man tives and friends may meet the
Creek with National Chamber Pres- Raalte westerly to Harrison thence
back they stopped to raid a far- Cairo Register Dies
who pays taxes on $8,000 does not family tonight and Friday from 7
ident John S. Coleman presiding. southerly on Harrison to 32nd.
merely pay twice as much as the to 9 p.m.
mer's orchard who spotted them
the
Other speakers are Theron J. Rice,
Council okayed a city manager’s
and gave chase.
At HoUand Hospital
man who makes $4,000-hepays
special coordinator of the Hoover recommendationsettingOct. 17 as
In the scuffle the boys left their
nine times as much.”
Holland got considerably more Commission program; Story the deadline for filing 1957 pavCairo Register, 54, of 243 West
bikes and ran off. Allegan County
He explained in detail the NAM Miss Wyngarden Feted
than
a "taste" of frost last night Grange of Visalia, Calif., and Cong. ing petitions.
12th
St.,
died
Wednesday
afternoon
Deputy Henry Bouwman, returnFive-Year Tax Reform Program,
when the mercury plunged to 32 August E. Johnson of Battle Creek. A public hearing will be held
A former Holland woman and which plans a gradual series of At Bridal Shower
ing from an accident investigation, at Holland Hospital.He had underdegrees, the lowest temperature so
The Chamber is working with Oct. 3 at 7:30 p.m. for special
picked them up on US-31 near the gone surgery earlier this week.
three of her five children are in tax reductionsto bring personal
A shower honoring Miss Shirley early in the season that weather
the Junior Chamber on observ- assessmentrolls for sanitary sewSurvivingare the wife, Ella; Three Rivers Hospital today as a and corporaterates down to
big curve south of Holland.
Wyngarden was held last Tuesday observerscan remember.
ance of National Fire Prevention ers completed In 1956. These are
Juvenile Agent Avery Baker said three daughters, Mrs. Ned Osteen result of serious injuriesreceived maximum of 35 per cent. The NAM evening at the home of Mrs. AlWhile the full extent of frost Week in Holland beginning Oct. 7. located in Harrison Ave., Wildthree of the boys, who are broth- of Lansing, Mrs. Marvin Fehling- in an accident Sunday which claim- feels that within five years the ex- bert Diepenhorst. 41 McKinley St.,
damage could not be determined
The Legislativeand National Af- wood Dr. to 32nd; 31st St. east
ers, have been in trouble a num- er and Mrs. Hoover Dean of Hol- ed the life of their mother-in-law panding economic growth of the Zeeland. Hostesses were the Mestoday, there was no doubt that fairs committee was instructedto and west of Harrison; 32nd St.
land; five grandchildren, and a and grandmothers.
ber of times.
country will create a surplus of dames Diepenhorst. James Bruithe early low-blow had considera- draw up a resolutionto be sent west of Harrison; 32nd St., HarriMrs. Gail Deepe, the former 12 billion dollars, which would then zema and Bert Gebben.
Baker said all attempts to find brother and sister in Florida.
ble effect on certain garden crops. to national leaders supporting the son Ave. east; Cleveland Ave.,
them a foster home have been un- The body will be taken from Estelle Rusticus, is in "serious be used to create new jobs for the
Present were the Mesdames The season's first frost occurred five-year plan for gradual reduc- Wildwood to 32nd; 28th St., Harrisuccessful.He said he is still look- Langeland Funeral 'Home to Wells conditionwith head lacerationsand new workers who are now growing
Adrian Gebben, Henry Gebben, while it was yet summer in the tion of income and corporation
son to Cleveland; 30th, Harrison to
ing for a foster home but doubts Funeral Home in Plant City, Fla., may lose her sight in one eye, up.
Melvin Martinie,Peter Zwager- nation. Fall will officially arrive taxes.
where services will be held Sunday. her mother, Mrs. Jacob Rusticus
Van Raalte.
if he will have any hick.
man, eHnry Kroll. Ray Kiekiten- Saturday at 8:36 p.m. EST.
Membership Chairman C. Neal
The city manager reported that
of 181 East Fifth St., said today.
vcld, Frank Diepenhorst, James
The 32-degree reading early to- Steketee reported 16 new memthere are legal questions involved
Mrs. Rusticus said two of the
Bruizema, all of Holland, Peter day was the lowest reading for bers during June. Russell Klaasen
Ode B. Voss Dies
Clerk Will Open Nights
in the right - of - way in the area
children, Sandra, 13 and Marsa,
Diepenhorst. Bert Gebben. Gerrit all of September for several years.
reported on tourist and resort ac- on the west side of Mifchigan be5, were treated and released along
For Voter Registrations
After Long Illness
Essenberg of Borculo, Marvin The September low last year was tivities the past summer; Walter
tween 28th and 32nd, in which a
Gty Gerk Clarence Grevengoed with their father, but that Gayle,
Doom of Grand Haven. Peter Ny- 34 and the low in 1954 was 34. Dur- Scott reported on progress of the sidewalk has been ordered conOcie B. Voss, 61, died Sunday today announced that his office 11, is in "critical”condition.
kamp, Paul Nykamp, Harold Ka- ing the third week of September area school study, and Dr. I. J.
morning after a long illness at would be open for the registrationDiana, 7, has a broken leg and
structed.Council approved his repenga, Tom Wyngarden and Al- last year, the temperaturesran Lubbers reported for the building
his home in Saugatuck (route 2, of voters during the last four days Pamela, 2, sustained a fractured
commendation to delay construcin
the
upper
80’sand
even
90.
bert Diepenhorstand Miss Lois
committee.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
tion and refer the matter to the
Fennville).He was bom in Sauga- before the registration deadline right shoulder and severe cuts.
At 11 a.m. today, the mercury
Kiel, all of Zeeland.
The Chamber is participatingin city attorney for recommendation
tuck township and had been a Oct. 8.
Mr. and Mrs. Deepe and the Kenneth Vander Kooi, 18, West
had
climbed
to
53,
but
topcoats
A two-course lunch was served
Olive, paid $75 fine and $5.50 costs
the National Chambei of Com- on procedure.
farmer there most of his life.
The office will be open from 8 children were returning to their
and gloves were much in evidence.
and games were played.
merce Annual Awards program Council approvedthe bid of Ben
Surviving are the wife, Ina; two a.m. until noon and from 1 p.m. to Flint home after picking up in MunicipalCourt Monday on a
Miss Wyngarden * will become
which is divided into four cate- Lubbers for constructing approxidaughters, Mrs. James Resseguie 8 p.m. on Oct 4 and 5 and until Deepe’s mother, Minnie, in South charge of reckless use of a motor
the bride of David Diepenhorst in Brother of Mrs. Carley
gories, economic understanding, mately 19,250 square feet of fourof Holland and Barbara at home; 5 pm. on Saturday, Oct. 6. Hours Bend. Ind. Mrs. Deepe, 72, was boat. Vander Kooi allegedly ran
a ceremony in Holland Heights
congressionalaction, fire safety, inch sidewalksat a cost of 26%
a son, Albert Ganschow ot Kings- on Monday, Oct 8 will be from 8 killed when their car swerved into into an anchored boat in which
Giristian Reformed Church Wed- Succumbs in California
and work program.
cents per square foot for an estiford Heights, Ind.; eighth grand- a.m. until 8 p.m. continuously. the path of an oncoming car three Fred W. Neumeg, 63, Grand Rapnesday evening.
mated total of $5,149.38. The bid
children, and a brother, George,
miles west of Three Rivers. Deepe ids, and his son were fishing on
Funeral services were held in
of Glenn.
was lowest o.‘ three submitted.
told police a tire blew out, causing1 Steams bayou Sunday, Sept. 9.|
Los Angeles, Calif., Wednesday for New Grand Haven Bridge
Zone Changes Expected
Vander Kooi first pleaded not Dog Killed
Council approved a lengthy conhim to lose control.
Albert Fehsel, brother of Mrs. Henguilty when he was arraigned MonGRAND HAVEN (Special)
tract with the MichiganState HighContract Goes to Lambs
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
-Stepry
Carley
of
Holland.
Henry J; Van Dam, 77/
day morning but he reappearedin hen K. Sabo, 26. route 1, Spring
Neighborhood protests over reway departmentfor 1956-57 muniMr. Fehsel died Sunday on his
the
afternoon, changed his plea
HAVEN
(Special) -L. cipal maintenance.
zoning
property
adjaceiib
to Mich- Jamestown and Bentheim
Of Drenthe Succumbs
Lake, driving a 1951 car south on 88th birthday, at a convalescent
and paid his fine. 'Die arrest was
W. Lamb and Son of Holland was A storage agreement with Swift
igan Brass Co., to industrial, as it Win C Softball Games
the West Spring Lake Rd., at 7:15 home in Los Angeles. He had been
|by sheriff's officers.
awarded a contract by the Michi- and Co. was approved, allowing
ZEELAND (Special) — Henry was before adoption of the new
p.m. Tuesday went off the road 1U for two months.
J. Van Dam, 77, of Drenthe, (route zoning ordinance was heard by
Jamestown defeated Bethel William Warren, 24, Grand and hit a telephone pole after fatal- Surviving are a brother, Oscar gan State Highway Department the company to use a portion of
[Wednesday afternoon for con- land adjacent to the Fifth St.
3, Zeeland) died at his home Sun- Gty Council Monday. Mayor Christian Reformed Church of Haven, waived examinationon a ly striking a German Shepherd
Fehsel of Hollywood,Calif.; two
day morning followinga short ill- Gaude VerDuin stated that the Grand Rapids, 4-2 and Bentheim charge of drunk driving, second dog belonging to Bruce Cleveland of sisters. Mrs. Carley and Mrs. R. structing a bridge over the south St. pumping stationfor storage of
ness. He suffered a stroke Fri- hearing comments would be con- won over Central Teachers, 4-1, In offense,and was committedto the the West Spring Lake Rd. Sabo’* Hansen of Blue Island, 111., and channel at Grandn Haven of which construction materials and sup]the present memorial bridge near plies, said agreement having been
day. He was a farmer all his life sidered and a council ruling could Gass C softball games Thursday county jail; unable to furnish $300 car was damaged on the left front several nieces and nephews.
jCamfieldManufacturingCo. willj prepared by the tity attorney and
and was bom in Drenthe, son of be expected Oct 1 when the city night In the Zeeland softball tour- bond for his appearancein Circuit to the extent of about $200. No
.be a part.
Court Oct 8. Warren was arrested
approved by the Board of Public
the late Mr. and Mrs. John Van officials also plan to announce nament at Legion Field.
ticket was issued by state police
New Cniter Sinks
’Hie Holland firm was low bid- Works.
Dam. He was a member of their decision on the request of Don Nyenhuis won the game for by state police Sept. 15 In Grand who investigated.
SAUGATUCK (Special)
A der at a figure of $145,377.30. One Council heard the first reading
Drenthe Christian Reformed Plumb Supermarketsof Muskegon Jamestown. Both teams each had Haven township.
James Fields, 45, Detroit, pleadhi and new 55-foot cabin cruiser other bid was submittedby Gene of a new ordinance estahlishiot
Church.
to rezone a Wallace and Park four hits. Harv Berens won the
the positionof Munuicipal Court
worth an estimated $90,000 sank Fewell of Grand Rapids.
Surviving are the wife, formerly street block from residential to second game and each team had ed guilty to a drunk driving charge Changes Plea
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Contractors expect to start work clerk.
at its dock at the Saugatuck MaJennie Ter Haar; one son, John, commercial.
four hits. Ron Wetherbee paced and was committed to jail for 30
Holland; two daughters, Mrs. Roy
the winners with a single,double days, unable to pay $100 fine and Frederick DeBri, 40, Grand rina Wednesday. The boat had on the new bridge within a month
Ed De Haan, of 198 East Eighth
$4.90 costs. On a charge of driv- Rapids, who pleaded not guilty in been taken for a trial run earlier and hope to have it completed
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Van Der Hoop and triple.
L. Sears of Huntington, Ind., and
St., is recovering in Butterworth
Miss Ann Van Dam at home; five of Redlands, Calif., are spending a
In girls action, defending cham- ing without a license, he was sen- Grand Haven Municipal Court in the day and returned to Its in October, 1957. This will be
grandchildren; one brother, John few weeks in the Holland-Zeelandpion Family Market, defeated Zee- tenced to pay $50 fine and $4.90 Aug. 29 to a charge of drunk driv- dock. It is believed a sea cock In part of the Grand Haven • Muske- Hospital in Grand Rapids from injuries received last Friay when he
of Forest Grove; two sisters, Mrs. area visiting friends and relatives. land Jion Ton, 2-1 ,The winners costs which he also failed to pay ing, changed his plea to guilty the steel hulled vessel had been gon divided highway.
A. K. banning, Mrs. Gerrit De Mr. Van Der Hoop was employed made five hits and the loser four. and thus was required to serve an Monday afternoon and paid $100 left open. The boat was raised Bids were opened in Grand Hav- fell 25 feet while painting
"Weine and one sister - in - law, at De Vries and Dombos here be- Barr was the winning pitcher, additional15 days. He was arrest- fine and $4.30 costs. He was ar with very littleldamage resulting. en Wednesday morning and the General Motors plant in
He expects to
Mi's. Egbert Van I&m, all of fore moving to Redlands 13 years striking out 16 while ArWe Van- ed by state police Sept 16 in rested by state police in Grand Most of the ir&rior fittings had contract was signed in tlS afte^
'
not been installed.
Spring Lake township.
Haven township Aug. 2L
ago,
der Kolk was the losing horler.
Jekel, Sena Bontekoe. Albert Kleis,

$66,050.20.
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Inland citinns

Tuesday afternoon took advantage of Rep.
Gerald R. Ford, Jr/s mobile office by stopping

Main and Elm
Sts. Ford estimated that an average of 40
persons a day have colled on him since he

to chat with him in his trailer at

+

it

and Kent
The average is the highest

started his tour of Ottawa

counties

Sept. 10.

since he

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

20, 1956

began visitingconstituents several years ago.
Here Zeeland post office employes present their
problems and suggestions to him.
(Sentinel photo)

+ + +

+

HOUAND CITY NEWS,

Ottawa County

Zeeland Citizens Visit

HOPE STUDENTS ENROLL — An

4-H News

by Willis S. Boss
4-H Club Agent
Norma
rma Keppel from Zeeland and
ZEELAND (Special)
Rep. nesses, and servicemen’s affairs Karen Naber from Holland attendGerald R. Ford, Jr. and his mo- have been the most asked about ed the annual R.Y.U.S.A confer-

Rep. Ford's Mobile Office
-

estimated

1,000 students Tuesday went through the
sometimes frustrating experienceof lining up
classes and hours to fit their needs and desires
at Hope College. A Hope professor (standing
on table) hanas a sign advisingthe scholars
that certain class sections are closed. Classes

bile office made its firat visit to phases of the federal government, ence held at the University of Wisconsin, in Madison last week. They
the HoUand area Tuesday /afte^ he said.
Qualifications for social secur- received this trip award for havnoon when he greeted constituents
at Main and Elm Sts. in Zeeland. ity, vetenn’s pensions and bene- ing worked as counselors at camp
The Zeeland stop, fifth on fits, assistance for small business this year.
Two hundred rural youth from
Ford’s seved - week tour of 24 and parents wishing to have their
places in Kent and Ottawa coun- servicemensons transferredor in 18 differentstates gathered for 4
Sixty members of the Holland
ties, was greeted by Mayor Robert some other way helped have been days on the campus and discussed
Golf Association of
DeBruyn and over 20 residents at the top of particular inquiries, “Rural Youth Meets a Changing
World.” Many delegatee had the American Legion Country Club
who conferred with die congress- he said.
man during the first two hours. Legislationon taxation,agricul- privilege of hearing talks given climaxed a successful season
The office remained open until ture, social security,and civil de- by many nationally known speak- Tuesday evening with a trophy dinfense has been suggested, Ford ers — Martha Kohl, from the Nat- ner at the country club.
after 8 p.m.
ional Safety Council; Ed Pope,
Ford said his idea of traveling mentioned.
Before dinner, punch was servNot much has been said about from Washington D.C.; Howard ed from a gaily decoratedtable,
through the area he representshas
Me
Farland
of
the
Cooperative
Inbeen "Very successful,"and esti- foreign aid or military prepareddone in the golf motif. Mrs. Arthur
mated more than 40 persons have ness, but Ford pointed out that hi* stitute. Washington D.C. Studs its Wyman and Mrs. Jay Tinholt pretrom
five
foreign
countries
also
visited him each day since he be- trip is just beginning.
sided at the punch bowl.
Speaking of the military draft, expressed their ideas, to give the
gan his tour on Sept. 10.
Attractive arrangementsof fall
He said the number of com- he said the plan now being fol- delegates a look at the foreign flowers decoratedthe tables.
picture.
plaints receivedhave been less lowed is to encourageyoung men
Place cards were clever miniature
than 1955 and most visitors want to choose the military for a career
greens with tiny flags and candy
Stephen Bosworth, from Jenison,
information or make suggestions. at the expense of the draft, but
golf balls. Favors were corsages
is
the
outstanding
member
who
added
that
without
the
draft,
the
Social security, veteran's afmade of three small white artififairs, farm problems, small busi- whole purpose would be defeated. will be representing Ottawa County cial flowers, centeredwith three
and the state of Michigan in the
Waterloo 4-H dairy judging con- red golf tees Mrs. Lincoln Senn?tt andMrs. William Nies did the
-test this weekend.
Steve received this honor after decorations and Mrs. Bill Venhui-

got underway Wednesday. The full schedule
will continue Thursday and Friday. Saturday
morning students will attend the classes they
Mrs. Earl D«an Rotonan

missed Tuesday morning because of late
registration.Another lost day will be made up
sometime

in the near future.

(Sentinel photo)

Trophy Dinner Climaxes

Mouw Elected

(de Vries photo)

Miss Mary Alyce Borr

Wed

to

Earl D.

Rotman

Holland Heights ChristianRe- groom's brother, Calvin Rotmaij,
formed Church was the scene of served as ring bearer.
an impressive candelight ceremo- Mr. Rotman chose his brother,
ny at 8 p.m. Tuesday when Miss Roger Rotman, as best man and
All prizes were selected by Mrs.
Warren J. Veurink as groomsman.
The Rev. Henry A. Mouw was Mary Alyce Borr apd Earl Dean
Women’s
Harold Klaasen and Mrs. Larry
Rotman were united in marriage. Seating the guests were the
Geuder.
elected president of the Holland
The Rev. Harry Vander Ark per- groom’s cousin, Donald Aalderink,
New officersfor the year were Visiting Nurse Association at a
formed the double ring rites in a and Robert Schievinkof Grand
introduced by Mrs. Nies. Mrs. Wilmeeting ol the VNA board of di- setting of ferns, candelabra and Rapids. Mr. and Mrs. Vernon L.
liam F. Beebe is the new presiwhite gladioli.Ferns and white nylon waltz - length gown and cardent; Mrs. James White, tourna- rectors Tuesday afternoon in City
ried a basket of rose petals. The
ribbon bows marked the pews.
ment chairman; Mrs. Harold Hall, He succeeds RobertNotier
The bride is the daughter of Tuls completedthe wedding party
Klaasen, record chairman; Mrs. who was elected vice president.
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Borr of 1143 as master and mistress of cereVernon Poest, spring and fall Cornelia Van Voorst and George
Harvard Dr. Mr. and Mrs. James monies.
tournament chairman; Mrs. Jay
For her daughter’s wedding, Mrs.
Rotman of 97 East 25th St. are
Vander Bie, prize chairman; Mrs. Lemmen were reelected scretary
Borr chose a brown Italian silk
parents of the groom.
Howard Phillips, starter chairman; and treasurer, respectively. Mrs.
Given in marriage by her father, dress with matching accessories
Mrs.
Bonzelaar, Mayo A. Hadden, Sr., is retiring the bride chose a gown of tulle and a pink rose corsage. Tha
secretary - treasurer; Mrs. Stu- vice president.
and chantillylace featuring a fit- groom’s mother wore a gray dress
art Padnos, handicap chairman; Other members of the board are
ted bodice with sabrina neckline with black accessories and a red
Mrs. Clare Van Liere, publicity Mrs. W. C. Kools, Mrs. Clarence
outlined in sequins. The bouffant and white carnation corsage.
De
Graaf,
Mrs.
L.
A.
Wade,
R.
E.
chairman; Mrs. Warren Westrate,
A reception for 100 guests was
skirt of chantillylace panels swept
social chairman; Mrs. Harold De Chapman, Dr. Warren Westrate,
Into a small chapel train. Her fing- held immediately followingthe
Vries, out - of - town special Vernon D. Ten Cate and Mrs. R.
ertip veil fell from a matching se- ceremony. Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
events; Mrs. Drew Miles, local L. Schlecht. Mrs. Marion Crozier quin crown and she carried a Kragt served at the punch bowl
is the new visiting nurse, succeedspecial events.
bouquet of white gardenias and and Misses Joan Johnson and
last week’s judging at the state zen and Mrs. William F. Beebe
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Klom- ing Mrs. Angie Van Hoven who
Marilyn Vereeke arranged the
feathered carnations.
arranged
the
flowers.
fair. He is one of the top four
arens will be in charge of Mr. resigned last spring to operate a
As the bride approached the al- gifts. Pouring at the buffet table
Paris
judges in the state. Congratula- Mrs. William Nies. president, and Mrs. Golf events next sea- rest home in Zeeland.
tar Miss Mary Ellen Welters sang were aunts of the bride, Mrs.
tions! We hope that thsi encoura- gave recognition to the American son.
VNA is one of the several agen- Whither Thou Goest.” She also William Vander Veere and Mrs.
prejudice.
Ethiopan,
Algerian,
Legion
and
George
Slikkers
for
(Larry Siedentop, Holland’*
ges and inspires more members
cies under Community Chest and
sang “O Perfect Love” and “The John Tuls of Grand Rapids. Mrs.
their donations toward the trophCommunity Ambassador, 1* back Syrian, Chinese, Indian, European to strive for this award trip.
is scheduled to receive 53,600 the
Lord’s Prayer.” Miss Betty Mar- Leo Riemersma was in charge of
ies. She introducedMrs. J. De Camp Fire Board Has
from Europe and In Holland to re- and American— the students of the
coming year. Of the 2.500 home
the guest book. Mrs. Wolters sang
cus presided at the organ.
gister for classes at Hope College. University of Paris mix with a
Roger Jewell from Coopersville Vries, who awarded prizes for the
visits made in the year ending
Mrs. Warren J. Veurink,sister two solos and the Rev. William
His final dispatch,written In Paris magnificentdisregardof super- spent two days in Detroit as consolationtournamentto Mrs. Al- Meet at Civic Center
last May, 38 percent of the pa
of the bride, as matron of honor Brink gave closing remarks and
on Aug. 27, was submitted to The ficial differences.And while this guest of the Detroit Community of bert K 1 e i s, Jr., championship
tients were full pay, 39 percent
Members
of
the
Camp
Fire
wore a waltz - length gown of prayer.
Sentinelthis week for publication. admirable attitude is nearly uni- Railroads. They visited a meat flight; Mrs. John Yff, first flight;
part pay, 20 percent were free and
For their honeymoon to northern
wedgewood blue lace, featuring a
versal in Europe, nowhere can it packing plant and had discussion Mrs. James Cook, second flight; board met for dessert and a busi-Editor).
ness meeting Monday afternoon 3 percent of the visits wefe made fitted bodice and bouffant skirt. Michigan, the bride chose for
compare to the special flavor of on subject matter afterward. They Mrs. Joe Corrado,third flight.
By Larry Siedentop
on behalf of some other organizaSpecial events prizes we r e in the recreation room at Civic tion or agency. Community Chest She wore a matching sequined traveling a brown sheath dress
visited the Detroit stockyards and
How strange city life seems after student life in Paris.
Center. Hostesses were Mrs. Rucrown and carried a colonialbou- with black accessoriesand a whits
For
the
last
month
France
has
awarded
by
Mrs.
Tom
Vander
were' to be guests at the ball game
the past three weeks in Brittany
funds are used to supplement the
quet of roses and carnations.Iden- orchid corsage.
seemed
frenzied, politically and in- between Detroit and Washington Kuy. Mrs. Vernon Klomparens re- dolph Eriksen and Mrs. Adrian
and the Valley of the Loire! I can
part-pay and free visits, and help
Both Mr. and Mrs. Rotman are
tical ensembles in petal pink were
tellectually. This is not the result today.
ceived a prize for the most one- Van Putten.
scarcely imagine a more bizarre
maintain the general organization.
worn by the bridesmaids,Mrs. graduates of Holland Christian
of the long talked of chronic govMrs. W. F. Young presided and
;er won this trip for being putts during the year; Mrs. John
ftoge
contrast than that between living
August was a particularlyheavy Harry Holtrust of Gran^ Haven, High School. The groom is now
ernmentalinstability, not a delay- the best beef showman as well as Elenbaas, for sinking the most ap- welcomed members back after the
out of saddlebags, stopping to eat
month with 337 visits, compared Miss Cynthia De Witt of Zeeland serving, with the U. S. Army. The
ed
reaction
to
the
cancerous for his past experience with beef proach shots; Mrs. A. W. Tahaney, summer recess.
improvised meals along the roadwith 244 in July and 213 in June
and the bride's sister. Miss Kathy bride has been employed as a secSeveral reports were given durmost pars; Miss Vivian Voorhorst,
side, searchingfor a barn that growth of the Algerian rebellion. animals.
During heavy periods,Mrs. Crozier
retary at Holland Furnace Co. The
Borr, as Junior bridesmaid.
Rather,
it stems from a seemingly
ing
the
business
session.
Mrs.
Lumost
birdies;
Mrs.
Henry
Smith,
some peasant family would lend as
is aided by Mrs. Ruth De Neff,
Charlene Rotman, sister of the newlyweds will be at home after
lesser pretext— Nasser's nationliza
Neil Zuidema from Holland and best score for nine-holeplay; Mrs. cicn Raven, camp chairman, resleeping quarters for the night—
assistant visitingnurse. The case
groom, as flower girl wore a white Sept. 26 in South Carolina.
Mrs. Russell Lowing from Conklin, Albert Kleis, Jr., best 18 - hole ported on a successful season at
tion of the Suez Canal.
and life in the cky of Paris.
load was leveling off in Septem
the
two
district representatives score; Mrs. William. Beebe, best camp, and Mrs. Anthony BouwFor
the
past
four
weeks
posters
Yet this abrupt shift of environber.
ment has served to make the at- have become increasingly numer- from Ottawa County Council, trav- nine-holeringer chart Mrs. James man told of the Horizon ConferVNA fees for certain cases are Lesson on ‘Corsages’
ous
and
pointed
in their thrust that, eled to the Oceana 4-H camp on Cook received a prize as mos* im- ence at Albion, attended by 37 Holtractive sides of cosmppolitan
sometimes
reimbursed by the poSept.
19
and
met
with
the
other
to
land girls. Plans for a Horizon
proved player of the year.
European life even more glamor at all costs, France must not back
lio foundation, cancer society,ar- Presented at Meeting
counties to discuss the following
down
before
this
Hitlerian
thrust,
Club
New
Girls
Tea
were
announcFeature
event
of
the
evening
ous, at the same time making the
problems: 1. Obtaining and keep- was the awarding of champion- ed by Mrs. Raymond Smith. Dates thritis foundation, social welfare
A lesson on “Corsages” highless desirable aspects of Parisian that a victorious Nasser would coning new leaders 2. Parent Co-op- ship tournament trophies by Mrs. for leader: training courses were groups and insurance companies.
life even more evident. Perhaps trol the livelihood of three-quarters
lighted
the meetine of the Vir- City
eration 3. County Problems.
Nies. Mrs. A. W. Tahaney, new announced by Mrs. William Pluim,
the sole unfailing connection be- of French industrial workers.
ginia
Park
Home Economics Gub
Delegates
of
our
local
County
club champion, was honored with training chairman.
tween our life in the provinces and Newspapers hurl virtuallyunHarry Risselada,78,
Monday evening at the home of ZEELAND (Special)- The Zeeprintable
invective
against
the Council gain much news and many
Mrs.
Raven
was
appointed
to
beautful
trophy,
followed
by
Paris is interminable walking....
land City Council approved a bid
ideas to benefit our county pro- presentationof trophiesto the first survey ways in which Camp Fire Succumbs at Home
Mrs. Henry Du Mez.
One of the most common re- Egyptian President, and French gram from these meetings.
Leaders from the Laketown of 516,225for a city garage Mondiplomats
reflect
the
aggressive
Girls
can
help
to
get
out
the
vote
flight
champion,
Mrs.
Joe
Borgactions I have found among AmeriHarry Risselada. 78, died Tues group presentedthe lesson. They day night to be built near the
man; second flight, Mrs. Andrew in November.
can touristsin Europe is a dis- attitude of an inflamed public
Clubs are organizing for the winare Mrs Martin Busscher, Mrs. sewage plant.
opinion.
day
afternoonat his home,
Dalman,
and
third
flight,
Mrs.
appointmentwith Paris. I think
ter program in many parts of the
Henry Busscher and Mrs. John The bid was submitted by BouwThe
Socialist
Government
of
Drew Miles.
this is readily understandable in
West 18th St. He was a retired
ens and Son of Zeeland and does
county.
We
plan
to
hold
leaderBay
New
Tractor
Scholten.
Prizes were given to runners up
view of several things. First, while Premier Guy Mollet has seized on
wood turner and had warked at
ship training meetings in the disMrs. Edwin Fuder, chairman, not include 53,374 for steel, which
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
this
situation
to
dismiss
painful
in
the
championship
tournament—
April may not be the only time to
will be purchased by the city.
tricts in October and would like
Mrs. Henry Smith, championship Grand Haven city council approv- Herman Miller FurnitureCo. in conducted devotions and refresh- Total cost of the structurewill be
see Paris, the summer months are bones of contention and form a
to have all new leaders as well
Zeeland
for
30
years
and
at
the
ments
were
served
by
Mrs.
Lester
certainlythe least desirable time. strong majority group. With all as old ones come to these meet- flight; Mrs. James White, first ed the purchase of a new four519,599. The garage will house city
for 56,145 Howard Miller Clock Co. for five Cook and the hostess. Mrs. Du
flight; Mrs. Jay Vander Bie, sec- ton tractor-excavator
During the month of August, for these motives prompting her to- ings.
equipment.
years.
Mez,
who
represents
the
club
t|
example, there is an exodus of ward an aggressivestand, with Also, in talking to some of the old- ond flight,and Mrs. Fred Cole- (with power steering).Bids were
He was born in the Netherlands the Hospital Auxiliary, announced Peter Brill, in charge of conconsidered from 12 dealers in
over one millionParisiansinto the an irrational hope that the defeat er members and leaders, I have man. third flight.
structiondetails, said work should
to
the late .'!r. and Mrs. John Ris- that the auxiliary is planning a
Guest prize for the evening was Western Michigan, listing eight
provinces and the rest of Europe. of Nasser would mean the dis- found that a 4-H club has helped
begin in a few days and estimated
selada.
On
May
30,
1906
he
marbenefit
coffee
in
which
each
memmakes and 19 models.
As if to insure that no depopula- apperance of the rebels in Algeria. many communities to make them won by Mrs. James Cbenchain.
it would take six weeks to finish
ried Miss Jennie Gebben.
ber should invite 10 guests to her
tion results,at least two million France is a nation to be w-atched better communities.The club has
the garage.
Surviving
are
the
wife;
one
home
for
coffee
on
Oct.
11.
foreign tourists ( the largest part in the coming months. She is taken girls and boys off the street,
In other council action,councildaughter, Miss Henrietta Risseof them Americans) descend upon fighting for her place in the Sun.” provided entertainment,helped
Style
at Civic
man Peter Staal was appointed to
lada, of Holland; two sons, Joe
the city. As I walked through the
serve with a member of the Board
boys and girls over the rough
of Grand Rapids and Alvin of Hol- Mrs. Kruithof Speaks
boulevardsand squares I heard
of Public Works on a personnel
years and made them better citiland; four grandsons, Robert with
far more English and German
At Guild Meeting
committee to screen applications
zens. If you would like to start
the Air Force in Japan, Kenneth
being spoken than mere French. Infor city positions.
or join a club, drop a line to the
of Grand Rapids, Bruce and Keith
More than 150 members and Councilman Mel Boonstra was
deed, near the Place de 1’ Opera
4-H Office, Courthouse, Grand Havof Holland; two sisters, Mrs. Sam guests of the Women’s Guild of appointedto serve on an operand the sprawling headquarters of
en. We will be glad to hear from
Koning of Holland and Mrs. Char- Third Reformed Church were en- ations committee with Mayor RobAmerican Express I felt that a
you and to talk it over with you.
les Lautenbachof Marne; one tertained by Mrs. Bastian Kruit- ert DeBruyn and a Board of Pubperson would be considered downMr. and Mrs. Adrianus Schoens
brother, Charles of Holland and a hof Monday evening. The birthday lic Works member not yet named.
right odd if he actually spoke and four-year-oldson are schedGleaners Class Has
brother-in-law,Edward Hemmeke potluck dinner was held In the The committee was organized to
French.
der sponorship of the Trinity Reof West Olive.
Fellowship Hall of the church, and assist City Supt. L. A. Sears.
No city made up of human beings formed Church Couples Club.
Meeting at Church
Funeral services will be held featured a clever table motif for
could survive this sort of invasion
A
special Couples Qub comFriday at 2 p.m. at the Prospect each month of the year.
unaffected, nor does Paris fail to
The annual meeting of th. Gleamittee, headed by Don Sqholten,
Park Christian Reformed Church In charge of the decorations were Mrs. Henry Maentz, Jr.,
take adjustments. As the tourists has been working for several ners Class of Third Reformed
with Dr. J. T. Hoogstra officia- Mrs, Carl Miller, Mrs. Jack Bai^ Guest of Honor at Tea
arrive, the Parisians withdrew into
months on arrangementsfor bring- Church was held in the church
ting. Burial will be in Pilgrim endse, Jr., Mrs Robert Hume,
the backgroundand the prices rise
parlors
last
Friday
evening.
Mrs.
ing the Netherlandscouple here
Home Cemetery. Relatives will Mrs. Kenneth Kehrwecker an0 Mrs. Henry Maentz entertained
perceptibly.(There are two costto make their home. The Schoens H. P. De Pree conducted devomeet in the church basement at Mrs. Gordon Vander Schel. Mrs. at a tea Tuesday afternoon in her
of-living indexes published in
family is scheduledto arrive in tions and Mrs. G. John Koolker
1:45 p.m. Relativesand friends Francis Drake was 4n charge of home honoring her daughter - in France — one for Paris and one Holland sometime after Oct. 15.
presided at the business session.
in - law, Mrs. Henry .Maenttt,Jr.
may meet the family at their the dinner arrangements.
for the rest of France!)Similarly
Annual
reports
were
given
by
A report on the Schoens family
home tonight and 'Dui rsday after
In her devotions Mrs. Willard Tuj junior Maentzes and their
the intellectual and cultural actithe
following
officers:
Mrs.
J.
projectwas heard by Couples Club
noon and evening. Arrangements Connor offered some highlightsand son, Scott, recently moved to Holvity of the capital dwindles to a
members Monday evening when Olert, recording secretary; Mrs.
are by Langeland Funeral Home. thought • provokingcomments on land from Orlando, Fla., where
mere whisper of its normal volume, they had a potluck supper a”t Camp Marius Mulder, treasurer; Mrs.
Jesus’ Sermon on the Mount. Mrs. Mr. Maentz completed servicewith,
leaving behind, however, such un- Geneva. A large crowd
Free assistant mission
Harry Frissel sang "Love Divine the U. S. Air Force. They are retouchables as the Opera, intimate
the event, planned by club offic- treasurer;Miss Dena Muller, visit
Eifhtli Grade Gridders
All Love Excelling" from an old siding at 157 East 26th St.
theatres in the Montmartre, and
ing
and
flower
committee,
and
ers. Games and entertainment
The Maentz home was decorated
Welsh Hymn tune and "Spirit Of
the Comedie Francaise.
Working Out Every Day
Mrs. Mary Emma ’Young, proclimaxed the evening.
with autumn garden flowers for toe
God" by Neidllnger. • >
This is not to say that Paris
gram
chairman.
Officersof the club are Mr. and
A total of 39 eighth grade hope- Mrs. Kruithof reviewed "Papa’s occasion. Pouring at the tea table
in the summer is unrewarding. On
Hostesses were Mrs. E. Koeppe
Mrs. Don Scholten, president;Mr.
fuls, out for their first taste of Wife" by Thyrra Ferre Bjorn'. This were Mrs. O. W. Lowry, Mrs. H.
the contrary, a litfle patient, symand
Mrs.
G.
Bredeway,
assisted
and Mrs. Phil Baron, vice presifootball, are working every after- delightful story of a Swedish minis- P. Harms, Mrs. Stuart Boyd and
patheticinvestigationreveals in dent; Mr. and Mrs. Donald Van by Mi*r. J. J. Van Putten and
noon under Coach' Don Oosterbaan ter’s wife held her audiencecap- Mrs. E. David Boyd.
unexpected places and novel exOosterhout,secretary,and Mr. Mrs. T. S. Hadden.
at the 21st St. athleticField.
tive from beginning to end.
periences the absa/bing personaliThe
tea
table
and
flower
decoraand Mrs. Norm Japinga, treasurer.
The youngsters are being taught
Mrs. George Stephens, president Injures Hand
ty the astonishing vitality of the
tions were arranged by Mrs. Wilthe fundamentalsof blocking and of the guild, conducted the short
city. These are not in general inson Diekema and Miss Muller.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
tackling and a few plays. Gostev business meeting.
cidents that can be stereotyped. Appointment Made
Tiny Model Is Prepared for Role in Fashion Show
Mrs. Young poured.
George Wlerenga, 29, route 2,
baan
plans
to
do
some
scrimmag
Perhaps I can convey a taste of
(Prince
photo)
•fficers serving dbring the past
Ofl
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Spring Lake submittedto extenwhat I say, however. Strolling School Supt Ralph Van Volkinburg year were reelected, including Above are some of the models Mrs. Jeanette Altena, Anita De ing probablylater this week.
sive surgery on his left hand in
Marriage
licenses
Inter-squad scrimmages are
through the famed Latin Quarter Announced Tuesday that Henry Mrs. A. B. Van Dyke, assistant who will appear in the fashion Nooyer, Pat De Jonge and Mrs.
Municipal Hospital Tuesday eveOttawa County
planned along with a scrimmage
near the Sorbonne and particularlyDirkse has been named acting secretary, and Miss Jennie Kar- show “Fall Fantasy," to be pre- Elaine Van Zoeren.
ning. His hand was cut between
Nicholas
Zylstra,
72,
Route
1,
with
the
ninth
grade
reserves.
sented in Holland Civic Center next
along the students' beloved “Boul- secretary-treasurer
The show is being sponsoredby
to the B o a r d sten, assistanttreasurer.
The eighth graders are aU Zeeland, and Coba B. Groenewoud, the thumb and Index finger when
Wednesday, Sept. 26, at 8 p.m.
Mich" (Boulevard SaintrMichel),of Education succeeding Mrs.
Calvary Reformed Church Ladies decked
________
out in complete football 73, Zeeland. Stewart R. MUes, a power saw he was operating
Fashions for all ages and all
I was utterly fascinated by the Louise Gorham. Mrs. Jane Ernst
norScientistssay
jay the average,
i
Aid
and
Prospect
Park
Christian
gear
sjjth
the exception of football 48, Muskegon Heights, and Antoi- while bulling his new home, slipabsence of that American has bsjhi employed as bookkeep- mal person mo\#s from
35 to 60 occasionswill be featured.
fr
shoeSj./Theywear sneakers. | nette Wells, 45, West Spring Lake ped.
Left to right are Carol Ver Beck, School Circle.
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Mr. end Mrs. Ktnntth Pollnsky
Miss Isla Sweet and Kenneth The bride wore a pink and white
Pollnsky were united in- marriage brocaded nylon dress over pink
in a double ring rites at Lawton, taffeta.
Okla., on Aug. 18. The bride li
The newlywedsare now living at
the daughter of Mr. and Mr*. Irv- 703 Park, Lawton, Okla. The
ing Sweet, 363 West 20th St., and groom Is* serving with the Army,
the groom is the son of Mrs. Allie stationed at Fort Sill. The bride
Smlt of 2% East Eighth St. and was formerly employed as a teleMr. Polinsky of Macatawa Park. phone operator.

ye

TELLS OF FIGHTING

—

Continued fighting between guerrilas
and government troops was discussed by Abel Sierra, Colombian
educator visiting with the Rev. Alvin Schutmaat and his family
in Holland recently. Sierra also had high praise for the
American school system of elective courses and guidance

programs.
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Mr. and Mrs. Carl James Edewoards
(Joel photo)

(Sentinel photo)

The home of Mr. and Mrs. Gary yellow wool dress and had a corMr. ond Mrs. Gorth J. Fynewever
Otte in Zeeland was the scene of sage of roses and mums.
Western Riding Club
A
double ring ceremony per- Schout were ushers. Other attendLaveme
Edewaards
attended his
a lovely wedding on Thursday,
brother as best man.
formed Sept. 6 at 8 p.m. at ants were Gary Grossenbacherand Stages First Show
Sept. 6, when their daughter, Miss
Mrs. Otte chose for the occasion Coopersville ChristianReformed John Fynewever.
Mary Knoll on her spotted horse '
Sandra Jeanne Otte, became the a blue wool dress with matching
Mrs. Gordon Fynewever was orbride of Carl James Edewaards. hat. Mrs. Edew ards wore an ice Church united in marriage Miss ganist and Jerry Bouwkamp, solo- Major was presented the first blue
The groom is the son of Mr. and blue boucle lace dress and a se- Shirley Jean Schout and Garth J. ist. Ferns, bouquets of white glad- ribbon offered by the Holland
Fynewever. The bride is the ioli and candelabra decorated the Western Riding Club, in the allMrs. Menno Edewaards of Holland. quin hat.
western show last Saturday at
A profusion of flowers in fall A reception for 90 guests was daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Herb altar.
Guerrilla skirmishes still mar he said, are liberal and will ac- shades, backed with greens, form- held at Cumerford'sdining room Schout of Coopersville and the
The bride’s mother wore a Fair Acre Farm in Zeeland.
the Colombian back countries cept all kinds of students, in- ed a. setting for the double ring The Rev. William Brink acted as groom's parents are Mr. and Mrs. metallic beige dress with match- The silver cup tor highest points
cluding Free Thinkers. Free Think- rites, performed by the Rev. J. master of ceremonies.
Glenn Fynewever of Coopersville. ing accessories and the groom’s awarded to a club member was
An AWOL soldier was captured
eight years after the worst fighters are considered atheistsin his Bruinooge. Music included"BeAfter a honeymoon trip to Maine The Rev. A. A. Koning officiated mother was attiredin a steel blue won by Karen De Witt of Zeeland. Thursday night and two others
ing in the South American country country, he said.
cause," "I'll Walk With God” New Hampshireand other New at the rites.
taffeta dress with dusty rose acThe show began 'll 10 a.m. with were being sought after they were
a Colombian educator in Holland The Colombian government said and "The Lord’s Prayer," sung England states, the newlyweds will The bride wore a floor - length cessories.
a grand entry parade led by Dean
said.
last year that Protestant schools by Martin Hardenberg,accompan- make their home on 35th St.
gown of chantillylace and net
A reception for 120 guests was Miller,club president. Forty-five caught in the act of siphoning gasConservativeand liberal ele- could not enroll Catholic pupils. nied by Mrs. Hardenberg.
featuring
a
fitted
bodice
with
saheld in the American legion club horses and riders took part. Jack oline from a truck in the rear of
Both Mr. and Mrs. Edewaards
ments and Catholic and Protestant As a result, Catholic students enFor her wedding, the bride chose are graduates of Holland Christian brina neckline embroidered with house. Serving the guests were the De Witt was announcer. Harold Brewer's City Coal Dock Co. on
religiousgroups engage in bloody rolled without claiming their re- a white wool sheath dress with
High School. The bride is a beau- iridescentsequins. The bouffant Misses Thelma Van Sweden. Cicile Knoll, timer and Dean Miller, A1 Pine Ave.
fighting "regularly,'’according to ligion.
white feather hat and a corsage tician at One's Beauty Shoppe and net skirt over candlelight satin Sprick, Phyllis Hop, Mary Jo Poel, Kietzman and Howard Knoll, in
Allan Ranny Graves, 18, route 2.
Abel Sierra, registrarof a ColomComparitivereligion is a com- of roses and carnations. Her at- the groom is a saleman for Col- had insets of chantilly lace and fell Joan Kop penal and Janice charge of field and equipment.
Hamilton, is being held In the Holbian high school,visiting with the pulsory course along with academ- endant, Miss Carol Gort, wore a liers.
into a cathedral train. Her finger- Koskamp. Dr. aid Mrs. H. H.
Winners were: Spear the Ring— land jail pending arraignmenton
Rev. and Mrs. Alvin Schutmaat ic subjects, he said, with almost
tip veil fell from a scalloped crown Schwartz of Coopersville w e re Mary Knoll, Major; Linds De charges yet to be determined.
at 215 West 15th St.
all Christian religionscovered.
of lace trimmed with iridescent master and mistress of cere- Witt, Laddie Boy; Bruce Vender
Graves and two others fled the
entertained at a 6:30 family dinSierra had praise for the AmerFighting among diverse factions
sequins and pearls. She wore a monies, Norm Fynewever and Miss Kooi, Sweet William. B a loon scene when they were surprised
ner Sunday in honor of their
ipan school system of elective sub- was most serious in 1948, when
pearl necklace, a gift of the groom. Donna Boerman served punch and Breaker— Children 14 and under, by a Holland detective and a rehouse guests, Mr. and Mrs. Merle
jects and early vocational choice. 44 persons were killed or injured,
Her attendants. Miss Lynda Mr. and Mrs. Vaughn Jensen ar- Karen De Witt, Arab Lady, John serve officerwho had staked out
Schools in the United States, he 181 primary schools closed and 46
Women of the Ganges Baptist Margot and three sons of Belle- Schout as maid of honor, and Miss ranged the gifts.
Harthorn. Toni; Bruce Vander the area because of previous
ville, Ohio, the former being a
said, "prepare studentsto face churches destroyed in anti - Pro- Church were hosts at a miscellanFaye Fynewever, Miss Betty The couple will be a* home after Kooi, Sweet William. Speedy thefts.
brother
of
Mr.
Margot.
Guests
realityand make them competent testant rioting.
The officers had been waiting in
eous shower Thursday evening at were Mrs. Elizabeth Allbright, Schout, Miss Margret Fynewever Sept. 20 at 234 West 16th St. For Turns — Karen De Witt, Arab
at their chosen jobs. They try to
Even now, Sierra said, persons
and Mils Judy Schout, brides- the honeymoon to the Black Hills Lady; A1 Kietzman,FUcka; Keith the darkness for more than two
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Vernon
Margot,
the
Sunday
school
room
of
the
make better citizens out of stu- accused of thinking against the
maids, wore ballerina- length or- of South Dakota the bride chase Post, Sweetheart. Handkerchiefhours when Graves and the others
dents. This is good because it government are likely to be ex- church in honor of Miss Elaine their daughtersand families,Mr. chid crystalettegowns fashioned a two-piece fall cotton dress with Race. 12 years and under -~ Alan drove into the yard with the
keeps the de .n o c r a t i c pro- pelled from schools or taken out Knight. About 25 were present en- and Mrs. A. J. Van Till and fam- princess style. They wore match- short jacket and black accessories. Van Wieren, Flicka; Judy De Witt, lights off on their car.
joying an evening or games, con- ily of this place. Mr. and Mrs.
cess alive.”
and shot by the police. Guerrillas
ing, mitts and hats and carried
The bride was graduatedfrom Colonel; Lynda Wlersma, Lady.
They backed their, car alongIn contrast, he said Colombian in the hill country often engage tests and the opening of the gifts S. E. l^ee and two children of bouquets of harvest moon carna- Coopersville High School. She
Obstacle Race — Bob Bosman, side of a truck. From the car's
which
were
displayed
under
a Detroit.
schools are directly controlledby government troops or officials in
tions.
attended beauty college. The Patsy; Dean Miller, Chico; Keith trunk they removed two five-galMrs. Andrew Reid and son, Milsprinklingcan decorated*with soft
the government and indirectlyby combat, he said.
Debbie Sue Schout was minia- groom, also a graduate of Coopers- Jones of Kalamazoo.Pick-Up Race lon drums and a piece of garden
yellow
and
green
crepe
paper. ton of St. Petersburg, Fla., are
the Catholic church.
"They will never stop the guerrilOther decorations, flowers and a visitinghere in the home of the ture bride and Kenneth Dale ville High School, attended Calvin - Duane Avard; Keith Jones, Bill hose.
Students have no choice of sub- la" war he said, "Once in a while
Within seconds the youths had
beautifullydecorated cake carried former's sisters, Mrs. Walter Zoodsma, miniature groom. Bern- College for one year and has com- Moberley. all of Kajamazoo. Musijects throughout their five years President Rojas Pinilla'ssoldiers
out the same color scheme. The Wightman of this place and Mrs. ard Fredricks served as best man pleted two years at Ferris Institute cal Chairs, 14 years and under- the cap off the truck’s gas tank
of primary school and six years will march on the geurrillas, but
Diana Jones of Kalamazoo! Roger and were filling up their drums.
bride-elect received many gifts. Wiliam Van Hartesveldt of Fenn- and Dave Stevens and A r 1 y n in Big Rapids.
of high school, Sierra said, and they hide in the hills and can nevDe Pree, Lightning; Karen De The officers stepped out of their
Refreshments
of ice cream* cake, ville.
do not begin specialized training er be wiped out."
Witt, Arab Lady; Speed and Ac- hiding place and ordered thp
punch and coffee were served. Mrs. Sena Hayes of Otsego
until they reach the university.
Sierra met the Schutmaatswhile
tion —Keith Jones, Bill Moberley, youths to stand still. With that the
spent a few days last week here
"There is no organized guidance the Holland family was doing mis- The committee in charge were
Duane Avard. Potato Race— Keith trio took off running in different
Mesdames
Clyde Sisson and Don- in the home of Miss Sadie Kier18
Drivers
system in our schools," Sierra sionary work in Colombia.He is
Jones, Duane Avard, Bob Bosman directions.
ald and Roy Nye.
nan and other relatives and
said, "and students choosing their in this country to study American
The Rev. Henry Voogd, prof at
on Putsy. Pony Express — Bill
Mrs. Linus Starring entertained friends.
Officers fired several shots Into
professions often can do nothing education and said he had visited
Hope
College, was guest preacher
Moberley, Bob Bosman, Linda the air but the trio just ran faster
a few relatives and close friends
Mr. and Mrs. R. I. Malmstrom
but follow their father’s trade."
many of the schools in and around at a shower Wednesday evening and Mrs. Florence Solomon of on Sunday, Sept. 9. The PinerAire For
De Witt.
and disappear4d into the darkness.
Protestant schools in Colombia, Holland while he was here.
honoring Miss Elaine Knight. Chicago were recent guests in the Quartet of Beechwood furnished
The next meeting of the club will Graves gave himself up to officers
Opening of the gifts, refreshments home of Mr. and Mrs. John Me
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - be held Monday, Sept. 24 at the at the scene minutes later.
special music at evening service.
and a social time were enjoyed. Vea. Also weekend guests of the
Other Holland officers and OttaEighteen drivers appeared for cottage of A1 Kietzmann, 1730
Monthly cor^istory meeting was
The Young People of the Ganges McVea's were their son and famLake. Anyone interested in west- wa Cbunty deputies arrived to aid
driver
re-examination
before
Lars
18
and South Haven Baptist Churches ily, Mr. and Mrs. Charles McVea held on Monday evening in the
ern horses is invited .to attend.
in the search for the two others
Syverson, field examiner for the
enjoyed a Youths Retreat Satur- and two children of Waukegan, ill. church basement at 8 p.m.
but failed to find them.
Admitted to Holland Hospital
day at Camp Warren near Benton
Department of State, in Grand
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Zemke
Graves is the father of a threeThursday were William Boeve, 424 Harbor. Those attendingfrom here and baby of( Chicago were guests Men will meet at the church
weeks-old baby and was home on
grounds this afternoon to Haven Thursday and four failed Bridal Showers Given
In Local
College Ave.; Mrs. Gilbert Boerig- with their sponsor, Mrs. Arnold last week in the home of their
an emergency leave. He was due
clean up around the church.
For Lillian Elenbaas
to appear.
ter, route 6; Mrs. Oma Champion, Green were : Misses Carole grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Otto
back to Fort Leonard Wood, Mo.
All those interested in having
Bruce Wayne Terllaar, 17. of
A total of 18 persons pleaded 36 West 12th St.; Mrs Henry Van Wolters, Norma Giles, Sally Henkel.
two weeks ago.
Miss
Lillian
Elenbaas.
bridetheir
names
embroidered
on
a
2054^
Lakeway.
Holland,
and
Danguilty in municipal court last Wieren. 37 East 22nd St.; John Green, Phyllis Barber, Marjorie
Sunday guests in the home of
week to traffic violations. Two Richardson,East Lansing; Mrs. Sargent, Carolyn Plummer, and Mr. and Mrs. Walter Wightman tableclothto be sent to Mrs. By- iel Veenema. 18, route 2, Hudson- elect of Donald Busscher, was
land, please contact Mrs. Harold ville, were given 90 days suspen- guest of honor at a bridal shower
fines were suspended after the vio- Cecil Thompson, New RichmondDonald Bronkhorst of Holland and were Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
given last Friday evening by Mrs
Ter Haar, Heldred De Witt, Mar- sion.
lators completed courses at traffic
DischargedThursday were Mrs. Larry Giles. A missionary from Prentice and daughter, Iris Jean,
10
ilyn Timmer, or Sheryl Wyngarschool. One person was referred to
Wendell
John
Hoonhorst,
20, George Staat, 161 Cambridge Ave
George Lievense and baby, 557 Butina, Miss Rich w-as the main of Lansing.
den.
Games
were
played,
gifts
were
traffic school.
Huduonville;John Pearson Kamps,
West 31st St.; Mrs. Fred S. speaker of the evening meeting
Mr. and Mrs. William Broadway
Mrs. Clara Freriks has returned 20, Hudsonville;Robert John presented -and a two-course lunch
Paying fines were:
Bertsch, Jr., and baby, 135 Oak- with the Rev. Robert Behnken of left Tuesday for a few days trip
to her home after being a guest Mannes, 16, of 700 Columbia,Hol- was served.
Celia Rutledge, 1113 136th Ave., wood; Mrs. Ronald Dozeman and
Benton Harbor also participating. through Northern Michigan.
in Grand Rapids on Labor Day.
Invited were the Mesdames
speeding. $21; Ronald Max Doo- baby, 363 West 17th St.; Garry
land; Louis Jerry Kool, 20, Grand
The Ganges Home Club will reMr. and Mrs. J. Van Hooft of
Mrs.
Martin
P. Wyngarden was Haven, William Henry Van Dop, Harvey Prins, George P r i n s
little,514 Lakewood Blvd., speedDreyer, route 4; A. Ralph Van sume activities for the year after Grand Rapids spent a few days
A total of 10 applications for
ing, $12; Viola Hoeksema, route 1,
Raalte, 551 Howard Ave.; Mrs. the summer recess on Friday, last week in the home of Mr. and a Friday afternoon guest of Mrs. 17, Spring Lake; Joel Czerkies. 16, Floyd Prins, Bernard Laarman. building permits totaling $5,800
John
Nienhuis,
Gordon
Nienhuis,
speeding, $20; Menno Edewaards,
Henry Mast, and Mae Jerene Mast of 585 West 22nd St., Holland, and
Fern Davis, Lakeview Trailer Sept. 21. It will be an all day Mrs. Ami Miller.
were filed last week wild Building
of Drenthe. Mr. and Mrs. Erwin Clarence Murry Bower, 21, of 265 Jerry Brinks, Lavem Nienhuis.
193 East 37th St., speeding, $15; Park; Mrs. Preston Brown, 569 meeting with co-operative lunchMr. and Mrs. Walter Vallee of
Inspector William D. Layman in
Ray J. Van Hemert, 15 West 17th West 30th St.; Mrs. Agnes Van eon at the home of Mrs. Eugene
Mast of Drenthe were guests also Lakewood, Holland, each received Jason Kuiper, Eugene Walters
Chicagfo were visitors last week
the city engineer’s office.
St., speeding, $10; Jose De La
John Vandermyde, Harry Applicationsare:
a 30-day suspension.
Brunson at Vicksburg. Mrs. Brun- in the home of his aunt, Mrs. at the Mast home.
Heuvelen, 169li West 17th St.
Rosa, 525 Chicago Drive, failing to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Boss
were
Busscher,
Jay
Busscher,
Kenneth
Charles Nelson Jacobson, 38,
Hospital births include a daugh- son will also have charge of the Abner Miller.
Mrs. Bert Kruiswyk, 133 River
stop for red flasher,$12.
Saturdayguests of Mr. and Mrs. route 2, Spring I^ke; John Adam Busscher, Arthur Busscher, Junior
ter, Karen Elizabeth, bom Wed- program at that time. Home Club
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Sisson and
Ave., construct addition to present
Alice Antoine, 174 East Seventh
Rohn, 20, Nunica: Ralph Meyers. Veele and the Misses Rosemary building, $2,300, Five Star Lumber
nesday to Mr. and Mrs. Richard officersfor the coming year are daughter, Linda, spent the week- Syrene Boss of Galewood.
St., permitting unlicensedperson
The Vriesland Public School be- 40, West Olive; Richard Rhoda, Tubergan,Shirley Prins, Barbara
Arthur, 600 Elmdale Ct.; a daugh- as follows: President, Mrs. Roy end in northern Michigan.
Co., contractor.
to drive, $25; Dale Mooi, 121 West
gan its school term on last week 20, of 563 College,Holland; Albert Jurries.Carol Jurries, Jean
ter, Darlene Marie, bom Thurs- Nye; vice president, Mrs. Waldo
Mr. Walter Sage of Findlay,
George Vander Wall, 705 Maple
28th St., speeding, $10; Louis
Tuesday
at
9
a.m.
with
20
beginWalters
and
Marcia
Busscher.
Trueman Hildreth,31, Ferrysday to Mr. and Mrs. Corie Van Phelps; secretary, Mrs. Ida Mar Ohio spent last week in the home
Ave., construct cement block founCulver, 166 East Seventh St.,
Mrs. Staat entertained at a misburg; Robert Edward O’Hearn, 36,
Den Bosch, 367 West 22nd St.; a tin; treasurer, Mrs. Irving of his sister Mrs. Howard Margot ners enrolled.
speeding, $13;
Van
An auction was held at the Eu- Marne; Andrew John Donnelly, 24, cellaneousshower the week before dation for moving house in, $1,000,
son, Daryl Jay, bom Thursday to Wolbrink;flower chairman, Mrs. and family.
self, contractor.
Eenenaam, 14 West 25th St., speedgene Brower farm Saturday, Sept. Spring Lake; Albert Frederick for Miss Elenbaas at her home.
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Edgar Hop, Walter Wightman; music chairHarvin Zoerhoff,153 West 29th
ing. $13; Gordon Schrotenboer, 29
8. The willingWorkers sold lunch- Drost, 31, Grand Haven end James Invited were Mesdames Francis
route 5; a daughter bom Friday man Mrs. William Broadway; reSt., construct foundation wall and
East 34th St., speeding, $15; Earl
es
at
the
sale.
Folkert,
John
Henry
Busscher
to Mr- and Mrs. William Dykstra, ligious chairman, Mrs. William Jokannes Van Rhee,
Alfred Vonlns. 24, route 6, HolZoerhoff, route 2, speeding,$15;
Linda Hop returned to her home land, were placed on probation for Andrew Bucher. Hervey
**”*'
hoU5e
745 Ruth Ave.
Van Hartesveldt; parliamentarian,
G. R. Burns, Jr., 110 East Eighth
Drenthe
Resident,
Dies
on last week Friday from Zeeland six months.
er, Donald Velthoft,Donald John- ln’
c°ntra':l01'Mrs. Edwin Ensfield; librarian,
SL, 'speeding, $12; Linda Smith,
Community Hospitalwhere she had
Mrs. Alva Hoover. Program comCharles Hitsman, 21, Grand rtav- aon. Arthur Beckavoort,Marvin
ZEELAND (Special)— Johannes an appendicitisoperation.
route 4, speeding. $15; Richard Bride-ElectFeted
mittee for the year -are Mrs.
Hulst, Oliver Den Bleyk.;, Stanley
Van Rhee. 85, of Drenthe (route Mr. and Mrs. Guy Roys of Alle- en, Carl J. Edewaards, 19, of 193 Hulst,
Frank Huls, Routhbury,speeding,
John Hulst. Lawrence
Waldo Phelps, Mrs. Edwin EnsEast
37th, Holland; Lewis Teninga,
$13.
At Grocery Shower
3, Zeeland t died Friday morngan were Tuesday guests of Mr. 32, of 1264 Beach Drive. Holland
field and Mrs. Mae Winne. MeetThe fine imposed on Sidney
ing at Pine Rest after a lingering and Mrs. Henry Wabeke.
" t' g 0
ings are held the first and third
and Robert Franklin Koster, 21,
Vande Vusse, route 1, improper Miss Darlene Grotera was guest
illness.
A
"Jousma"
reunion
was
held
Earl^ Boucher,’ Domdd
Fridays of each month at the
driving, $12; and Allan R. Graves, of honor at a grocery shower
A retiredfarmer, Mr. Van Rhee on Labor Day at the Simon Broer- Hudsonville, failed to appear.
homes of the 15 active members,
Lubbers, Jerry Genzink, Howard
u
t
Charles Risselada,457 Central
route 2, speeding, $15, was sus- Wednesday evening at the home of
was
bom
near Drenthe to the late sma home. The men enjoyed a
from. September until June.
pended because they completed Mrs. Russel Teusink of Virginia
Mr. and Mrs. George Van Rhee, "Skeet” shoot.
Rites
Set
for
Resident
Mr. and Mrs. William HaUe
courses at traffic school. Arlene Park. £ames were played and
were callers Friday in the home and had lived in the Drenthe area
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Swenson and Who Died in Florida
Busscher, Kenneth Busscher,
self, contractor.
Ruth Moore, 142 South Maple St., prizes were awarded.
all his life. He was a member of
family of Byron Center were Sunof Mr. and Mrs. Albert Nye. Mr.
thur Busscher, Junior Veele and
Gifts
were
presented
to
the
guest
VogelzangHardware Co., 62, 64,
Zeeland, was referred to traffic
Drenthe
Christian
Reformed
and Mrs. Haile left Tuesday of
day afternoon guests of Mr. and
the Misses Theresa Busscher,
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
school for disobeying a stop sign of honor and refreshmentsw e re
66 East Eighth St., construct
this week for their home in West Church and aerved on the consis- Mrs. Merton Wabeke and family. The body of Phillow Arbogast, 72. Betty Busscher, Rosemary
served by the hostesses, Mrs.
and speeding.
shelves in store, $200, self, conLos Angeles, Calif., having spent tory more than 30 years.
Mrs. Adrian Brower, Mrs. Vern who died of a heart attack at Tubergen and Marcia Busscher.
Teusink, Mrs. Cornelius Ktompai^
tractor.
Surviving
are
two
sons,
George
the summer here at their cottage
South and children were Friday
Miss Elenbaas will be married Andrew Spyk, 127 East 15th St.,
ens and Mrs. Earl Van Mourick.
and Dick Van Rhee, both of afternoon callerson the Rev. and Punta Gorda, Fla.,„ Sept 11, ar- Sept. 21.
near
the
County
Park.
Mr.
and
Past Matrons Club
rived in Grand Haven Saturday
Invited were the Mesdames
replace plaster with knotty pine,
Mrs. U. S. Crane have purchased Drenthe;four grandchildren, and Mrs. Arthur Brower and family and was taken to Van ZantMargaret
Plaggemars,
Paul
Flagtear out chimney, $200, self, con12
great
grandchildren.
Has Potluck Supper
the cottage and the Hailes have
who are living in the farm home wick Funeral Home where servgemars, Bert Broters, Eugene
tractor.
•
Unhurt
in
Mishap
disposed of their household goods.
of Mrs. Josie Maatman.
ices were held Monday at 3:30
Willard Welling,22 West 17th St,
The annual potluck supper of the Groters, Nelson Grotera, Rocepha Mr. and Mrs. Herman Reimink
GRAND HAVEN (Special) construct
Mrs. Bill Van Houten spent Mon- p.m. Burial was in Spring Lake
entrance way to basePast Matrons Club, Star of Beth- Stevens, William Sweet, Russel of Oklahoma City, Okla., are here Opening Fall Meeting
day at the home of Mr. and Mri. Cemetery.
Joseph Martin George, 33, South
ment, $100, self, contractor.
lehem Chapter No. 40, OES, was Oosting, Lawrence Welton, Stanley for a three weeks visit in the
Simon Broersma.
Held by Lakewood
He was born in Bangor. Mich., Bend, Ind., escaped injuries, at Cora K* Plasger, 55 West 19th
held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. De Vries, Raymond Boere, Bob home of his parents, Mr. and
Betty De Witt, Sandra Wabeke, and had lived in the Spring Lake the railroad crossing on US-31 in
Weller
and
Miss
Betty
Sweet.
Mrs.
Clifford Hopkins Thursday evenMrs, Fred Reimink and other Lakewood School PTA held its Mary Nagelkirk, Carol Van Hait- area most of his life. He was a Ferrysburg at 1 p.m. Friday St., place cement block and ceRobert Klomparens of Chenoa, relativeshere.
ment steps under rear porch, $50,
ing.
first fall meeting Tuesday evening sma, Mary Lou Chase, Billy
former employe of the Lakey when he veered his 1950 flat rack Francis Slpp, contractor.
A large group of past matrons III., was unable to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. James Edwards at the school.
Meengs, Clifford Ter Haar, and Foundry in Muskegon, retiringin trailer into a pole to the right to
and patrons attended Hhe event.
and two children have returned
The program featured films on Floyd Machiele are freshman at 1952.
avoid striking a switching train.
During the business meeting Divorce Granted
to their home in Angola, Ind., hav- Alaska shown by George the Zeeland High School.
Damaged
Surviving are the wife, Mary; The truck, loaded with steel, be- School
plans were discussed for the auing spent two weeks here in the Wennersten. Two new teachers,
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Sunday guests of Mrs. K. Jousma three sons, Glen and Harold of came wedged against the pole.
Unknown youths Friday night
tumn months.' Mrs. Ora Fisher, A divorce was granted in Circuit home of Mrs. Edwards' parents, Mrs. Esther Eckwielen and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Simon Broersma
T'uskegonand Richard of Grand According to state police,the dri- poured gasoline on the 16th St.
president, was in charge.
Court Friday to Barbara J. Mr. and Mrs. Alva Hoover and Sara Smith, were introduced.Mrs. were Mr. George Broersma of Haven; two daughters, ^Mrs. Flor- ver had the green light and there lawn of Holland High
Laufersky from Robert J. with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Helen Holkeboer will be teaching Grand Rapids, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd ence Lockard of Spring Lake and was no switchman at the crossing the shape of the letter C dset
In a recent study conductedby Laufersky, both of Grand Haven. Ernest Edwards at Holland. Mr. music this year.
Jousma of Holland.
Mrs. Doris Mahler of Muskegon; to warn motorists, as is custo- it afire. No
the University of Michigan among
Edwards will resume his studies Refreshments were served by
There are no children;
a brother Charles erf Spring Lake, mary. j
cept to the lawn,
500 business executives who subat Tri-State College in Angola on Mrs. Robert Wright, Mrs. Jean
It was at Negaunee, Mich., that and a sister, Mrs. Myrtle Westand
it may have
mitted to physical examinations,
On his first voyage of discovery, Sept 24 following a month’s vaca- Hayward, Mrs. Clyde Fogg and the first discovery of iron ore in
of Auburn, Califjk also several
Carson
City
was
s
named
for
41 per cent were fou^d to have Christopher Columbus was accom\
Mrs. John PercivaL Forty-seven the Lake Superior region was grandchildrenat) great grand- Christopher "Kit” parson,
fasymptoms of ill health.
-i-JU ___
panied by 130 men in three ships.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Margot members attended. vniMirm,
V,:> ....
mous frontiersman.
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By C. P. Dame
(Based on copyrightedoutlines
produced by the Division of Christian Education, National Council of
the Churches of Christ in the
U.S.A. and used by permission.)
The Christian Church must alnote. The Book of Revelation was
written in a time of persecution
in order to encourage the Christians and to tell them of the final
victory of the faith over paganism.
T ____ land. Mich.
I. Heaven is the goal of ChrisEntered a* aecond cla«« matter at
the post office at Holland.Mich., tians. This truth is often overunder the Act of Congreea.March 3, looked in our day. In a vision John

The Hwm *f »be
Hwlland City Newe
Publlihedevery Thurtday by The Sentinel
PrmtlnK Co. Office M-56
Weet Eighth Street, Hul-

the Apostle saw "a great

multi-

THIS GROUP MET FOR 3h hours Monday to
screen all requests for Community Chest this

In

TERMS OF

SUWCMMIOH

year. $3.00; six months. $2.00.
three months. $1.00; single copy. 10c.
Subscriptions payable In advance and
will be promptly discontinuedIf not
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many "open doors" did your society go through? Haw many
places did your society use each

w. A. BUTLER, Editor and Publisher tude which no man could number,
of all nations, and kindreds, nnd
Telephone— News Itemi 3193
people, and tongues,” and they
Advertisingand SubacrlpUons3191
were standingbefore the throne
The publishershall not be liable and before the Lamb "clothed 'tyith
for any error or errors In printing
white robes, and palms in their
any advertising
such advertisementshall have been hands.”
obtained by advertiser and returned
Thl$ mixed and cosmopolitan
by him in time for corrections with
such errors or corrections noted multitude was the redeemed of all
plainly thereon;tM
CSJ»1 f time. The throne John saw symanv error so noted Is not corrected bolizes the eternal power, authorpublishersliabilityshall not exceed
such a proportion of the entire *pa£e ity, rule and dominion of God.
occupied bv the error bears to the The Lamb John mentions suggests
whole space occupiedby such adverJesus the Saviour and the sacritisement.
fice He made for our sins. The

One

m

< feiS

dreds of doors that art open, hundreds of places where we can use
our talents. In the past year how

ways sound forth a triumphant

1879. ___

-of. {£•.»

H

Sunday, September 23
Opt* Doors la Christian Eadeakvor
Matthew 25: 14-31
by Darrell Fraaken
To the Leader: The parable of
the talents is a good ruler to measure what we. are doing for our
church and for its master Jesus
Christ.The opportunitiesfor service are unlimited. There are hun-

Sunday. September 23
The Kingdom Trhpphant

year and adopted a goal of $66,050.20 for this
year's campaign which will be staged Oct. 22

Hadden, Willis Welling, Edwin Raphael and
Kenneth Wheeler. Standing are Bernard P.
Donnelly, James Taylor, Victor Van Oosterhout,
Robert Wolbrink and George Heeringa.
(Sentinelphoto)

through 29. Seated, left to right, are Mayo

Ottawa County

belong to-

Deputies Charge Pair

Two

Trials Set

one’s talent for the benefitof your
church.
Last week this column suggested
some Scriptural and Functional
Principles of Christian Endeavor.
Since this topic deals with putting
our talents to work it seems proper and necessary to re-emphasize
one of them again. . .The Project.
How importantIs a project for
the welfare of your society? Many
people say it Is the key to making
your society an actiye one. "Faith
without works is dead." and so
too. A Christian Endeavor Society
without works is often dead.
Leader’s Outline
Tell in your own words the parable of the talents.(Matthew 25:
14-31) Then point out what the
parable teaches.
1. It teaches that God has given
us abilities which we are to use
while He is preparing our eternal
reward.
2. The servants are all confessing Christianswho are working for
o(
Christ and the advancementof His

gether.
With Additional Thefts
The multitude was arrayed in
Two youths arrested Thursday
white robes. White in Scripture
Richard Machlelo
night for siphoning gasolineat
Subscriberswill confer a favor by symbolizes holiness.Palms speak
County Agricultural Agent
reporilngpromptly anv irregularity of victory. Holinessis bound to
Brewer's Coal Docks face more
in delivery. Write or Phone 3191.
Mrs. Jock Howard Brink
In connection with the clean trouble.
win the victory. The whole multiGRAND
(Special)
(Joel photo)
grain
program
in
which
the
FedAllegan aepuues
Aiiegan
deputies said warrants
28 has been sot as date
tude sang: "Salvation to our God
POLITICAL SNEER TECHNIQUE which sitteth upon the throne and eral Food and Drug act prohibits have been issued against Allen trlal jn the cast of George lveSi 46,
Kingdom.
Adlai Stevenson's opposition ap- unto the Lamb." These people as- the contamination of grain by ro- Graves. 18. route 2, Hamilton, and
Grand Rapids, who pleaded in3. The talents are our master's
dents, we suggest two types of Harry DeRidder,18, of 148 West
pears to be trying to pin the label cribe all the glory to God for their
nooent to two charges in Municipal goods which have been given us
salvation. This multitude recog- poison baits which can be used 10th St., charging them with larof the "sneer candidate” on him.
Court Monday. Ivos was charged to use.
nized the fact that they had been for poisoningrats. They are as ceny and burglary.
with speedingand failure to re4. Trading represents Christian
If they can do it, there will be saved from the tragic consequenc- follows: (1) Corn meal — 65 perDeputies said the pair admitted,
deadly effectiveness in the at- es of sin through the power of God. cent; rolled or ground oats — 20 in signed statements,they stole port a personal injury accident activity. What we have we are to
following an accident July 30 in use for God's glory. What we don't
Western Seminary Chapel was
tempt, because the mass ol men The angels too praised God. In percent; powdered sugar — 5 per- fendej; skirts and a tail pipe from Spring Lake township in which his
use, we lose.
decorated with arrangements of
heaven
there is great unity — the cent; vegetable or mineral oil
car at the Allegan County Fair car sideswipeda trer and then
and women find the sneer almost
List of Open Doors
5 percent; anticoagulantpoison aand
passion of all is to glorify God.
gladioli, double candelabra, palms
broke Into Serra's fruit stand ran headon into another tree. Ives
After giving a short devotional
as unpleasant as the smear — and
n. In heaven all serve the Lord. (.05 percent concentrate) — 5 per- on US-31 and took melons and an
and ferns. Saturday evening. Sept.
Miss Judy Lokcrs trom Faith
and
a
companion
were
given
a
lift
talk
on
this
parable
you,
the
leadeverybody knows that a reputation Here the church often faces suf- cent; (2) Com meal
45 peralarm clock.
to
Muskegon
where
both
refused er. could begin listing some activi- 15, for the wedding of Miss Judith Reformed Church, Zeeland, render- r
cent,
rolled
or
ground
oats
—
45
for smearing is fatal to a candi- fering. One of the elders asked
They also are charged with
Mary Oudersluys and Jack Howard
John who the white-robed people percent; vegetable or mineral oil thefts of gasoline in Allegan coun- n edical aid. He was traced through tias which are Open Doors for your Brink. The bride is the daughter ed two vocal selections at the Sundate.
his
license
number.
Ives
received
society.
Again,
use
a
black
board
— 5 percent; anticoagulant poison
But It is very doubtful that the were. .John answers the elder,
ty. The two come up for sentence two fractured ribs and a slight so everyone can see what you are of Dr. and Mrs. R. C. Oudersluys, day evening service.
"Sir, thou knowest" and then the (0.5 percent concentrate) — 5 perDemocratic candidate engages in
in Holland's Municipal Court Fri- concussion in the crash. The trial thinkingabout, and ask your group 181 West Uth St., and the graom
The Senior Christian Endeavor
elder told John that the vast mul- cent.
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit met Sunday
the sneer oftener than candidate*
to add to the list.
afternoon in the
This bait must be protected to day for the gasoline thefts at will open at 9 a.m.
titude had come "out of the great
of the other party. One of the main
Brewer's. They remained in HolA second trial will be held at 1. HELPING YOUR SOCIETY: Brink of Grand Rapids.
tribulation,and have washed their prevent weathering,to keep the
chapel. The devotions were condictionary definition* of "sneer”
The bride's father, assisted by
land jail under bond.
departmental
10:30 a.hi. on Sept 28 for Mrs. Each officer
robes and made them white in the bait attractive and to keep other
ducted by Harvey Feenstra. The
i*: "to speak contemptuouslyor
Ruth Holmes. 30 Nmica, who ple- chairman has a job to do. List the the Rev. Christian Walvoord,perWood of the Lamb.” These people animals from disturbing the bait,
with ridicule.” Stevenson is not resisted evil and gained the vic- or eating it. The best protection
aed
innocent in MunicipalCourt duties of each of the following: formed the double ring rites at topic for discussionwas "Our Five
much more addicted to that type tory through the atoning death of is a box-like bait station, fastened Restaurant, Boat Wgrks
Monday to a charge of drunk and President, vice president, secre- 8 p.m. Mjss Mildred Schuppert was Foreign Fields.”
of speech than most politicians.
disorderly.Mrs. Holmes was ar- tary, treasurer, devotionschair- organist and Mrs. Jack Leenhouts The Rev. J. Brower of Holland
Christ. Note that it is taught nere down out of the way, but easily Entered by Burglars
The attempt to pin the sneer that the redeemed in heaven are opened for adding more bait. An
rested Sept. 15 in Spring Lake man, extension chairman,mission- sang "The Pledge” and "The
will conduct services in the Relabel on him probably gains some there because they have washed entrance hole should be cut in each ~~ Two burglariessouth of Hollaed township by state police. She ary chairman, church activity Lord's Prayer.”
chairman, recreation chairman Miss Betty Robart of Fremont formed church next Sunday. The
color from the fact that he is Just their robes in the blood of the side, and the bait exposed in a in Allegan County are under in- furnished 350 bond.
naturally and instinctivelywitty. Lamb. Christ saved them. And in shallow flat pan. A piece of wide vestigation
Deputies Andy
William Hill. 40, route 1. Baldwin, and publicitychairman. (A hand- and Miss Helen Allen of Mance- pastor will fulfill a classical apHe has won a reputation as a heaven the saved serve and wor- plank nailed at an angle against Vander Vliet and Earle Tellman.
pleaded guilty Monday afternoon book called, C. E. Essentials lists lona. classmatesof the bride at pointment in North Holland church.
phrase maker, the roost prolific ship.
Butterworth Hospital School of
Deputies said unknowg persons to a simple larceny charge and the duties of each of these)
a wall is also a good place to
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson De Jonge
2. HELPING YOUR CHURCH: Nursing, were maids of honor.
politician in this respect since
entered the Roamer Boat Co. and unable to pay 325 fine and 3610
The tribulationmentioned here bait rats.
are being congratulated on the
List
here,
the
projects
which
you
Theodore Roosevelt And phrase refers to all the persecutions and
William Wild of Grand Rapids atLocate the stations in the vicinity the Howard Johnson restaurant otl costs is serving nine days in the
birth of a daughter, in Zeeland
makers are under constant temp- evils which the church suffered of the storage and along natural US-31 sometime during the week- county jail. He allegedly stole a could sponsor to increase attend- tended the groom as best man and Hospital Wednesday.Sept. 12. Mrs.
ance,
improve
the
property
or
tation of injecting just a littleof during its long struggle upon this travel routes leading to the stor- end.
Jack Schneider of Grand Rapids De Jonge is tlte former Marcia
.38 caliber revolver Sept. 12 from
the mustard of ridicule into their earth. Once the redeemed suffered age. Rats like to move along buildand Richard Oudersluys, Jr., were Heuyelman of Jamestown.
In each case entrance was* gain- Mrs. KatherineSimpson in Park grounds, or help the pastor.
3. RAISING FUNDS; There are ushers.
verbal coinages.
from hunger and thirst but in ings, fence rows or rubbish piles ed by smashing a window. The lownship. Sheriff'sofficers made
The members of the hospital Leaany nuihber of ways to raise funds.
People with a knack for phrase heaven they hunger and thirst no but not across clear areas.
The bride wore a floor-length gue were among those who attendcigarette and stamp machines in the arrest.
List them. But just to raise money gown of chantillylace and nylon
coinages normallydelight in skat- more. At one time they endured
There is one caution. An anti- the restaurant were smashed open
ed the Kitchen Tours in Zeeland
is neither a noble enterprise or a tulle over satin, fashioned with a
ing as near to the danger hole of scorching heat and wept much coagulant poison will kill any and money taken. A check was beTo remove a stamp from an enlast Friday. The local unit met
just
cause..
Always
have
an
objeccontemptuousness as they can. but all has changed and now they warm-blooded animal which eats ing made at the boat company to velope. place a wet blotteron it
fitted bodice forming an illusion
Tuesday afternoon at the home of
tive. and make sure that it is a neckline with a lace collar.Lace
Not usually because they have a rejoice and God meets ail their enough of it. Cats and dogs should determine what is missing.
for a few minutes.
Mrs. Laurence Klamer for their
Worthy cause.
greater capacity tor contempt of needs. Mark what is said here not be permitted to eat any dead
appliqued at the hipline,forming
monthly meeting.
4.
COMMUNITY
their fellows than others, merely about the Lamb — He is in the rats or mice poisoned with this
lace sprays on tulle, fashioned the
Marvin Koeman, son of Mr. and
Here again is something which bouffant skirt. Her fingertip veil
because they delight in the verbal midst of the throne— He who is material.
Mrs. Oilie Koeman and Miss
Rites
will stimulate activity, and help to
s ingenuities. They are often as the exalted Lord will shepherdHis
of French illusion was secured by
advance the Kingdom of Christ. a scalloped lace cap embroidered Marilyn Van Den Bosch were' unitkindly and tolerantas the average. flock and minister like a good
Three com days are slated for
ed in marriageFriday evening in
(It is impossible to list specific
When such people indulge in shepherd to ail their needs. Noth- Michigan this fall. These events
with pearls and sequins.She carri- First Reformed church in Zeeland.
projectsin so short a space. If you
their art of phrase making they ing that here caused pain and will be on the following dates :
ed a colonial bouquet of sweetheart
Curtis Huyser, son of Mr. and
desire such a list, write the Michusually do so face to face with distress will be found in heaven. Oct. 2 on the farm of Richard
.»
Mrs. Malloy Huyser left Thursday
igan
Christian
Endeavor
Union
The early Christians were en- Marshall near Albion in Calhoun
their audience, and like the cowAttendants’ gowns were styled
for Ann Arbor where he will at16524 Woodward Ave., Detroit 3,
boy in the story they "say it with couraged by the prediction that County; Oct. 4 on the Coats &
alike of royal blue taffeta with
tend the University of Michigan.
Mich, for "A Program Planning
eventually
evil
would
be
overcome.
a smile.” The smile saves the wit
Son farm, near Coats Grove in
princess paneled front, scoop neckMr. and Mrs. Frank Van Etta
Guide
for Christian Endeavor SoToday there are many evil forces Barry County; and Oct. 9 on *.he
and .neutralizesthe contempt.
lines. brief sleeves, bow trim and
of Holland were Tuesday evening
cieties.”)
When a candidate does the same battling against the church. The Lynn Streetfarm, near Yale in St.
full waltz-lengthskirts. They carvisitors with Mr. and Mrs. Harry
"Faith without works is dead,”
thing the smile cannot be seen by certaintyof victory should hearten Clair County.
ried colonial bouquets of white Bowman. Mr. and Mrs. Jake
so
find
a
project
which
will
meet
These corn field days are simhis audience. The phrase appears us and give us courage and perroses and baby pompons.
the heeds of your society or comDoornewerd also of Holland spent
in cold print, or at secondhandin severance. The assurance of vic- ilar to the one we had in Ottawa
Mrs. Oudersluyschose for her Saturdayevening with them.
munity.
The
reward
will be yours
the voices of the radio and tele- tory comes from God— we believe County last year. There will be
daughter's wedding a beige lace
for a "job well done”.
The grade school children of the
tours and demonstration areas
vision speakers. A term applied to His promises.
dress with matching accessories. Reformed church are asked to
1.
Christians
of
all
ages
need
starting at 9:30 in the morning.
the opposition that would be recShe had a corsage of brown baby meet at 9:30 Saturday morning in
com trial demonstrations
ognized as completely harmless if encouragement.
orchids.The groom’s mother wore the chapel. Assignmentswill then
2. The ultimate victory over evil will conclude the morning program
accompanied with the smile or
a navy sheath dress with match- be given and the time set for the
and In the afternoon,field machinwith the gleam of humor in the 18,as*uJ'JedAdmitted to Holland Hospital ing jacket, winter white accessories different classes to meet for the
3. God desenes the honor— not ery will be exhibited and demon
eyes, may turn into what sounds
Monday were Mrs. John Stehle, and a corsage of white baby winter's program.
man.
strated.
like a sneer.
route 1, Fennville; Felice Agosta, orchids
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bekins of
4.
A
great
glory
awaits
all
Demonstrationplots will show
At any rate, some of Stevenson's
At the receptionin the Seminary
Brooklyn, N. Y.; Andrew Slager,
Omaha, Neb., are visiting Mr. and
Christians.
visitors
how
2.
4-D
can
control
backers are conscious of the dan325ft Lincoln Ave.; Joseph H. Commons Room, Mr. and M r s. Mrs. Leslie Bekins while they are
5. In heaven we shall worship broadleavedweeds in corn with
ger and have been warning him
Wilson, 333 Howard Ave.; Mrs. Arie Van Bree of Caledonia presid- vacationing in a cottage in Fennand
sene.
differentforms, rates , and times
against the habit. But it is to be
Benjamin Kooiker, route 1, Ham- ed as master and mistress of cere ville.
of application being tested.
hoped that he will not become too
ilton; Scott Van Omen, route 3. monies. Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Herman Nienhuis who has been
Using com instead 6t oats as
selfconscious about his phrase
Zeeland; Arthur Grevengoed, 1 Pluisterof Holland were in charge spending a few weeks at the home
a companion crop for forage seedmaking. His quips have been a
West 17th St; Henry Plaggemars, of gifts and Miss Carol- Klaasen of his parents Mr. and Mrs. George
ings will be illustrated with wide• delight to many, and even his opand Richard Oudersluys served at Nienhuis will resume his studies
147*6 East 18th St.
The Rev. Richard Sytsma. mis- row and band seeded alfalfa.
ponents ought to welcome the inthe punch bowl Pouring were Mrs.
Discharged
Monday
were
Wilsionary to Japan, conducted both
in the Universityof Michigan leavOther plots wdll show how minjection of a little humor into the
liam D. Poulias, 89 West Eighth John Blaauw of Grand Rapids, ing next Monday.
services Sunday in the local imum tillageseedbed preparation
drab business of politics.
St.; Mrs. Walter Baldridge. 398 sister of the groom, and Miss
church. He also conducted the can cut labor and yet produce
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Bohl en(Guest Editorial)
Fourth Ave.; Mrs. Howard Tuck- Doris Brower of Holland. Nieces of tertainedFriday evening for their
Sunday School hour.
yields fully as good as with coner, route 5; Mrs. Oorie Vanden the groom, Pam and Marilyn Brink cousin, Miss Mae Jerene Mast of
Mrs. Paul De Wys returned to ventional methods. Rate of plantBosch ind baby, 367 West 22nd of Kalamazoo, were In charge of Drenthe who is home on furlough
her home on Friday. She is not ing tests will provide visitors with
St.; Mrs. Richard Arthur and the guest book.,
yet able to walk but her recovery comparisonsin populations of 8.000
from Africa where she is a misAfter a northern honeymoon, the sionary. Guests were Mrs. Hattie
baby, 600 Elmdale Ct; James
from severe burns har been rapid. 12,000 and 16,000 plants per acre
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Ottawa Students

Michael Mullins, route 1, West newlyweds will live in Grand Rap- Mast, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Timmer,
Olive; Mrs. Noe Castaneda and ids.
Mr. and Mrs. Harley Dannenberg,
baby, 515 West 22nd St.; Mrs. Jay
Norma and Allen from Drenthe.
Hop and baby, route 5.
Mrs. Gerald Timmer, Miss Janet
Farewell Party Honors
Admitted Tuesday were Mrs.
Timmer from Holland, Marcia
Ten Ottawa County students hand Saturday.
Henry Geerds, 588 Central Ave.; Visitor From Netherlands
Mrs. Garvelink underwent serPeterman from Muskegon. Miss
were graduatedfrom the UniverFarms in the United States now
Raymond Sly, route 4; •William
Mast showed moving pictures of
sity of Michigan at the end of the ious surgery Thursday morning.
A farewellparty was given Mon- her work as missionary nurse In
Brown, route 2, Allegan; Luke
Catechism is scheduled to begin number 4,782,000accordingto the
summer term recently.Of the 10,
day evening in honor of Miss Joyce Africa. Refreshmentswere served
Lambers, 42 Graves PI.
nine received masters’ degrees this week. There is a new class summary of the latest Census of
Feenstra of the Netherlands, who by the hostess, Mrs. Bohl.
Agriculture
released
by
the
U.S.
Discharged
Tuesday
were
Mrs.
for
the
six
and
seven-year-olds.
and one received a bachelor’s deMr. ond Mrs. Russell G. Rescorlo
The Mexican migrant workers in Departmentof Commerce. This
Kenneth Donley and baby, 5ft has been & guest for six months of
Mrs. Fanny De Jonge of Zeeland,
gree. Four were from Holland.
(Holland Illustrative
photo)
West 19th St.; Phyllis Lynn Har- Mr. and Mrs. Theo Voetberg, route and Mr. and Mrs. Knossen and
The graduateswere: Esther this vicinity are leaving for the represents a decline in the numMiss Marlene LeJeune, daughter and carried bouquets of white and ington,299 West 17th St,; Juanita 4. Miss Feenstra, a home econVander Pk>eg. Allendale,master of south. The last church services ber of farms from 1950 to 1954.
Mrs. Della Coburn of Holland were
Every state except Florida show- of Mr. and Mrs. E. F. LeJeune yellow carnations.
Vallejo,Bravo; Mrs. Herbert Van omics teacher at Dokkum, Fries- Saturday visitors with Mrs. John
arts; Kenneth C. Ludema, Coopers- were held on Sunday afternoon.
Mrs.
LeJeune
chose
a
blue-gray
Harn, 745 136th Ave.; Mrs. Gil- land. left Wednesday on her Bohl.
ville, master of science in enginThe AllendaleChristian school ed a decline in the number of of 135 West 20th St., became the
farms from 1950 to 1954. There bride of Russell G. RescorlaSat- dress for the wedding and Mrs. bert Boerigter, route 6.
return trip
.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Bohl and
eering; Ruth Robinson, Coopers- P.T.A. will be held Oct. 5.
Rescorla wore navy. Both wore
The party Monday evening was family visitedwith Mr. and Mrs.
The Hospital Guild will meet are now fewer farms than at any urday, Sept. 8. at the St. Francis
Hospital births include a daughvillo, master or arts in library
time since 1890. This is not necess- de Sales rectory.The Rev. Edward corsages of pink roses..
ter, Phyllis, born Friday to Mr. given at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Visser and boys at South
science; Harold Stuart Fisher, 'Hiursday evening.
Dinner was served at American
The Golden Hour society will arily an unhealthy trend, however. Thome officiated at the double
and Mrs. Elmer Adringa, 337 Stuart Westing, route 5. During Blendon Sunday afternoon.
Grand Haven, master of arts.
Farming seems to be aligning it- ring rites, read at 1 p.m. The Legion country club for 25 guests West 22nd St.; a daughter, Terri the social evening, movies were
Holland graduates include*1: present the story of the Elim
self on sounder business and pro- groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. and a reception was held 'there in
shown and gifts were presented to
Rodger Lee Northuis. 112 East Christian school Sept. 25. All wothe evening for 200 guests. Mr. Lynn, born Friday to Mr. and the guest of honor. Refreshments Ground Breaking Rites
duction foundations. Fewer, but Fred Rescorla of Grand Haven.
19th St., master of arts; Elezabeth men are invited.
and Mrs. Robert Rescorla served Mrs. Kenneth Donley, 5ft West were served.
more efficient, farmers are today
Attending the bride as matron of
E. Vanderbush. 601 Graafschap The year-old daughter of Mr.
19th St.; a son, William Jay. born
Held at Zeeland School
producing food in record quantities. honor was her sister, Mrs. Frank as master and mistress of cere-Attending were Mr. and Mrs.
Rd , master of arts; Dale Gene and iln. Alan Gebben was acciSaturday to Mr. and Mrs. Wallace
monies. Mr. and Mrs. Willard
Dionise, Jr. Miss Norma Nelson
Ground breaking ceremoniesfor
Welters, route 3, bachelor of scien- dent l/ty hurt Saturday.She w-as
Nyland, 147 East 18th St.; a daugh- Theo Voetberg, Mr. and Mrs. Ted
was bridesmaid. The groom was Kramer presided at the punch ter, Patty Jo, bom Saturday to Westing, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Voet- the new Zeeland Junior High
ce in engineering; Albertus Arthur taken to a Grand Rapids hospital Grand Haven Girl Fined
bowl
and Misses Helen Hoesli and
berg, Mr. and Mrs. Fr^d Voetberg, School and gymnasium were held
attended by his twin brother, Jerry
Wyma, 64 East 48th St., master of immediately. She was on the criTommie Gonzales were in charge Mr. and Mrs. Willis Bouwksmp, Mr. and Mrs. Gerben Voetberg,
On DelinquencyCharge
Rescorla. as best man, and his
Tuesday on the empty lot north of
arts.
tical list but has shown much imHamilton.
of the gift room.
brother, Donald Rescorla.
Celeste Joan Tigelaar, Hudson- provement. Hie Gebbens recently GRAND HAVEN (Special)
A daughter, VictoriaMarie, bom Mr. and Mrs. John Voetberg, Mr. the present high school.
For their wedding trip to Canada
The bride chose a waltz-length and Niagara Falls, the bride Saturday to Mr. and Mrs.. Noe and Mrs. Jake Voetberg, Mr. and The old junior high school buildville, master of arts and Marvin moved from this vicinity to Grand Patricia O’Callaghan,18, of 830
Mrs. Stuart Westing and the guest ing which faces Main St., will be
dress of chantilly lace and net
Jay Overway, 300 East Main St., Rapids.
changed to a blue-gray suit with Castaneda, 515 West 22nd St; a of honor.
WashingtonSt.. Grand Haven,
torn down when the new building
Zeeland, master of arts, were the
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Vander Molen paid 325 fine and 35.50 costs in the featuring an all-lace bodice with navy accessories.
daughter, Christy Lynn, bom Monis completed supposedlyby the
other graduates.
were Sunday evening visitors with Grand Haven Municipal Court long pointed sleeves and sabrlpa
The new Mrs. Rescorla, a grad- day to Mr. and Mrs. John, Ham
fall of 1957. However, the other
Mr. and Mrs. George Gruppen. Tuesday afternoon on a charge of neckline outlined with tiny medal- uate of Holland High School, has ming, route 3, Hudsonville;a Hits Telephone Pole
lions centered with iridescent se- been employed .as plant clerk at daughter, Carla Sue, bom Monday
Edward Bransberger,42, route building behind the junior high
contributing to the delinquency
Injured in Accident
quins. The very full bouffant skirt
to Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Van 1, Monday night was Injured when school will remain. This houses
Michigan
Bell
Telephone
Co.
Mr.
of
minors.
Raymond Sly, 59, route 4, Mon- Driver Issued Ticket
was formed by alternatingrows cf Rescorla is a graduate of G r a n d Slot, 73 East 2(Hh St
his car swerved off the New Rich- the public library, two class rooms
day received multiple cuts and
Marcilio Callazo, 23, local hotel
A
daughter, Michele Leone, bom mond Rd. and struck a telephone and a workshop. The workshopwill
Haven
High
School
and
University
bruises when a motor bike he was address, Monday afternoon was
fles. Her elbow-length veil of im
be moved Into the new building as
of Michigan and has been em- Tuesday to Mr. and Mrs. Harvey pole. He was treated at Holland
riding and a car driven by Mrs. Issued a ticket for improper pass- 14 years old, to remain in her
ported illusion was held by a ployed as a carpenter. He will at- Johnson, 282 Riley St.; a daughter, Hospital for cuts and bmlses. Al- will the agricultureclass room now
Gertrude Ludewig,52. of 131 East ing after his car and one driven home Monday night, knowing they
crown of pearls and sequins. She tend the Universityof. Michigan Karen Lynn, bom Tuesday to Mr. legan County Deputy Henry Bouw- located in the basement of the
29th St, collided at 17th St. and by Fred Ritsema, 44, Grand Rap- were of school age and that they
carried a bouquet of white shaggy this fall, beginning a three-y ear and ^Mrs. Arnold Essenburg, 412 man said the '55 model car he present jupior high school.
Lve. Sly is in fair conded on M-21 a ft mile were rtinawaysrfromtheir homes mums.
The ne* building will come withcourse .in - electrical engineering. WesM20th St; a daughter, Karen was driving was extensively damin Holland Hospital Police
US-31. Ottawa County dep- in Muskegon lljightt. The parents
in five Wet of the present senior
aged.
No
ticket
was
Issued
pendBridal
attendants
wore
identical
Sue,t
bom
today
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
The
newlyweds
will
live
In
Ann
him a ticket for failure to
Id damage to the vehicles came to Grana Haven and took
high
Bud Dusseljee, 834 West 24th St. ing further
gowns of turquoise and light aqua Arbor.
the girls home.

Receive Degrees

Joe De Roo was admitted to
St. Mary's hospital in Grand
Rapids Friday afternoon. He underwent surgery on his injured

of a 90 day and a 105-day hybrid.
Fetilizerdemonstrationswill illustrate that com needs nitrogen urgently for the rapid mid-season
growth.

home.
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GOPVolunteers

Tie

Opener

Season’s Football
Holland managed to have the
in the third
quarter and picked up a ‘net 18

Dutch Dominate'
First

SaagatackGolfers

Unexpected Visit to

yardi while the Bean had 60 rushing and paailng.

and

Half

Pins for Service
Rep. Gerald Ford Pays

ball only 11 playa

has

been atationed at Fort Huachuca,
on
An/... with the U.S. Army, is
spending a three weeks furlough
at the home of his parents, Mr.
The final report of the ftoUand
and Mrs. Gerard Vanden Bosch.
Area School Study Committee
Mist Connie Miller la planning which has been studying the ento leave for Univeralty of Missouri tire area school program for sevwhere she will study journalism. eral months will be given at a
She spent the summer at the Jack meeting of the committee Oct 2
In Lakeview School.
& Jill Ranch near Montague.

2

OcL

Report

Thi« report will present a wealth
Miss Betty Bloemendaalis leaving this week for Lake Forest. 111., of factual material on school operation at many levels covering such
ZEELAND (Special) - Several where she will attend school.
women receivedservice pins for Mr. and Mrs. John Steward of important phases as finance, how
to serve children on the secondary
10 or more hours of work for the Birmingham spent the weekend
level, transportaflon, curriculum
Republicanparty at a meeting of with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. and many other subjects.
M. Barense on South Maple St.
the South Ottawa Women’s RepubA tentativereport was given at
Mrs. Steward is the former Phyllis
lican Club Thursday afternoon in Barense,
a meeting of the planning com’Diomas Jefferson
Zeeland City Hall. The group reDr. D. C. Bloemendaalattended mittee
ceiving pins Thursday afternoon the InternationalCollege of Sur- School a few days ago. The pre-

Gathering

Stop South

Area School Study

Lee Vanden Bosch, who

Receive Honor

In

Zeeland

Haven

in

Zeeland

Creiton opened the fourth quar^
by taking a punt on their own
23. And then they moved. In 11
the
For the second time this sumplaya, the Bean covered the 77
mer
the Saugetuck Golf Club deyards, going around, through and
GRAND RAPIDS (Special)
feated the South Haven Golf Club
over the tiring Dutch.
Dominatingthe first half play.
Dave Annli shot off tackle for in interclub competition at SaugaHolland High's gridders pushed to
the final 10 yards and the ID at tuck Sunday. The score was: Saua two - touchdown lead, only to
have the Grand Rapids Creston 6:19 of the fourth. Then he took gatuck 25, South Haven 14, with
the ball between guard and tackle
liminary reports were given by
football team come back and do
26 flayers from each club compeare the first of a growing list of geons meetings held in the Palmer
for the important extra point.
Dr. Fred Vescalonl a no Dr. Byron
House, Chicago, this week.
the same thing in the second half
titing.
volunteerscurrentlyworking on
Hansford -of Michigan State UniThe determinedDutch had one
with the result a 13-13 tie before
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Don
H.
Dekker
John Barron and Henry Dorn of
getting out the vote in November.
more
chance
and
after
taking
the
4,200 fans at Houseman Field Satwho. have been visiting their versity. Attending were James
Saugatuckwere the medalists
kickoff began to move. Stoel hit
George Van Koeverlng,Ottawa parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lugers, James Kalian, Arthur
urday night.
while the team of Russ Stormsen
county Republicanchairman, pre- Dekker, East Main St., for several Read, John Kaper, Carol] Norlin,
The Dutch, who picked up a to- Otting for a 21-yard pass on the and Steve Zarkowski were low
sented pins to the following:Mrs. weeks, have returned to their Edward Donivan, Harvey De
first play to the Creston 36. Then
tal of 139 yards on the ground in
men for South Haven.
Vree, Walter W. Scott, Donald WilVernon
D. Ten Cate. Mrs. Gerald home In Dallas, Texas.
six straight rushing plays put the
the first half and 75 through the
Pro Jim Unwin presented the
liams and Jack Plewes.
Van
Wyk,
Mrs. Rlemer Van Til,
ball on the Polar Bear 11.
Several Zeeland business firms
air, scored once in the first and
continuingtrophy, now in Us
Mrs. Clyde Geerlings, Mrs. Jay are planning to stage their fashHere Stoel, trying a high pitch
second quarters.
fourth year, a small wooden bucNIGHT BLOOMING CERKUft — This 12-year-old plant, which Den Herder, Mrs. Harry Wetter,
out, fumbled and De Shane recovion shows In the near future
Boat Mining
Taking the ball at the midway ered for Creston on the 19. With ket, wnich goes to the losers.
blossoms only once a year and then only a few hours during the
Mrs. Russell Dy|f, Mrs. Edward Jaarda's will show the latest in
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
A
buffet dinner followed, arranpoint of the first quarter on their
night,
displayed
its
full
.glory
on
the
evening
of
Sept.
6.
Owned
Page,
Mrs.
Wendell
A.
Miles,
Mrs.
2:57 remaining, the Bears opened
fall fashions In women’s and chil- State police are looking for a 14ged by Jim Scott, entertainment
own 26 yard line followinga Cresby
Mrs.
John
Kempker
of
East
Fourth
St,,
the
plant
has
been
H/ P. Harms, Mrs. Q. W. Lowry,
up for their final chance at breakdren's apparel. Kuyers Shoes will foot wooden boat with a 33 horsechairman.Helping were Ben Balton punt, the Dutch began to move.
cared for by her mother, Mrs. KatherineKoop of Lincoln Ave.
Mrs. A1 Hoving and Mrs. Egbert
ing the tie.
display and model Footwear fash- power Evinrude motor valued at
Terry Otting broke loose on the
dus, Truman Lee, Ed Gamby and
A
large
number
of
people
called
at
the
Koop
home
while
the
Gold.
Sekell let fly and completed one
ions and head pieces will be 5600 which was reported missing
first play for 20 yards to the HolPhil Miholich. The entire event
flowers were In the process of opening which occurred between
U. S. Rep. Gerald R. Ford. Jr.,
pass after picking up a first dow'n
shown by the Style Hat Shop and Sunday by Robert Garber of Grand
was
the climax and final organiland 46. Using a ground game,
the
hours
of
8
pm.
and
2
(Penna-Sas
Photo)
paid
a
brief
surprise
visit
to
the
rushing, a play covering 31 yards
hair styling by the Style Beauty Haven. Garber reported that two
Holland pushed to Creston 35 in
zed men's activity for the club
women's meeting before appearing
to Annis on Holland 34.
five plays but a clipping penalty
at the opening luncheon of the Shop. The 3 fashion shows are of his boats were missing but one,
With the clock running out. year.
Henry J. S c h o 1 e n. Grand
put the ball at midfield.
DAR chapter. He commended the sponsored by the Christian School a 14-foot aluminum boat with a
Sekell again heaved a completed
Rapids, improper left turn, US-31
women for the role they play in Circle 12 and will be held in Zee- 5li horsepower Johnson motor,
Here. Tom Stoel uncorked the pass to Annis on the Dutch 16. but
and M-21. 59.30; James Edward,
was found floatingat Felix’ place
putting endless hours of work land City Hall auditorium on
first of two 25-yard first quarter a clipping penalty nullified it.
route 1. Grand Haven, improper
at Stearns bayou. The boat had
Sept. 19.
which
often
tends
to
be
dull
and
pass plays. This was taken by Wes Time ran out with Creston on the
left turrt, US-31 and M-21, 59.30;
not been damaged. The Gaiters
On
Sept.
26
the
show
is
sponunspectacular,but which is the
Kuyers on the Creston 42 and he Holland 35.
Royal A. Gardner, Hastings, red backbone of party power and vic- sored by Calvary Reformed had last checked their dock two
was driven out of bounds on the
In the fourth quarter, the Bears
light, US-31 and M-21, 59.35; Harry
Ladles Aid and the Christian weeks ago.
tory.
Polar Bear 25.
made seven first downs, more
Boerscn, Jamestown, red flasher,
Carl C. Andreasen of Holland, a School Circle and will be held in
Three plays later, Stoel again than the other three quarters comUS-31 and M-21, 57.30; John 5th district delegate to the nation- Holland Civic Center.
Lapland is a region in Sweden,
let fly and 'this fell into the bread- bined and picked up a total of
In
s
Dyksterhou.se,speeding 65 night- al convention in San Francisco
(Special)
The third showing will be made Norway and Northwesternarea of
basket of end Larry Alderink, 115 yards.
time, US-31 in Holland township, last month, related his exper- In the HudsonvllleHigh School Russia.
Circuit Court ruled Friday that
waiting on a goal line, Alderink STATISTICS
Alwin Strevy who received 90
Several persons appeared before 514.30,
iences at the convention. As one auditorium on Oct. 2 and will be
dropped in the end zone with 3:37
C
votes in a Ferrysburgschool elec- Park Township Justice C. C. Wood
Ray Dannenberg, route 4. stop of Michigan's two members on the sponsored by the Friendship Cirremaining in the first quarter. Ron First downs ......... ...............
13 tion July 9 was not legally elect- the la.st two weeks.
and go light, US-31 and Lakewood, platformcommittee,he had gone cle of Hudsonvllle Congregational
Kuyers' kick was good.
Yards rushing ......... 177 180 ed because of an error in which Seventeenpersons appeared on J9.30; Michael P. Cassone, Rock- a week early for preliminary meet- Church. All the shows will aUrt
PHOSPHATE FEEDER
Creston had one series of downs Yards passing .......... 102 64
the election board accepted seven charges of no license for boat, ford, speeding 40 in 30-mile zone, ings on platform work, and he at 8 p.m.
in the second quarter after Jack Total yardage ...........279 244
absentee ballots in a fourth class following a sweep of Lake Maca- M-21 in Holland township, 59.30; blasted any thoughts that everyMrs. Tom Kraal of Fairview
Magoon recovereda Ron Kuyers Passes attempted....
9 school district. Michigan laws tawa by a representative
of the Alex H. Andrules, Fennville, no thing about the GOP convention Road, Mrs. D. C. Tanis of Allenfumble but agait, was forced to Passes completed .....
make no provisions for absentee Secretary of State's office, accom- Michiganoperator's license’ US-31 was pre-arranged and dictated to dale and Mrs. Grace Vander Kolk
« Passes intercepted
0 ballotsin such a district.
panied by a state trooper. All of- in Holland township, 56.30; Carl by higher-ups. "We really worked of Grand Haven are planning to
The second Holland drive began Fumbles ............
3
The court judgment held that fenders paid fines and costs of Ray King, Lansing, expired oper- hard," he said.
leave this week for San Antonio.
on the Dutch 38. Ron Kuyers rip- Fumbles recovered
6 the position of a member on the 514.30.
Andreasen was assigned to the Texas, to attend the National
ator’s license, 55.30, and speeding
ped through for 20 yards right off Punts ..................
3-90 4-115 school board is now vacant and
They were Claude Doornbcs, 45 in 35-mile zone, Park township, veterans committee, one of 10 sub- Homemakers Conference, Sept. 18
the bat and then three plays later Penalties ..............
90 Instructedthe board to proceed to Grand Rapids; Beach Gill, Grand
committees working on platform to 23. Mrs. Kraal will appear on
59.30.
tore around end for 15 more to
Lineups
fill the vacancy. Strevy is eligible Rapids; Carl Beeman,
Eugene R. S u b o c z, Grand subjects.He said U. S. Sen. TV Sept. 18 at 7 a.m. y
put the ball on the Creston 23.
Holland
Rapids; Larry Hogan, Ionia; Rapids, speeding 70 in 55 - m i 1 e Everett Dirksen of Illinois headed
to be
'
At the Tuesday noon luncheon
In two plays the Dutch went to
Ends— Alderink, Van Eenanaam, The suit was filed on complaint Stuart Boyd, of 130 East 25th St.; zone, M-21 in Holland township, the all-importantcivil rights commeeting of the Zeeland Rotary
the Creston 18 but an offsidepen- Winter.
of two candidates, William Dra- Charles White, Fremont; Kenneth 519.30; Linda Veltman, of 515 West mittee, although all members of Ckib— , the guest ipeaker wa*
alty put them back on the 23. Here
Tackles— Bronkema, Hill, Fitch, per and G. Edward Peterson, who F. Rogers, Vandalia,Ohio; Glen
32nd St., Holland, improper pass- the resolutions'committee had Ananda Perera, a native of CeyStoel threw wide to Ron Kuyers De Boer, Hodge boom, De Bidder.
challenged the legality of seven Folk, Grand Rapids; Tony Akker- ing, US-31 iri Holland township, some voice in all proceedings. lon, an Island off the coast of
who took the ball on the Bear 22
Guards— Van Zanden, W h i te absentee ballots in the final tally. man, Grand Rapids; William H. 59.30; Dorothy B. De Free, Chica- Andreasen said he had pleasant
India. Mr. Perera Is now studying
and raced down the sidelinesto Scully, Pitcher.
At the election Maurice Rosema Miller, Cadillac; R. L. Hobeck, of go, red light, US-31 and M-21, 55; experiences In helping a group of at Calvin Seminary to become a
score. The kick attempt hit the
Centers -r- Aye, Buis.
received 99 votes; Strevy. 90; Dra- 1190 Lakeview, Holland; R. J. Robert Carlton Grissin, Ixickhart, Detroit colored people get their missionary to his own people. Mr.
cross bar and was no good.
Backs— Stoel, R. Kuyers. Otting, per, 87, and Peterson, 85.
Crego. Grand Rapids; Robert E. Fla., improper passing, US-31 in desires across to the committee
Perera is a converted Buddhist
Holland made 97 yards rushing W. Kuyers, Howard, Hallett, Bolks,
heads.
The
court contended that the Bylenga, Grand Rapids; David Holland township, 510.
and he stated that about 70 per H casts littls Is lasttll a phosphats
in. 11 plays and 25 yards passing Bonnette, B. Stoel.
Andreasen
also spoke of some of
Mllanowski,
Grand
Rapids;
Eugene
outcome of the election In regard
Basil E. Kish, LaPorte, Ind.,
faadar in yaar peasant watav systam
cent of the people on the Island
in the second quarter, tops for the
the
special
entertainment
and
parCreston
to the latter three candidates Parks, Grand Rapids; C 1 a r ke improper passing, US-31 in Holfollow
the
Buddhist
religion
and
game.
and hsvs cl tar water, has from
Ends-^-De Shane, Fisher, David- could have been changed by seven Field, Sr., Macatawa; W. Shields, land township, 510; Roosevelt ties which marked the national
In the third quarter,.the Polar son, Verburg.
convention,but added he could only about 3 per cent are Protes- Iran and rust and plumbing stains.
Grand
Rapids.
absentee ballots.
Baker, Gary, Ind., improper passtant Christians.He said Ceylon is
Bears, with the help of Chuck De
Tactes— Magoon, De Boer, AndFrank Hargrove. Chicago, plead- ing, 55, and no operator's license, find no champagneat the goverYaur pump 6 watsr supply daalsr
Shane, son of the former Detroit erson, Dlppel.
ed guilty to a drunk driving US-31. 55; Shirl Webbert. of 1811 nor's party where champagne was an Independent country belonging
to the British Commonwealthof
Lions’ star, took over. De Shane
Guards— Thiebout, Wells, Town- Miss Achterhof Feted
charge and was assessed fine and Paw Paw, right of way, 120th and "supposedto flow like water." He
Nations and he declared that the
recovered a Ron Kuyers fumble shend.
costs of 5104.30 plus five days or M-21. Holland' township, 514.30; said most delegates were kept too
At Bridal Shower
on the Creston 42 early In the perCenters — Van Blooys, Valkier.
an additional14 days if fine and William J. Trickey, Toledo, Ohio, busy attending meetings and con- people reject communismand that
force Is the only way by which
iod.
MFG. & SUPPLY CO.
Backs— Sikell, Annis Wollney, Miss Sylvia Achterhof was guest costs are not paid. He was arrest- red light, US-31 and M-21, $10, vention sessions.
Following a penalty, Don Sekell, Petrovish, Challa, Allchin.
To date, the groups which have communism could take over the
ed
by
sheriff's
officers
Sept.
8
in'
P.O. BOX 212
of honor at a bridal shower ThursDean R. Smith. Charleston, W. been canvassing
Creston's fine quarterback, heaved NOTES: Tom Stoel’s cool-headed
in the country. Mr. Perera was Introday
evening given by Mrs. Austin Holland township.
Va.,
no
operaor's
license,
M-21
in
Phans 6-6536, on M-21
a long one to De Shane, who grab- running of the Holland eleven
Duane Webbert, of 2 S o u t h Holland township, 510; John B. Holland area for the Republican duced by program chairman,
Walters at the home of Mrs. John
bed it on about the Holland 27 showed the Dutch quarterbackis
survey have raised close to $1,000 Gary Jaarda.
Division,
was
sentenced
to
pay
Achterhof of Castle Park Road.
Prentis, St. Louis, Mo., speeding toward the $30,000 quota assigned
and was knocked out of bounds taking up where he left off in 1955.
Games were played and dupli- fine and costs of 579.30 plus 15 75 in 65-mile zone. US-31 in Olive to the county. Mrs. Bruce M.
on the Dutch 13.
His passing, done with an appear- cate prizes awarded to the guest days in jail on a charge of fur- township, $10; Berger Juell, ChicaRaymond, president, presided.
Dick Petrovish then circled end ance of nonchalance, worked six
of honor and the Mesdames Wes nishing beer to a minor. He must go, speeding 80 in 65 - mile zone,
for 13 yards and the score at 6:20 out of eight times. . .Holland was
Scrappy tayi:
Van Oordt, Harvey Visser and serve an additional15 days if fine US-31 in Holland township, $15;
of the third period. Anderson's penalized 65 yards in the first half
James Maans. A two-course lunch and coits are not paid. He was ar- William Millhoff,Kokomo, red
kick was wide.
The Chrysler Building's stainless top
and only five in the second half was served by the hostess, Mrs. rested by sheriff’s officersSept. 8 light, US-31 and M-21. $7; Otis J.
. .The work of Dale De Bidder, Wes Van Oordt and Mrs. John in Holland township.
Duncan. Chicago, assured clear
spike is made of
• /
as a line backer, late in the game Achterhof.
Everett Cartwright, of 196 Elwill, distance,US-31 and M-21, $10.
was a high point. His alert play Invited were the Mesdames Her- pleaded guilty to an assault and
may earn .him a starting berth. . . man Weilsma and Bill Ettema of battery charge and was sentenced
Creston, with Don Sekell, a fine Imlay City, Jake Achterhof, Wes to pay 529.30 and seven days in Gas-Siphoning Youths
always buying
materials
passer, threw only twice in the Van Oordt, Henry Prys, Harold jail, or three days additional if
Mayor Robert VLsscher ha.s IsAwait
Sentence Friday
Achterhof
and
Alvin
Achterhof
of
fine
and
costs
arc
not
paid.
The
first half and failed to connect. .
at home and
Two of the three youths arrest- sued a proclamationdesignating
Holland had the ball for 27 plays Grand Haven, Tom Van Den Bosch, alleged offense occurred Sept. 29
this week as ConstitutionWeek.
ed
for their part in siphoning gasoin the first half and Creston 23 John Van Loo and Harry Achter- and involved his wife. Esther.
Constitution Week was inaugurline
at
Brewer's
City
Coal
Dock
hof
of
Zeeland,
John
Gebben,
Robert Van Heuvelen, of 156
times. In the second half, Holland
120 Rivtr Ay*.
Holland, Mich.
ated by t he Daughters of the
Co.
Thursday
night
pleaded
guilty
had the ball 17 times and the Gerald Achterhof, Harry Achter- FairbanksAve., pleaded guilty to
American
Revolution in 1955 when
Bears. 26 times. . . Holland made hof, Harvey Visser, Jay Van Loo. a drunk and disorderlycharge and to simple larreny in Municipal the National Society received a
Court Saturday.
six first downs in the first half Lloyd Kraak and John Achterhof paid fine and costs o, 529.30. The
special award "for meritoriousdeBoth are in jail awaiting sentenand three in the second while the of Holland. Henry Hamming and alleged offense occurred Aug. 14
dication to American constiutional
IN
ce
Friday.
Alien
Graves,
18,
an
Lambert
Gebben
of
Hudsonvllle,
in Holland township.
Bears made four in the first %half
freedom and liberty" by the joint
Army
,
ivate
stationed
at
Ft.
Beland nine in the second. . .'Don Marvin Achterhof of Muskegon, Paying traffic i.nes were Betty
chiefs of staff. Awards went to inTBlack, In his fourth year at Cres- Clarence Gebben of Grand Rapids, Irene Suit, Grand Rapids, stop voir, Va., was unable to furnish dividual* and organizations which
YOUR HOSTS;
Joe
Doemers
of
Marne
and
James
5500
bond
and
Harry
De
Ridder.
sign, railroad crossing, Holland
ton, Is the head coach. . .Holland
contributedto "a better uriderPAUL AND EDNA VAN RAALTK
meets Niles Friday night in the Maans of South Haven and the township, 57.30; Charles Lundy, 18. of 148 West 10th St. was unable standing of the American way of
Misses
Janice
Achterhof,
Marcia
to
furnish
$200
bond.
route 4, speeding 65 in . 55-zone,
home opener. Niles, unbeaten in
life during 1955."
ACROSS FROM POSTOFFICE
Gebben, Evelyn Van Den Bosch, M-21 in Holland township,514.30;
Larry Graves. 17, of route 2,
r '
1955 and only the tie with Holland
Elizabeth Schuyler Hamilton
Elaine Gebben, Lenora and Veron- John T. Hoeksema, Grand Rapids, Hamilton, arrested on a charge of
ZEELAND
to mar the perfect season, lost to
chapter,
DAR,
has
arranged
a speexpired operator’i license, M-21 in simple larceny involving the theft
Kalamazoo Central, 26-0, Friday ica Doemers.
Miss Achterhof will be married Holland township, 59.30; Billy of four hubcaps valued ut $30 from cial display in a window of the
CLOSED SUNDAYS
night . . A new rule, allowing one
J. C. Penney store this week. An
man to come to the bench to talk Oct 12 to Corwin Van Den Bosch. Starrett,of 175 Burke, drinking a 1953 automobile belonging to item of special interestis a table
beer on public highway, 132nd Ave. Gordon Van Dyke on Aug. 28,
over plays with the coaches durover 200 years old which belonged
344 WEST 16TH
PHONE 5-6660
pleaded guilty and is also awaitin Holland township, 529.30.
ing timeouts, was in effect. This Man Is Found Guilty
to the Hasbrouck - Bevier family
Ivan De Neff, of 247 West 19th ing sentence on Friday. He has of New York state, now owned by
rule only applies to games played
Of Reckless Boating
St., allowing unlicensed person to been freed on $100 bond.
in Grand Rapids.
Mrs. R. C Bosch. The committee
drive, US-31 in Holland township,
Your Car.Ti
in charge of the display consists
(Special)
59.30; Ronald E. Bodtke. DowagiHeinz Sales ‘Encouraging,’ Robert J. Ruachmann, 57, of ac. red light, US-31 in Holland Former De Free Company of Mrs. R. B. Champion, Mrs.
Harold Niles, Mrs. R. C. Bosch
Grand Rapids, was found guilty township, 59.30; John Willis
Employes Have Potlack
3,248 Stockholders Told
and Miss Lida Rogers.
after a Justice Court jury delibSchaap. of 107 East 38th St., Holi
PresidentElsenhower has like•
erated 15 minutes Thursday afterA
group
of
former
office
emland, speeding 50 in . 35 - m i 1 e
Combined Internationalsales
wise issued a proclamation for this
He
enjoys
a cool gloss of
•
noon, on a charge of reckless opployes of the De Free Ox held
zone,
Butternut
Dr.,
514.30;
Anna
for
the
four
H.
J.
Heinz
organiza«s
week and it Is the request of the
eration of a motorboat, and was
a
potluck
dinner
at
Kollen
Park
GROVE
Milk
right
along
with
the
•
Smith,
Grand
Rapids,
red
light,
tions for the first four months of
local chapter that the American
assessed 565 fine arid 516.80 coats.
US-31 and M-21, Holland township, Friday noon. After the meal the flag be displayed during the enthe fiscal year which began May
rest of the family. He likes its
His 580 bond was continued for apgroup was invited to the home of
59.30.
3, 1956 are "encouragingly" ahead
tire week, thereby showing apprepeal to the CircuitCourt.
rich,
creamy smoothness,
Mrs.
Harry
Harrington
where
a
Donald Derks, of 669 Lincoln
of the same period last year. H.
The alleged offense occurred In red light, US-31 and M-21. 59.30; social time was spent. Refresh- ciation of the liberty enjoyed untaels
secure buying
J. Heinz n president of the comder the American constitution.
the Grand River channel near the
Charles M. Hansen, Grand Rapids, ments were served.
pany, told the annual atockholdTEMPERATURE-CONCoast Guard Station on July 21, stop sign, Lakewood and railroad, Invited were the Mesdames H.
ers’ meeUng last Friday.
1956, and complaint against 57,30; Danford Gibbs, Grandville, H. Lagestee, H. Te Roller, Martin
TROLLED
MILK.
Heinz commented that the numRuschmann was made by Leo E.
ber of owners of common atock Earle, route 2, Spring Lake, ^who speeding 55 in 35-mile zone, 519.30; Diekema, William Sloot, Ruby
Theodore Joseph Latour, Milwau- Nibbelink,Willis Haight, Henry
continued to Increase, there are
claimed the Ruschmann boat near(and Soda Bar)
now 3,248 owners, the largest ly swamped hit in the channel kee, ipeeding 50 in 35-mile zone, B o e r m a n, Edward Ter Meer,
•7» MICHIGAN
PHONE 2937
number reported since stock was when he waa cruising in his 115- Butternut Dr., in Holland town- Bernard Jensen and Henry Tysse
and Miss Amanda Roseboom of
Brat offered for sale and listed on foot boat with his wife and three ship, 510; John Wficott, Allendale,
Holland, Mrs. G. R, Ruggles of
the New York atock exchange in small chiltfren. Earle claimed the improper left turn, US-31 and MNewaygo, Mrs. Edward Post and
21, 59-30.
1946.
cruiser came within four feet of
Robert Vander Meer, Byron Cen- Mrs. Verne Guy of Grand Rapids,
Present board of directorsmem- his craft and cut across his bow,
bers were re-elected and B. D. opposite the Coast Guard Station. ter, red light, US41 and M-21, Miss Ann Brower, Mrs. A r 1 e
Branderhorst of Zeeland, Mrs. LesGraham, vice president in charge His children, 6, 4 and 2, w a r e 59.30; FrederickL. Borst, Grand
lie Hill of Aurora. IU., Mrs.
of mariceting and N. E. Daniels, frightened by the wake of the Haven, speeding 65 nighttime, USGeorge Straightof Fennville,Mrs.
31
in
Holland
township.
514.30;
vice president in charge of pur- large craft, Earit told State
Donald J. Civis, Whitehall,red Gerald Tinholt of Ferrysburg and
chasing, were added to the board. Police.
light, US-31 in Holland township, Mrs. J. Van Beek of Chicago.
8UU Farm dow figum your oobter
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59.30; David William Kandell,
Muskegon, red light, US-31 and A21, 59.30; Marvin Ray WUeman,
Muskegon, red light, US-31 and M-

prabensiv* and colliaion rataa *y
du age of your car and inhere yam
live.Thla fuarantaaa you pay tha
minimum needed to protect cars
like your own! Call dm for complete detail*about State Fann'a

"Step-Down Plan"
you money.
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Gilberto Rivera, route 2, stop
sign, US-31 and Port Sheldon, 57.30;
Howard Earl Kent, Star Route,
stop sign at railroad, Grand Haven
township, 57.30; Fred Van Dam, of
350 East 24th St., defectile brakes,

US-31, Holland township, 59.30;
Grant Carl Kamps, Hudson ville.
excessive noise, M-21 in Holland
township, 57.30; Jerome Houtman,
of 201 Howard, red light, North
River and

TRY OUR

Arrange that special busi-

ness appointmentat The

21, 59.30.

may aava

tow p* STATE FARM Ai*

177 CeUaga

Rubber Stamps
24

HOUR
SERVICE

Dellclout Piet

Bier Kdder. Air-conditioned
with only nationally advertised beverages. Open for
your convenience from noon
until midnight.
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Circuit

Has Busy
As

Beute-Ter Horst Rites Performed

Court

Goes

Many Appear
Term;
(Special)

-

ship hall.

Several cases were processed in

Only about

Circuit Court Friday providing a

10

township

resi-

at the

two-

dents were present

busy day for Judge Raymond L.
Smith and court personnel
Gerhard Cornellissen,29, of 140
West 10th St., who pleaded guilty
Aug. 30 to a grand larceny
charge, changed his plea to not
guilty today and asked for a trial
by jury. He told the court he had
no funds and asked that the court
appoint a attorney to represent
him. The court ordered that his
plea of guilty Aug. 30 be withdrawn
and a plea of hot guilty entered.
Cornellissen will be tried during
the October term. He allegedly
took $240 from Rose Sewers
Aug.

County

ty Zoning Coordinating Committee as a result of Thursday night’s
third public hearing on the proposal at the Port Sheldon town-

to Prison

GRAND HAVEN

to

Port Sheldon township’s zoning
proposal will be submittedto the
next meeting of the Ottawa Coun-

Several Trials Set

One Sent

Mary Sanger Weds Roger Tracey

Port Sheldon

l Zoning Proposal

Day

For October

JO, 1954

hour meeting, which had been expected to draw a large crowd.
The proposal sets aside a large
portion of the west central part of
the township for industrialu4b by
a public utility organization.Most
of the land so designated has been
purchased by Consumers’ Power
Co. for location of a steam generator.

The proposal, if accepted by the
county, will be returned to the
township board for approval. Redents will then have 30 days to
file a petition requesting a referen-

1.

dum, should they be opposed to

Wayne

Strong, 17, of 487 136th
the zoning.
Ave., Holland, who pleaded guilty
Zoning board chairman Ed MeaAug. 30 to a charge of larceny
som. who presided at the meeting,
from a service station,was senMrs. John William Kole
pointed out that Port Sheldon is
tenced to serve 18 months to four
(Poncoost photo)
the only township in the county
years in Southern Michigan Prison,
not now having zoning restrictions,
with the recomendation that he
and said the proposal would safebe sent to Cassidy Lake Technical
guard the township and improve
School for Boys near Chelsea.
at the same time.
Donald Joy Beute
Strong allegedly took $375 from a
Mr. arid Mrs. Roger William Tracey
(Prince photo)
The proposal divides the towndrawer in the Riemersmaservice
(Holland Illustrativephoto)
Miss Eleanor Mae Ter Horst, groom, served as best man. Her- ship into residential,commercial, Miss Mary Delia Sanger and ble with navy accessories and a
station in Holland township Aug.
man
Ter
Horst,
brother
of
the
13. He has been on probation for daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
industrial, agriculturaland recrea- Roger William Tracey were unit- corsage of red roses.
Ter Horst of Hudsonvillek became bride was groomsman. Guests tional zones. Over 95 per cent of ed in marriage Saturdaymorning.
Miss Betty Lou Zuege and John a cascade bouquet of deep red attemptedarmed robbery.
A wedding breakfast for the imroses. The bouquets of the brides- Wayne Eckert, 19, Muskegon the bride of Donald Jay Beute were seated by Harvey Beute and the industrialzone has been purWilliam Kole of Zeeland were marSept. 8. in the rectory of St. mediate families was held at the
maids were of deep red roses and Heights, pleaded not guilty to a Sept. 6 in North Blendon Christian Kenneth Ter Horst. Thomas Blouw chased by Consumers’'
home of Mr. avnd Mrs. Stephen
ried Saturday during a 7 p.m. white pompons.
was ringbearer.Kenneth * Beute A question about other industry Franci: de Sales Church. The Rev. Sanger and was served by Mrs.
charge of grand larceny involving Reformed Church. The grooms'
Edwin A. Thome performed the
candlelight ceremony at Bethel
and
Jerold
Ter
Horst,
brothers
of
Best man was Roger Winkels, an IS’/a-foot speed boat which he parents are the Rev. and Mrs.
coming into the township was double ring ceremony. The bride Dick Tervoort and Mrs. Alvin Justhe bride and groom, lit the can- raised and Measom said any other
Evangelical and Reformed Church, Zeeland. The ushers were the allegedly took from Reliable Auto Nicholas Beute of Hudsonville.
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. tine. The decorations featuringfloMilwaukee,Wi*., by Dr. William bride’s brother, David A. Zuege; Sales in Spring Lake Aug. 15. His
The double ring ceremony was dles.
industry must present an applica- Thomas J. Sanger of Holland and ral arrangements ”ere done by
The bride’smother wore a navy tion to the appeal board, and that
Clyde Donald, II, pastor of the Vem Machiele, Zeeland; Donn bond was continued and he will be performed by the father of the
the groom's parents are Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Champion. The bridal
blue dress with white accessories the board would suggest or reShelton, Detroit, and Edward C.
church.
tried during the October term. The groom before a setting of gladioli
Mrs. Osborne P. Tracey of Red- party and immediate family were
The bride wore a white colonial Pardon HI, Ann Arbor.
and a red and white carnation commend sites. In the event the
boat was said to be valued at and greens forming an arch, and
ford, Mich.
entertained at a rehearsal dinner
Approximately200 guests attendcorsage. The groom's. mother wore industry was not desired by the
style gown of nylon tulle and
$3,800. The boat was recovered in candelabraand ferns.
The bride chose a waltz-length at the Marcotte Wave Crest by
chantillylace detailed with a ed a reception at the Wauwatosa
brown
with
beige
accessories
and
community, it could be prevented gown of beige cotton brocade with the groom's parents on Friday eveMuskegon and brought back a Mrs. John Bosch, organist,playsquare neckline and chapel train Woman’s Club following the cereed wedding music and accompa- a yellow carnation corsage.
from entering, Measom said.
week later.
a scoop neckline and bracelet - ning.
A shell cap trimmed with ‘ seed mony. Pouring were Miss Joyce
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Kuyers, uncle Other aspects of the proposal
nied Duane Postema, who sang
Mr. and Mrs. Tracey are both
length sleeves.Her satin cap held
Walter Iwaniec, 41, r o u t e 1.
pearls held her fingertipveil. She Schcwalter, Milwaukee, and Miss
"O Promise Me,” "God Gave Me and aunt of the bride served as require that minimum lots in the a veil of beige illusionand she students at Central Michigan ColAllendale,
waived
the
reading
of
carried a cascade bouquet of Cynthia Eaton, Plymouth. Mich.
master and mistress of ceremo- residentialdistrict be set and that
You" and "Wedding Prayer."
carried a spray of white pompons lege. They will be at home on
The newlyweds will honeymoon the information and stood mute
white roses.
The bride, given in marriage by nies at the reception for 130 houses must occupy at least 480 centered with brown orchids.
Sept. 19, after a Canadian honeywhile
a
plea
of
not
guilty
was
enin
the
Ozarks
and
will
live
at
9201
Miss Barbra Zuege was maid of
her father, wore a floor-length guests in AllendaleTown Hall. square feet. In the commercial As her sister - in - law's only moon, at 512 East Broadway, Mt.
tered on an incest charge. Bond of
honor for her sister. They are the West North Ave., Wauwatosa.
Serving
the
guests
were
the
Misses
gown of rosecrest lace fashioned
The bride is a 1956 graduate of $100 was continued and trial will with a fitted bodice, scoop neck- Connie Haveman. Jane Zichter- district, state codes of housing and attendant. Mrs. Stephen Sanger Pleasant. The bride is a graduate
daughters of Mr. and Mrs. David
plumbing* and national electric wore a waltz - length gown of pea- of Holland High School and is afbe
held
during
the'
October
term.
Michigan
State
University
where
C. Zuege, Wauwatosa, Wis.
line of scalloped lace and long man, Joyce Peters. ShirleyHirdes, codes muse bt abided by.
cock blue taffeta,accented by a filiated wih Zeta Tau Alpha sorority
Serving as bridesmaids were she was affiliated with the Alpha The alleged offense occurred sleeves poihted at the wrists.The Alma Rietman and Harriet BrugIn areas zoned agricultural, dropped waistline and scoop neck- and Delta Psi Kappa honorary
two sisters of the groom, Peggy Xi Delta sorority.Mr. Kole grad- about March 29 in Tallmadge pleated panel front of the skirt gink.
housing for migrant workers must line. She wore a crown of pink Psorority.The groom is a graduand Katherine. Their parents are uated from Michigan State in 1955 township.
cascaded over a. mist of pleated Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Meidema be approved by the zoning ad- net and flowers. She carried a ate of Bedford High School and is
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Kole, Zee- and received his master’sdegree
Virginia Ann Martin, alias nylon tulle. Her fingertip veil was served at the punch bowl and the
ministration.
colonialbouquet of white pompons affiliatedwith Delta Sigma Phi
in journalism from Northwestern Waino, 27, Detroit, who pleaded
land.
held in place by a crown of pearls Misses Janet Butler, Glady Sail.
fraternity.
and pink roses.
The aides wore waltz - length University,Evans tort, HI., in 1956. guilty Aug. 30 to a charge of lar- and sequins. She carried a white Nellie Westerling and Barbara
Pre - nuptial showers for the
Attending
his
brother
as
best
dresses of turquoisecrystalette He is now a reporter for the Mil- ceny from 2 dwelling, was put on
Bible with carnations and stream- Snoeyinkwere in charge of gifts. Newlyweds at
man was Bruce Tracey.
bridfc were given by Mrs. John
styled with boat necklines and lace waukee Journal. The new Mrs. probation for three years and orFor their Southern honeymoon,
ers.
The bride’s mother chose a Rookus, Mrs. A. Justine, Mrs.
yokes, and matching lace head- Kole is an advertising writer for dered to pay $100 costs plus restiFollowing Honeymoon
Miss Gracile Ter Horst, sister the new Mrs. Beute wore a red
pieces trimmed with turquoise Niss Furniture Company, tution of $5 a week. Mrs. Martin
brown silk two - piece ensemble Dick Tervoort, Mrs. Joseph Morof
the
bride, as maid of honor, knit dress with black accessories Mr. and Mrs. Francis A. Wessels
beads. The maid at honor carried Milwaukee.
with beige accessories and a cor- an and Mrs. Austin Buchanan. A
has two children for whose sup- wore a floor-lengthgown of mint and carnation corsage.
are now at home at Chanute Air sage of yellow roses. Mrs. Tracey bridal luncheon was given by Mrs,
port she is responsible.
The couple is now at home on Force Base in Illinois, following
green net over taffeta with matchwore a navy blue two-piece ensem Stephen Sanger.
Norman Dale De Vecht, 22, ing carnationcorsage set in a the Bauer Road. Hudsonville.
their honeymoon. Mr. Wessels is
The bridal party was entertain- stationed at Cnanute with the Air
Spring Lake, pleaded guilty to a matching fan. Miss Frank Gabricharge of malicious destructionof else, cousin of the groom, as ed at a rehearsalparty given Force.
a police cruiser, and will return bridesmaid, wore an identical Thursday evening at the North
The bride is the former RoseOct. 8 for sentence. His bond was gown in yellow. Evelyn Postma Blendon C h r i s t ian Reformed mary Tanis, daughter of Mr. and
continued. De Vecht allegedly was flower girl.
Church basement by the groom's Mrs. Ben Tanis of Hamilton,and
In
Iffishap
-"charged”a parked cruiser beRoger Beute. brother of the parents.
the groom is the son of Mr. and
A freak accident Monday at
hind Spring Lake City Hall Aug.
Mrs. Alfred Wessels of Stuttgartl
Fall activitiesof the Newcom6:50 a.m. on Eighth St near Lin28 followinga speeding arrest,
De
Neff, route 4; John Looman Ark. The wedding took place Aug. ers Club opened Saturday aftercoln Ave., resulted in a broken
and caused damage totaling
69 West 29th St.; Mrs. James 10 at the Tanis home with the noon and evening with a barbecue
leg to a pedestrian and damage to
$133.29, for which he already has
Doorneweerd, 401 Howard; Mrs bride’s uncle, the Rev. Edward at Kamp Kiwanis. Fifty couples
three vehicles.
made restitution. In lower court,
attended.
Willis Myers. 2221 Lakewood Blvd. Tanis, officiating. Mrs.
Henry Plaggemars,24, of 147
Admitted to Holland Hospital Mrs. John E. Fisher. 730 Wash- Tanis was soloist.
he also paid $25 fine and $3.30
Games were enjoyed. Ed GailEast 18th St, suffered a broken
Friday
were
Phyllis
Lynn
Haringcosts on the speeding count.
Bridal attendants were Mrs. meier entertained with his magiington Ave.
right leg when he stepped off the
George Carlson, matron of honor; cian's act and Bob Lark gave imArthur E. Watters, 50, of 527 sma, 299 West 17th St.; Dennis
curb to inspect the damage reDe Kraker, 349 Arthur Ave.; Cecil Discharged Sunday were Harry Mrs. Robert Chisnell,bridesmaid;
Franklin St.. Grand Haven, was
personations of well - known persulting from an accident.
Van Dyke. 129 Reed Ave.; John Hooker, 74 East Eighth St.; Belva Nedra Hoke, junior bridesmaid, sons. Mr. and Mrs. Gallmeier were
restored his license for driving
Hulst,
route
6;
Mrs.
Nelcy
PederEnnis Gonzales, 20, of 296 West
purposes only involving to and De Vries. 628 Columbus St. Grand sen, route 4; Mrs. Cecil Thompson, and Sharon Snyder, flower girl. presented a cake in honor of their
13th St, struck a parked truck
from work at the city airport and Hqven; John Harger, route 1; New Richmond; Mrs. William Attending the groom were his fa- 25th wedding anniversary.
driven by Bernard Dykema, 29, of
Mrs. Clara Pigeon. 95 Burke Ave.;
ther, Robert Chisnell and Terry
while on duty. His license had
Mr. and Mrs. Ron Fortney were
259 West 18th St. Plaggemars
James Michael Mullins, route 1, Steketee, 72 West 15th St.; Den- Snyder. Lloy and Calvin Koning chairmen of the committeein
been
suspended
for
370
days
last
nis De Kraker, 349 Arthur Ave.;
stopped to look at the accident
West Olive; Mrs. Herman Ruswere ushers and Jeffery Hoke, charge of arrangements. They
June 8.
William S. Boeve. 424 College Ave.
Seconds later a car driven by
ticus, 24 & West Third St.
ring bearer.
were assisted by Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs.
Irving
Lemmen
and
baby,
John Vander Kolk. 60, of 17 East
Discharged Friday were John
A reception for 100 guests fol- Robert Lark, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
948 Columbia Ave.
20th St. struck Plaggemars pinRichardson.East Lansing; Mrs.
mg*
lowed the rites. Miss Louise Van- Garlick.Mr. and Mrs. Everett
ning him between Vander Kolk’s
James Dykema and baby, 77 West
der Riet, Miss Joyce Busscher, Hart, and Mr. and Mrs. O. M.
Mrs. Reko Root
Fire
car and the Gonzalas vehicle.
10th St.; Luann Jean Gibbons, Grand Rapids Couple
Miss Vonnie Bartels, Miss Vivian Raith.
Police issued Dykema a ticket
977 South Lincoln Ave.; Mrs.
Wentzel, Mrs. Keith Brennen, Mrs.
The next club event will be a
Open
House
Held
for double parking and Issued tickInjured in Accident
Clara Pigeon, 95 Burke Ave.
Jim Haley. Mrs. Bill Gibson and hardtime party Oct. 27 at the VFW
ets to Vander Kolk and Gonzalas
Admitted Saturday were August
Mrs. Leonard Greager assisted at Hall.
For Mrs. Reha Root
Mrs. Philip Wight De Witt
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
for driving without assured clear
Van Houdt, 598 Central Ave.; Mrs.
the reception.
Two
persons
were
hospitalized
as
. distanceahead. Damage to the
Dr.
and Mrs. Lester J. KuypMrs. Reka Root, who was 92
William
Norlin,
Jr.,
681
Saunders
Four fellows shot 23's as another
vehicles was estimatedat $1,450, years old
er announce the marriage of their
Tuesday, held large crowd of sportsmen took Ave.; Mrs. Eddy Navarro, 522 the result of a two-car crash on
daughter, Carol Ann, lo Philip
police said.
open house for friends and rela- part in the weekly trap shoot at Chicago Dr.; Juanita Vallejo, M-50 in Tallmadge township Thurs- Luncheon and Shower
Wight De Witt of Muskegon on
tives that day from 2 to 4 and
Bravo; Helen Geurink. 826 Paw day night involving vehicles driv- Honor Bernice Olen
the Tulip City Rod and Gun club
June 1C. Mrs. De Witt was gradu6
to
8
p.m.
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Paw
Dr.;
Mrs.
Gertrude
Boyenga,
en
by
Florence
Robinson.
25,
Allegan Fair Drew
Miss Bernice (Penny) Olen, who
ated from Hope College last June
Mrs. Jason Kuipers, 105W Paw grounds.
37 East Seventh St.; Earl Van Grand Rapids, and Edward Mcwill be married on Saturday to
and is teachingin East Grand
Ralph Van Voorst, Paul Van Loo. Voorst, 286 East 14th St.
More than 90,000
Paw Dr.
In Softball
Lean, Jr., 16, Grand Haven.
John Tubbergan, was honored at
Rapids.
ALLEGAN (Special) - AUegan Mrs. Root was bom to the late Ed Landwehr and John Landwehr DischargedSaturday were HarMrs. Robinson apparentlylost a luncheon and shov'er Thursday.
old Sternberg, route 6; Mrs. Eddy
County Fair Board President Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Geerlings in all fired the week’s top score.
Holland’s
softball
team,
Mrs. Frank Terpsma, route fi, aunt
James Snow said Monday that the the Netherlands in 1864 and came Three more weeks of trapshoots Navarro,522 Chicago Dr.; Barba- control of her car as she was at- of the groom - elect, was hostess. winners of the regular season and Group of Relatives
tempting to pass another car and
estimated attendance for the fair, to America the following year. In will be held before the trophy ra Ann Jalving, route 4; Mrs.
A yellow and lavender color playoffchampionships here, lost to
which closed Saturday, was be- 1885 she married Richard Root matches,Oct. 13. Crowds are ex- Lawrence R. Nicol, 431 East ran into Ihe McLean car. Mrs. scheme was used in decorations. Gun Lakes of Wayland in the Class Surprises Couple
Robinson
received
face
lacerations
pected
to
get
even
bigger
and
Eighth St.; John Harger, route 1;
tween 90,000 and 92,000, second on- who died in 1943 at the age of 79.
Zeeland Softball tournament ' A group of relatives surprised
and internal injuries and her hus- Gifts were presented.
ly to the 1952 centennialfair which Mrs. Root has one child, Mrs. C. more and more hunters are com- John De Vries, Grand Haven;
Attendingwere the Mesdames Saturday night in Zeeland.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Bloemers,
band, Robert, 32, received laceraing
out
to
sharpen
eyes
for
the
drew 100,000 people.
E. Boone, who resides at 22 East
Gerrit J. Michmershuizen, 174
Jim Christensen, was the win- who were recntly married, Friday
tions on the hand and knee. Both Herman Brewer, Jacob Bosma,
Snow said 22,000 persons attend- Central Ave., Zeeland. There are hunting season. The next trap East $2nd St.; Delores Westerhof,
were taken to Butterworth Hospi- Henry Bosma, William M. Bosma, ning pitcher, strikingout 10, while evening in their new home in Hared the fair Saturday, closing day, two grandchildren and six great shoots \vill be held at the club
route 1.
tal in Grand Rapids. Young Mc- Bob Eyles, Wayne Elenbaas,the Lum Veldman was the loser with lem. A gift was presented and regrounds,
Sept.
22
at
1
p.m.
with traffic at the main gate clock- grandchildren.Mrs. Root had
14 strikeouts.Each team had four freshments were served.
hostess and the guest of honor.
Admitted Sunday were Duane Lean was not injured.
Other scores turned in included:
eight
brothers
and
sisters,
three
of
ed at five cars per minute during
hits.
John
Diepenhorst,
22;
Hank
Bol,
Attending were Mr. and Mrs. a)
a four -hour period in late after- whom are living.They are Mrs.
The winners scored one run in Baumann, Mr. and Mrs. William
21;.
Dennis
Bluekamp,
21;
Don
Jennie Drost, Mrs. Mary Hidding
noon.
the first inning on a single and a Bloemers, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
An official attendance figure will and Fred Geerlings, all of Hol- Schaafsma,21; Don Lievense, 21;
double and the other in the sec- Bloemers, Mr. and Mrs. John
Dale
De
KTaker,
19;
Vem
Leeuw,
be announced followinga check of land.
ong frame on two singles and an Bloemers, Mr. and Mrs. Don Bloefamily and membership ticket Mrs. Root, who resides at 161 19; Don Prins, 19; Frank Lievense,
Infield out. The Vets scored in the mers, Mr. and Mrs. Julius Maat,
19; Jim Jalving, 19; Earl Boeve,
sales.
East Fifth St., is in good health
seventh. Veldman was safe on an Mr. and Mrs. Bastian Bouman,
18; Sam Althuis, 17 and Vem King,
except for a broken hip which she
error, took second on an infield Mr. and Mrs. Russell Homkes, Mt\
17.
incurred about nine years ago.
out and scored on Vern Vande Wa- and Mrs. William Van Dyke, Mr.
Rich Van Dyke, 16; L. RiemersEdward Bredeweg Diet
ter's single. The first 15 VFW bat- and Mrs. Gerrit Petroelje, Mr.
ma, 16; Glen Bonnette, 15; Chuck
At Blodgett Hospital
ters were retired in order.
and Mrs. Martin Nagelkerk,Mr.
Cooper, 15; G. Riemersma, 15; Lee
Bridal Shower Given
Jousma, 15; Lew Hartzell,15; H.
R. E. Barber Fords defeated the and Mrs. William De Witt, Mr.
Edward Bredeweg, 59, of 148 For Miss Ethel Jager
Waterway 14; Amie De Feyter,
Zeeland Merchants, 4-0 in Class and Mrs. Marvin De Witt. Mr. and
Central Ave., died late Saturday
Jr., 14 and Amie De Feyter, Sr.,
C on a no-hitter by Bob Ebels. He Mrs. Jay Vugteveen, Mr. and
night at Blodgett Hospital Grand
Miss Ethel Jager, whose marri1L
faced 22 batters,walked two and Mrs. William Van Den Berge, Mr.
Rapids, after a short illness. He age to Clyde Poll will take place
one of these was erased by a dou- and Mrs Robert Vandenberg,Mr.
had been taken to Grand Rapids in October was honored at a bridal
ble play. The winners made six and Mrs. Henry St. Claire.
from Holland Hospital Friday.
shower given Thursday evening at William A. Campbell
hits off Allen Riemersma.
. He was the son of the late Mr. the home of Mrs. George Artz, 699
In the other game, Moline de- Mrs. Sadie L Rice
Dies
at
Grand
Rapids
and Mrs. Stephen Bredeweg. He East 16th St Hostesses were aunts
feated Falmouth, 1*0 as both pitchwas employed as custodian or the of Mr. roll.
GRAND
(Special)
ers threw one-hittersand fanned Succumbs at Age 82
Moose club.
Invited were Mrs. Abe Bosman, William Arthur Campbell, 30, of
13 batters. Maynard Klamer was
Surviving are two brothers - in
Mrs. Mike Buikema and Nancy of 1118 Hermitage SE, Grand Rapids,
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
the winner and Don Emons the
law, John Lam pen and Benjamin Grand Rapids, Mrs. Joe Boers and
died Saturday at Blodgett Hosloser. The only runs scored in the Mrs. Sadie L. Rice, 82, who formLampen of Holland; two sister Alma of Overisel, Susie Wassink pital. Grand Rapids, after a fivefirst on an infield error and a erly resided at 534 WashingtonSt.,
in - laws, Mrt. Hans Bredeweg of East Saugatuck, Mrs. Ed BosGrand Haven, died Saturday at the
month illness. He became serioustriple by Buursma.
and Mrs. Gerrit Bredeweg, both nian, Mrs. Norman Artz and Cheryl ly ill on Mother’sDay.
home of her daughter, Mrs. Rex
of Holland; two nephews, Stanley of Holland Heights, Mrs. H. Jager,
He was bom in Grand Haven
Tullsen in Detroit.Mta. Rice was
Lampen and Norman Bredeweg of Mrs. Andrew Knoll, Mrs. Henry
Fine Paid
hospital Jan. 13. 1926, the son of
the widow of Marine Captain
Holland,and three nieces, Mrs. Poll and Helena Toppen of HolGerald Helder. manager of the Thomas Rice who died about 20
Mr. and Mrs. Leon J. Campbell
Leon Van Den Berg, Mrs. Her- land.
Warm Friend Tavern, was fined years ago. fche was a member of
of Spring Lake. He attended Spring
man Gebben and Mrs. Alvin Kuip- Games were played and dupli$25 each on seven counts of vio- the local OES.
Lake schools, graduated fr6m
er, all of Holland.
cate prizes awarded to the guest Grand Haven High School and
lating the state labor law when
Besides the daughter she is surof honor, Mrs. Ed Bosman, Mrs. graduated in 1951 from Michigan
he pleaded guilty in Municipal vived by a brother, Robert BoomVmRaalti Stop Light
Henry Poll, Mrs. Norman Artz State University as an electrical
Court Sept. 6 and paid a total of sluiter of Muskegon and one grandDUTCH REFORMED CHAPLAINS - Recently
City Manager Herb Holt said Mon- and Cheryl Artz. A two - course engineer. He was employed at the
formed minister,notes that It Is a rare occhsion
$179.70 in fines and costs. Helder son.
finishing up two weeks in Army khaki aft Dutch
day that equipment for the stop lunch was served. •
when three clergy of the historic sect are
Lear Co. in Grand Rapids. During
allegedly permitted five women
Reformed Chaplains (Maj.) Raymond Van
light at Van Raalte Ave. and 17th
assigned to the same post. Chaplains Van HeukeWorld War n he served in the
employes to work more than 10
Sleeping Bear Sand Dune, beSt has been received after a.ship- Globin, a blood plasma protein, Navy as a radio technician aboard Heukelom (right), pastor of First Reformed
lom and Van Dyken are reserve officers who
hours a day and two women em- tween Lake Michigan and Glen
ing delay. He said the light should Is very effective in ridding the the destroyer /Titch. He married
Church of Holland, and (1st Lt.) Jack Van
were assigned to Fort Carson, Colo., for two
ployes to work more than 54 hours Lakfc in LeelanauCounty. Mich.,
be erected within two or three bod( of excess fluids in Bright's Betty Bolton ^f Grand Rapids,
Dyken (center)of Hudsonville.Chaplain Herman
weeks active duty.
week. The alleged offenses is the largest shifting sand dune
Sept. 17, 19Hr
K. Kregel, divisonchaplain and also a Dutch Rediadtse.
occurred between Aug. 6 and 26. in the world.
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JUDITH ODDER 8I.UY8, left, and Mary Ann Kuyers, both of Holland, were among the senior nurses who were graduatedFriday

Mrs. Carol Van Uate
After teachingthree years at
Lake view school, Mrs. Carol Van
Miss Thelmo Bealen
Lente is now teaching the third
The engagementof Mks Thelma
and fourth grades at Washington
Beelen to Audley Pelon is anSchool. She is graduate of Holland
nounced by her parents, Mr. and
High School and received her
Mrs. Henry Beelen of 21 East 27th
bachelor’s degree from Hope ColSt. Mr. Pelon is the son of Mr.
lege in 1945. She has two children.
and Mrs. Claude Pelon of route 3,

night from Butterworth Hospital School of Nursing, Grand Rapids.
Miss Oudersluys is the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Richard
Oudersluys, 181 West 11th St. Her father gave the invocation and
benedictionfor the service. Miss Kuyers’ parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Abel P. Kuyers, route 3. Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers, president of Hope
College.was commencement speaker.

C

WCTU

Bulldogs Score

Members

Begin Season
On Long Pass in

Women’s Christian Temperance
Union held

its first meeting of the

Holland.

/

season Friday afternoon at MapleChurch.
Mrs. Edith Walvoord, president,
introduced Nelson Bosman of the
GRAND
(Special)
Striking through the air, the local radio station staff, who
Grandville Bulldogs passed for two played a tape recording, “Wortouchdownsand set uf> a third to ship Service" by C. E. Houtkamp,
down the Zeeland Chix, 19-14 in lay minister of the Reformed
Mrs. Poul Arthur Groneveit
the footballopener Friday night Church in America.
(Penno-Sos photo)
here before more than 3,000 fans
Houtkamp pointed out that MiGRAND HAVEN (Special)-The ring bearer. Mr. and Mrs- E. W. at WedgewoodField.
chigan lakes contain 40 percent of
pulpit of First Reformed Church Nienhuis of Holland, uncle and
With Doug Japinga pitching only the sweet waters of the world and
was banked with white and rose aunt of the bride, were master six passes in the game, the Bull- our country produces plenty of
and mistress of ceremonies.
red gladioli,ferns and candela- Attendants wore raspberryred dogs completed four and turned pure milk for health.Yet, he said, aaKr
we suffer more because of alchobra for the candlelight wedding Door-length gowns of crystallete two into touchdowns.
holic drinks than because of war,
The
final
aerial,
thrown
with
ceremony which united In mar- with matchinghats and veils and
riage Miss Marie Annette Dris- carried cascades of carnations about three minutes remaining, Cancer and disease. Some call
sailed from quarterbackJapinga this an honest business, he said,
coll and Paul Arthur Groneveit at and rosebuds. The flower girl was
Alexander D. Merwlh
on the Zeeland 38 to right half- but “I call it a dishonest busi8 p.m. Thursday. The Rev. Har- dressed in white organdy with a
back Fred Mac Eachron on the ness.” He quoted from Corinthians,
Alexander
Merwin is a new
Miss
Eleanor
Page
Clark
land Steele officiatedat the dou- white hat, and the ring bearer
28. He took it over his shoulder No drunkard shall ' inherit the
member of the facultyof Holland
ble ring ceremony. John Bosch wore a white suit.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Sebrlng
and was off.
kingdom of heaven.”
was organist.
For her daughter’s wedding, This touchdown erased the 14-12 Mrs. A. Pieters reviewed the Clark, 1412 Long Road, Kalamazoo, schools, teaching instrumental
music in the seventh grades partThe bride is the daughter of Mr. Mrs. Driscoll chose a cocoa brown
Zeeland lead which had been set life of Francis Willard,whose fav- are announcing the engagement of time. He will also teach part-time
and Mrs. Cornelius Driscoll,1025 crepe dress, brown accessories up in the first half as the Chix
their daughter, Eleanor Page
Waverly Ave., Grand Haven, for- and white carnation corsage. Mrs. scored each time they had the ball. orite scripture was Psalm 46, Clark, to Duane Keith Gebben, son in Grand Haven. He received his
which
she read. Mrs. R. Staat
B.S. degree in music from Cenmer Holland residents, and the Groneveit wore a rose brown Zeeland took over on the
of Mr. and Mrs. Albert H. Gebben,
sang
“Channels Only" accompatral
Michigan College, and he
groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. crepe dress, brown accessories Grandville 44 with a couple of
260 West 15th St., Holland.
nied by Mrs. A Rynbrandt. The
hopes to receive his master’s deJohn Groneveit, 1941 Franklin and white carnation corsage.
minutes gone in the first period group voted to send its president The engagement is being an- gree from MSU this fall. Mr. and
St., Grand Haven.
Assisting at the reception for after the Bulldogs had failed to
as its representativeto the state nounced to 50 guests at a tea this Mrs. Merwin have three children.
The bride, given in marriage by 200 guests in the church parlors gain. And with dives through
conventionin Muskegon afternoon from 4 to 6 at the Clark
her father, wore . a white floor- were Misses Joan Mosher, Ellen guard and tackle working, the Chix
home. Miss Clark’s godmothers,
Oct. 16-18.
length gown of net over satin. TTie Jeffrey, Sandra Huisman, Nancy scored in 10 plays.
Members of the tea committee Mrs. Paul H. Todd and Miss
fitted bodice, overlaid with Chan- Thdlman, Carol Hart, Barbara
Ron Bek ins, the only starter were Mrs. George Wolterink and Thelma Fry, were to preside at
tilly lace, had a princess collar Nieusma and Marilyn Rezny, Mrs. from Zeeland’s unbeaten 1955
the tea table from 4 to 5 and Mrs.
Mrs. J. Olthoff.
and neckline trimmed with sequins Car! Carlson and Mrs. Della team, and Dave Den Ouden, junior
Chapin Dewing and Miss Ann
and seed pearls, and long pointed Boomgaardfullback, led the drive. Ron Beyer,
Stewart will pour from 5 to 6.
sleeves. Her fingertip veil was
For their northern wedding trip, quarterbackand captain, scored Marriage Licenses
Miss Clark went to the Univerheld in place by a tiara of se- the new Mrs. Groneveitchose a the touchdown going over from the
CorneliusRobert Ludema, 24, sity of Colorado and is now attendquins and seed pearls.She carried brown sheath dress with brown one.
Coopersville,and Hazel Joan Tuck- ing Western Michigan College.Mr.
a cascade of white and red roses. accessories.They will be at home
Ron Komejan, back to kick, took er- 24, East Saugatuck; James H. Gebben was graduated from WestAttendingthe bride were Miss at 909Vi Fulton St., upon their re- the low toss from center and cir- Sullivan, 30, Grand Haven, and An- ern Michigan College and will soon
Iona Mae Jensen as maid of hon- turn. The bride is employed at cled end for the conversion.
na Hidden, 19, route 1, Grand be employed with the IBM Co. in
But the Bulldogs weren’t daunt- Haven.
or and Misses Barbara Teasley Grand Haven State Bank, and the
Vestal, N.Y.
and Janet Reenders and Mrs. groom is employed by his father ed. They returned the kick to the
Leslie Ralya as bridesmaids. The in the mason contracting business. Grandville 37. A five-yard penalgroom chose Edward J. Klomp Pre-nuptial showers were given ty put the ball on the 32 where
as best man. Ushers were Donald for the bride by Mrs. Nienhuis in Japinga uncorked his first aerial
and Richard Groneveit, his broth- Holland, Mrs. Don Groneveit, of the night.
This one Mac Eachron gathered
ers, and Marvin Vander Noot, his Mrs. Richard Groneveit and Mrs.
brother-in-law.Karen and Bobby Marvin Vander Noot, employes of in at midfield and romped all the
Groneveit, niece and nephew of the bank and by Miss Jensen in way to the Zeeland 14 before he
was brught down. Glenn Smith,
the groom, were flower girl and Lansing.
Grandville fullback, drew in the

Final 3

wood Reformed

Minutes

-

VILLE

k

WCTU

=^4

end and swept the 14 yards

to

score.
Smith, who converted only after
the third touchdownmissed on the
III Since Birth, Dies
first placementas the ball hit the
Clarence Nichols, 15-montht-old bar and bounded back on the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence playing field.
in
W. Nichols, died Friday afternoon Zeeland took the kickoff to the
Chix 36 as the first quarter closed.
Arthur M. White, 68, longtime in her home at 352 West 14th St. With the offense working the best
Holland resident,died in Braden- She had been in ill health since of the game, Zeeland reeled off
four first downs and moved the
ton, Fla., Thursday afternoon fol- birth.
64 yards in 15 plays for the second
lowing an extended illness. Mr.
Surviving are the parents; three
touchdown. A fourth down 18 and Mrs. White had left Holland sisters, Mrs. James Payne, Jr., of yard pass from Beyer to right

Mur
Dies

15-Month-01dChild,

M. White

make

Holland. Evelyn and Kristi at
home; five brothers, Dale with
Mr. White had been employed the U. S. Airforce, Ronald, Kenneth, Larry and Dennis at home;
by the Holland Furnace Co. for 29
the maternal grandparents,Mr.,
years, prior to his retirement in
and Mrs. Andrew Regnerusof HolMay, 1953. He was a member of land.
Third Reformed Church and a life
their

in Bradenton.

member of

Natalie Bosman, who
taught tho seventh and eighth

Florida

In November, 1955, to

home

MInh Natalie Bosman

Miss

Unity lodge, No. 191,

F

and A.M., and also of the Star of
Bethlehem chapter No. 40, OES,
of which he was a past patron.
Surviving are the wife, Luella;
’ • a daughter, Mrs. George Wiersma;
three sisters, Mrs. Harrietta Dunaway and Mrs. Etta Blink of Hol( land and Mrs. Alice Fumey of

Wheels, Tires Stolen

ZEELAND

(Special)—Zeeland po-

are investigatingthe theft of
the rear wheels and tires from a
1956 model automobile which were
stolen sometime Thursday night
from the Dick Yerkey, Inc. lot.
Value of the wheels was set at
Elmira, Mich.; four brothers,Guy $75. The thief or thieves left the
of Lansing, Harry of Aurora, 111., car resting on its rear axle. The
Charley of Detroit and Cecil of San hubcaps were found near the car,
Diego, Calif.;a half-sister,Mrs. which had been parked near the
Helen Ritchie of Moscow, Ida.
salesroom.
lice

grades in Yokata Base School. Yokata, Japan, in 1950, is now teaching English in Holland Senior High
School. During 1954-55, she taught
in Salzburg, Austria and last year
she was the principal of an elementary school in Soulac sur Mer,
France. She is a graduate of Holland High School and Hope Col-

half John Bloemendaal,good to
the Grandville four, was the payoff play. Bekins knifed tackle from
two yards for the second touch-

lege.

down and Komejan convertedto
put Zeeland ahead 14-6 with about
three minutes left in the first half.
Japinga again started pitching
and on second down found Jerry
Me Kenny, a big end, who picked
up 27 yards to the Grandville 49.
On the next play, Japinga again
heaved downfield,and his favorite
receiver,Mac Eachron took in the
ball on the Zeeland 45 and was off
and away. Smith’s kick was wide.
Zeeland came back in the third
quarter but the offense bogged.
The Chix managed to pick up two
first downs in the third quarter,
all they got in the second half
and couldn’tget moving. The Chix
were held to eight yards in the
final quarter.
Highlighting the Zeeland third
quarter action was an intercepted
pass by Lavem Slagh at midfield
and returned to the Grandville 32.
The 1 Chix
flown to the
Grandville 17 but were stopped.
Marv Feenstra, Zeeland tackle,
recovered a Grandville fumble in
the fourth period on the Zeeland
33 to stop another Bulldog push,
featured by a 30 yeard dash by
Smith.
A 15-yard penalty put the Chix
on the 18, forcing a kick. Grandville took the punt on their own
46 and made a first down to the
Zeeland 40. Japinga sneaked to the
38 and then threw the game win-

(Drake photo)
sonal attendant.Wayne McAllister
of Costa Mesa, Calif., assisted his
brother as best man. Donald Elvig
was usher.
After a reception,the newlyweds
left on a honeymoon trip to northern Wisconsin and Michigan. They
are living in Ann Arbor, where
the groom js attending the College
of Architecture and Design. The
bride has been teaching the last
of Minneapolis was the bride’s per- three years in Anoka, Minn.

BAB

Hears Rep. Ford

At Opening Luncheon
*
«

Speaking

on “The

American

Constitution and the

World Today,” U. S. Gerald R. Ford
told members of the Elizabeth

Schuyler Hamilton

YOUTHFUL SLAYER

lution,

Thursday- afternoon that

the U S. Constitutionis the foundation of American society. The
event was the opening luncheon
of the season at Legion clubhouse.
“True, there were conflictsin
the colonics,
Rep. Ford said,
"but the net result was the preservation of our rights and privileges — made secure by this Important, even sacred, document.
Just re-read the constitutionand
see how uniquely our individual

Mrs. Helen Thomos looks out of a
window in the second floor bullpen ot the Ottawa County jail as
she awaits her trial on a first degree murder charge resulting
from the Aug. 13 slaying of her husband. The 17-year-oldwoman
shot her husband with a 20 gauge shotgun after an argument
near their Jenison Park home. Her trial will be held in Circuit
Court in Grand Haven sometime during the October term of

GoTimr

John A. Collins of East Grand
Rapids, district governor for Ro-

was guest speaker at tha
Holland Rotary Club noot\ luncheon Thursday at the Warm Friend
tary,

Tavern.

Collins discussedhis work as
governor and commentedon the
personal satisfactionresulting
freedoms are protected. Our from his visits with Rotary clubs
magna carta has survived our in the district, and learning of
conflictsand world conflictsand
their important contributions to
has been our guide through all their communities.
our problems.’’
He commentedon the InternaRep- Fqrd pointed out that Comtional Conventon at Philadelphia,
munistic countrieshave nothing where he was impressedwith the
like the American constitution. growth of Rotary in foreign counWith three branchesin American tries and the fact that all people
government,no branch can usurp have common problems and
the rights of the others. He com- thoughts.
pared America’s economic pro- “Life can bo enrichedby folgress with that of Russia and call- lowing the objects of Rotary, served attentionto the oountifulliving ice above self.” Collins said, em-

Amci leans enjoy under free enter- phasizing that Rotary is strong beprise.
cause of fundamentally sound prin“Bo vigilant in guarding our ciples in human interest and faith
Constitution.WhaJ we do and in God.
think is important — and we must
Governor Collins also conferred
use our Constitutonas a guide- with club officers and directorsto
post." he said. A question period outline club activities for the coming year.
followedMrs. Earl F. Price, regent, urThe speaker was Introduced by
ged that the flag be displayed program chairman, Fred Coleitan.
during ConstitutionWeek Sept. 17
to 23. A specialwindow display on
Budgeting Discussed
the Constitutionwill be in the J.C
Penny store window that week in At Accountants Meet
charge of Mrs. R. M. Champion,
“Budgeting
Management’s
Miss Lida Rogers and Mrs. RanTool for Planning and Controlling
dall C. Bosch
Mrs R. F. Keeler gave a me- Operations,"was the topic dismorial tribute to the late Mrs. cussed by R. H. Davis, budget diC. C. Wood. Miss Laura Boyd led rector of the American Seating Co.
in Grand Rapids, at a meeting of
devotions.
Attention was called to the re- the Holland Chapter No. 19 of the
gional conference to be held Sept. American Society of Woman Ac20 in the Presbyterian Church in countants Tuesday in the Centennial Room of the Warm Friend
Kalamazoo.
Floral arrangement* for tables Tavern.

Mrs. Rozeboom.

court.

Teenaged Killer Stands
Mute on Murder Charge

at

-

.

YS

District

The- speaker, introduced by
were providedby the Ida Sears
McLean committee.Luncheon ar- Cecile Ver Hage, program chairrangements were in charge of man, defined "budgeting”in con-

—

L

..

Rotarians Hear

Chapter,
Daughtersof the America.. Revo-

—

—

and Karen Sue Vander Meer,
bom Aug. 31, were the first twins to be deliveredat the new Zeeland Community Hospital and also the first set for their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Allan Vander Meer of 323 East 14th St. The Vander
Meers have two other children,Judith Ann, 3, and David Allan, 2.

McAllister

Miss Lois Meyers, daughter of
Mrs. L. W. Meyers of St. James,
Minn., became the bride of Bruce
McAllister, son of Mr. and Mrs.
C. E. McAllister of Holland,on
Saturday, Aug. 18, in the small
rhapel of First Lutheran Church
of St. James.
Mrs. Dono an D. Meyers, sisterin-law of the bride, was matron
of honor and Mrs. Donald Elvig

Guests present were Mrs. Frank
Peck and Miss Cornelia Peck of
Robert S. Van Dyke
Allegan, Miss Eva Van Schaack
Teaching arithmetic,geography and Mrs. Otto Schaap of Holland
and English to seventh graders in and Mrs. Paul Goebel of Grand
WashingtonSchool this fall is Rob- Rapids.
(Sentinelphoto)
ert S. Van Dyke, a 1951 graduate of Hope College.He graduated
from South High School in Grand October Bride-Elect
Rapids and last year taught at
Bunker Junior High School in Mus- Honored at Shower
kegon. He is married and has two
Miss Joyce Strobbing was guest
children.
of honor
bridal shower given
Thursday evening at the home of
Henry A. Van Dyke
Mrs. Donald Strabbing, 659 Concord Dr. Assisting the hostess
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
ings and said nothing.
Of
Noordeloos
Dies
ning pass.
were Mrs. Glenn Tucker. Mrs.
Seventeen - year • old Mrs. Helen
Prosecutor James Bussard said
Yntema and Norm W I g g e r s Thomas Friday stood mute when
ZEELAND (Special)
Henry Robert Strabbing and Miss Mary
stood out on defense for Zeeland arraigned on a charge of first de- the trial date would be determined
A. Van Dyke. 74. of Noordeloos Strabbing.
while Chuck Rinkevich was strong gree murder in the slaying of her on Oct. 8, which is the opening (Holland,route 3) died Friday
Games were played with duplion the line for the winner#.
husband Aug. 13 in their Jenison date of the session.
morning at a Kalamazoo hospital. cate prizes awarded. A two-course
Unbeaten last year and carry- Park home.
She was returned to jail after He was bom in Noordeloos, son of lunch was served.
ing a five-gamewinning streak, Circuit Court Judge Raymond
Guests were the Mesdames
the hearing and startedher second the late Mr. and Mrs. »Arend Van
the loss snapped Zeeland's string. Smith then entered a not guilty month behind, bars.
Dyke. He formerly was employed Gerald Mannes, William CarThe Chix open at home next Fri- plea for Mrs. Thomas and ordered
per. Alvin Pittman, Arthur FeenMrs. Thomas spent the first at Chris • Craft.
day against Otsego, 13-0 losers to her held for trial during the Octo- weeks in a small cell but was
Surviving are a daughter, Mrs. stra, James Genzink, Wilbur Van
ber terra of court.
transferredto the second floor bull- Joe Alofs; two sons, George and Popering, Jerry Strabbing and
Statistics:
She was brought to court from pen two weeks ago. She is the only Ward, all of Noordeloos; four Harold De Pree.
Z
G the Ottawa County jail in the prisoner in the bull pen which nor- grandchildren; four brothers, Pet- Also the Misses Jane De Pree,
First downs ...........
9
company of Mrs. Alice Johnson, mally houses a dozen persons. * er, Hieltje and Gerrit, all of Lyn* Beverly and Marge Garvelink,
Yards rushing ......... .128 151
a clerk in the sheriff’s office, and
The teenaged killer said she den, Wash., the Rev. John Van Carol Schipper, Ruth Mannes.
Yards passing ......... ..18 162
her attorney, Randall M. Dekker spends her time sleeping,reading Dyke, of Holland; one sister. Mrs. Phyllis De Pree, Carol Strabbing,
Total yardage ......... .146 313
of Zeeland.
and listeningto the radio.
John Pelon of Holland; one broth- Edna, Eleanor and Myra Oetman.
Passes attempted ..... ...3
6
Mrs. Thomas, through Dekker, She said she receives a number er-in-law,Henry Sterken of ZeeMiss Strabbing will be married
Passes completed ..... ...1
4
waived the reading of the charge of letters, many from persons she land; one sister-in-law, Mrs. Ralph to Earl Schipper on Oct. 12 in
Passes Intercepted .... ...1
0
while her attorney told the court does not know.
Van Dyke of Lynden, Wash.
Graatschap Christian Reformed
Fumbles ..............
1
she would stand mute.
Mrs. Thomas shot and killed
Church.
Fumbles recovered....
2
The brief hearing took less than her husband, Emmerson, with a
The U. S. GeographicalSurvey
Punts ........ ...... 2-49
five minutes and Mrs. Thomas 20 gauge shotgun after a day-long publishes about l,(np new maps a
The waltz as it is now da^ed
Penalties ............ 20
stood quietly during the proceed- argument
originallycame from Ger

moved

DOUBLE FIRST — Keith Lynn

Mr. ond Mrs. Bruce

year.

#

nection with manufacturing,the
fixed and variable costs, and explained the profit goal depending
upon the investment. He also emixiasizcd the importanceof developing standards and working on
them.
Anna Beukema presided at the
business session at which national
convention matters were discussed. Corrine Pool, education
chairman, announced that the
chapter study group will meet
Mondays, Oct. 8. and Oct. 22 at
the First National Bank at 7 p.m.
After the regular meeting the
chapter manual of procedure wai
reviewed by officersand committee chairman.

Group

Visits Holland
Three local merchants were
guesta of a Battle Crepk group of
merchants wno visited Holland
Thursday on the yacht of R. N,
Sergeant of Battle Creek. Jack
Plewes, George Good and Lew
Hartzellboarded the yacht at
Saugatuckand were guests of the
visitors at a luncheon at Bay
Haven Yacht Club here. They disembarked at Kollen Park.

DYKSTRA
AMBULANCE SERVICE
HOLLAND. MICHIGAN
27
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Gebben-VerplankVows Spoken

I

:
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B RECREATION LEAGUE SOFTBALL WINNERS. — Here are members of the Sixth
Reformed Church-Gra-Bellsoftball team, winners of the B RecreationLeague tournament
championship. The winners defeated Berean
Church, 1-0, on Sept. 10 for the title. The
Sixth-Gra-Bellunit finished second to De Nooyer
Chevrolet in the regular season’s play. Pictured
left to right are: kneeling,Ron

Den

Uyl, outfield;

.

1"''

Delwyn Kempker, outfield; Chuck Isaacson,
pitcher; Pete Van Langevelde,manager; Ken
Mast, shortstop,and Norm Scheerhorn, catcher.

pmm
site

ito

Standing: Rog Van Wyk, first base; Don Dokter,
utility; John Muyskens,outfield; Vern Zuverink,
third base and Dale Van Langevelde, second base.
Missing from the picture are Irwin Ter Haar,
Merle Overway, Mel Zoerhof, Vern Kortering and
Terry Vande Water. (Chuck Isaacson Photo).

GEORGE VAN KOEVERING

(left), Ottawa
County Republicanchairman;pins an honor pin
on Mrs. Wendell A. Miles of Holland, head of
the GOP canvass in Holland citv. Others who
received pins at the meeting Thursday after-

,

Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Dole Gebben

noon

in

Zeeland were, seated

left to right, Mrs.

H. P. Harms, Mrs. Vernon D. Ten Cate and Mrs.
Bruce M. Raymond; standing, Mrs. 0. W. Lowry,
Mrs. Gerald Van

Wyk and

Mrs. Jay Den Herder.
. (Prince photo)

(Prince photo)

Miss Linda Wallace Verplank square

and Vernon

Explorer Scouts

'

neckline.The attendants

wore ivy headpieces and carried
colonial bouquets of bronze and
yellow with daisies, mums and ivy.
Mrs. Elmer Lievense was the
organist and Mrs. Paul Van Dort
of gladioli, mums, sang “I Love Thee" and "The

Dale Gebben were
united in marriage by the Rev.
John den Ouden in First Reformed
Church of Zeeland on Sept. 7. The
double ring rites were performed

Library Adventures
By Arnold Mulder

before a setting

Take Holland Township
Win Over Muskegon

Holland Reserves Snap
Opener With 8-7

'Jinx’,

Lists

ISFennits

Holland High's foot ball re- pi9ked up 86 yards on 17 tries to
A good many years ago I con- there is in such non-fictionbooks ferns and candelabra.
Lord’s Prayer.”
tributed an article to a notional as "The Power of Positive ThinkThe bride is the daughter of Mr.
The groom chose his brother, serves, knockingout a long-time be Holland’s No. 1 leather toter.
Fifteen applications for zoning
magazine under the title, ‘‘Seri- ing” or "Why Johnny Can’t Read.” and Mrs. Joseph Verplank,14U Stanley Gebben, as best man. Joel ‘jinx’’ stopped the Muskegon sec- Bob Visschers was next with 33 permits were filed in Holland
A picnic and moonlight cruise
The latter two examples of non- Lawrence Ave., Zeeland. The Ver Plank, brother of the bride, onds, 8-7 Friday afternoon in the yards gained in seven tries. The Township during the first half of
ous Books and Fiction.” Coming
on the Island Queen in Saugatuck across it the other day in an old fiction are not exactly trivial,
Dutch made 1» first downs to September, accordingto records
groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. James Walsh and H. Beyer were opener for both ckibs at River-

Chart

Program

Muskegon’s four.
will kick off Explorer Scout ac- file, I found that it could be re- merely commonplace, the fruit of Duke Gebben of 140*WestCentral, ushers.
of Clerk John L. Van_ Appledorn.
view Park.
Holland tried three passes, comThey are:
It
marked
the
first
time
in
sevtivitiesfor the fall season. On Sat- printed today without the change commonplace minds. All the nov- Zeeland.
reception was held in the
pleted one and had one interceptNew houses, some includinggarThe bride chose a princess styld church parlors for 150 guests with eral years that the Dutch have
urday evening Sept. 22, at 5:30 of a word; it would be as rele- els I named — and there are many,
ed while the Big Reds threw ages and breezeways
many more, both old and new
Phil
vant new as it was then.
gown of taffeta with a front bodice Mr. and Mrs. Anton Winterhalden been able to defeat a Muskegon
p.m. Explorers and their dates
Michmershuizen,Gerrit Van Hill
A librarian had just made an are the fruit of the greatest think- of heavy lace and iridescents acting as master and mistress of team and reversed last year’s 44-0 seven and completed three.
Lovitt was pleased with Holland Subd., $9,500; M. Den Bleyker,
will meet at the Degion Hall annual report to his board, and ers of1 their day, the most sensiwhich were taken from the wed- ceremonies.Assisting about the game.
showing and praised all of the Sunrise Terrace, $15,000; Willard
in Saugatuck and leave as a group through it to the public, patting tive artists, the most deeply seri- ding gown of the bride’s maternal rooms were Mrs. William Insull,
The baseball score contest had
team. Standing out on defense was De Jonge, Troost Subd., $9,000;
for their boatride and outdoor sup- himself and his library and the ous minds.
grandmother.The gown featured Jr. of New York, Mrs. Rudolph all of its scoring in the second
tackle Larry Vliem, who led in Jack Kluitenberg, Brieve Subd.,
Why, I ask again as I asked short sleeves and a bateau neck- Scharschmidt of Battle Creek, quarter.
per. Adult ExplorerAdvisors and community on their respective
years
ago,
is
it
more
laudable
to
backs
because
the
past
year
had
their wives will accompany the
Ken Hill, a husky halfback with tackles, while quarterback Vern $10,000; Leon Kalkman, Van’s
line.
floor-length skirt with Miss PhyllisSjostrom of Rockford,
shown a decline in the reading read non-fictionbooks and to call lace appliques fell Into a chapel HI., Miss Erma Van Dyke, Mrs- a lot of drive, broke through the Teske, Hill, ends Clark De Koeyer Subd., $12,000 and John Van Hekgroup.
The cruise is one of the many of fiction'and a corresponding in- them “serious” than it is to read train. A crown of iridescentsand Michael Kiner, Mrs. David Boone line to block a Muskegon punt and Russ Prins and fullback Ron ken, Legion Park Sub., $9,500Dorgelo,also looked good defen- New garages — Harold Meengs,
activities planned by the Explor- crease in the reading of what he great novels?
early in the second period and fell
seed pearls held the fingertipveil and Mr. and Mrs. David Doyle.
sively.
458 Bee Line Rd., $500; Norman
It is of course obvious that a
ers at their first round table meet- called ‘‘serious books.”
of illusion. The bride wore short
The bride changed to a twilight on the ball in the end zone to give
The Little Dutch battle Muske- Gunn, 109 James St., $1,000,and
ing Thursday evening. In October Years ago my articlehad been vast majority of the works of fic- gloves and carried a bouquet of blue silk suit with navy accessor- Holland a two point safety.
gon Catholic next Friday afternoon Gabriel Brower, 634 West 21st St.,
they will participatein a gun safe- sparked by a librarian's report tion that the average public in the stephanotis,phaleanopsis and ivy.
Later in the quarter, Hill swept
ies and a corsage of amazon lilies
$500.
at RiverviewPark.
ty program in preparation for the that was almost word for word average community withdraws
Bridal attendants were Mrs. for a wedding trip to northern the end for se v e n yards and
Residential remodelings — Harhunting season ahead. Units also in the same terms; the percen- from the public library is trivial, James Walsn of Holland, maid of
scored
Holland's
only
touchdown.
Michigan. THe newlyweds will be
vey Lugers, 500 West 19th St.,
will camp as a group at the an- tages were slightly .different, but of value only to kill a little time. honor^MissJudy Verplank, cousin
at home at 239^ Hillcrest,East The try for extra point was Reports on Rally Given
$1,000; Arthur Bleeker, 632 West
nual fall Scout Camporee at in both cases the librarianfelt that But it is just as obvious that the of the bride, Miss Donna Gebben,’
blocked.
Lansing on Sept. 18.
22nd St., $750; Ramon Kolk, 121
Camp Taylor, near Fennville, on it was somehow more admirable same thing is to be said of the sister of the groom and Miss Phyl- The new Mrs. Gebben is a grad- Holland kicked off to the visi- At
Auxiliary Meet
RooseveltRd., $500, and George
to have a reading public devoted non-fictionbooks that circulateIn
Oct 12 and 13.
lis Head of Pontiac as the brides- uate of Zeeland High School and tors and the ball was returned to
Ramaker, 11587 Adams St., $1,000.
A
regular
meeting
of
Veterans
November events will include to “serious book?1” rather than to an average community.
maids. They all wore identical will begin her senior year at Mich- the 18 yard line. Here Bob JohnWilliam Brewer applied for a
Nor are librariansthe only ones
of
Foreign
Wars
Auxiliary
was
-participationin the “Get - Out - fiction.
gowns of light blue taffetain prin- igan State University this fall. The son, pushed his way through cenpermit
to erect a $500 addition to
who
display
a
bias
against
fiction.
I have never been able to see
held Thursday evening at the
the - Vote” Campaign and an overcess style. The gow’ns were fash- groom is a 1956 graduate of the ter, broke into the Dutch seconda warehouse at 454 West 19th St.,
night canoe trip on Thanksgivingany. logic in that point of view. It has been my privilege t6 read
VFW
clubhouse.
Mrs.
Kenneth
W.
ary and was away before the
and Hansen Machine Co., asked
number of dissertations on ioned with short sleeves and University of Michigan.
weekend. In December the Explor- A great novel is not a whit less
Dutch defenders could get a clear Russell, senior vice president^con- for a $4,000 permit to erect an
ers will take Crew Leader Train- serious than even a great non - "Moby - Dick,” dissertationswith
ducted the meeting in the absence
shot at him.
addition at 165 Douglas Ave.
ing in Grand Rapids and attend fiction book. Going back a hundred which graduatestudents won the
Johnson ran 82 yards to score of the president,Mrs. Frank BalOverload
Fine
Paid
degree
of
Doctor
of
Philosophy
In
“Polar Bear Camp” at Camp Sha- years, Herman Melville’s“Mobyand then passed for the extra kovitz.
GRAND
(Special)
wondossee between Christmasand Dick” and Henry David Thoreau’s literature.Those papers were of
Reports were given on the 8th Mrs. Ed Boer Hostess
by Peter Boggs
Vander Wagen Iron and Metal point.
"Walden” were written in the course non-fiction, and the univerNew Year’s*.
But that ended the scoring. Hol- district rally held Sept. 8 in Grand At JCC Auxiliary Meet
Hint For Hunting Dogs
Co. of Ferrysburg paid $558.80 fine
The Explorer Posts are planning same decade. Both are supreme- sities granting the degree considerland threatened again in the third Rapids. The recent baked goods
a basketball tournament for the ly great books, but the librarian ed them “serious*'enough as par- A young setter was sent to a and $4.30 costs in Grand Haven and fourth periods but nei t h e r sale and rummage sale also were
The Junior Chamber of Comtial
basis
for
degrees.
ITiose
same
month of January. Adult leaders I quoted would classify"Walden”
farm in the country while his mas- Municipal Court Thursday after- time could push thb ball over.
reported. Under community ser- merce Auxiliary met Thursday
will participate in the Buckskin as a "serious book” and "Moby- universities would never have
ter spent th$ winter in the city.
Muskegon, late in the contest vice, Mrs. June Nordhof reported evening at the home of Mrs. Ed
Explorer Training Conference at Dick” as only a novel, the read- dreamed of awarding a degree to The followingfall when taken out noon on an overload charge. The moved the ball to the Dutch nine the spent 15 hours at the polls In
Boer. Mrs. Roy De Bolt. Mrs.
driver
of
the
truck,
Robert
August
Camp Lion Jan. 18 ad 19. All of ing of which is somewhat less than Herman Melville who wrote to hunt, he persisted in barking
Robert Rescorla and Mrs. Earl
Vander Wagen, of 306 Orchard St. yard line but lost the ball on the primary election.
"Moby-Dick.” The dissertations
the activitiesare in addition to desirable.
when he came across a pheasant Grand Haven was arrested by. downs. Holland took over as time
The group discussed hospital Helmers were welcomed as prosmerely
commented
on
Melville’s
programs planned by the indivi- « The logic becomes even more
or rabbit scent. His owner couldn’t Sam Hartwell,Sr., weighmaster ran out.
parties to be held in the future.
pective members. Projects and
fallaciouswhen great novels are thinking, but because they are
dual uhits.
understand why a pure-bred setter for the Ottawa County Road com
Refreshmentswere served after program for the 1956-57 year were
Coach Loy Lovitt’s local lads
non
fiction
they
are
held
to
be
compared
with
trivial
non-fiction.
Miner Meindertsmawill give
would give tongue while trailing mission Thursday on the Fruitprt picked up 135 yards on the ground the business meeting. Regular presented to the group.
leadership to Explorer Round- There is far more culture and more “serious” than the book they a pheasant. A. little researchdeRd., north of M-104 in Spring Lake and five through the air. The Big meetings will now be held the secOne of the projectsto be undertables held every month for adult learning and mental stimulation in reflect.
veloped that wnlle boarding at the township. The truck, loaded with Reds made 120 yards rushing and ond and fourth Thursday of each taken will be the selling of ChristFrom
one
point
of
view
Mark
and boy leaders. Theme for Octo- a novel like "Moby-Dick” or "The
farm he had been allowed to run refuse gravel,had an alleged over- 26 on passes.
month, the next meeting scheduled mas cards. The next meeting, OcL
ber will be: canoe building and Scarlet Letter” or Tolstoi’s“War Twain’s "Huckleberry Finn” i s loose every day with a beagle load of 7,950 pounds.
Hill, a bespectacled ballcarrier, Sept. 27.
11, will be a membership dinner.
one
of
the
most
truly
serious
and
P
e
a
c
e”
or
Dostoyevsky’s
gun safety; November, planning
hound owned by the fanner. Evihigh-adventuratrips; December, "The BrothersKaramazov” than books in our literature.
dently the beagle taught the young
winter camping; January, District
setter to hunt along beagle lines
program planning.
seph W. Zarikta £ wf. Lot 181 while they roamed the woods and
Explorer Units participating in
East Highland Park Sub. No. 5 fields together.
the program will be: Post 2006,
Grand Haven.
By M&tthew E. Wilson
two years aga, and we had a most through which flows a rapidly very ancient background. It is the
Never take a pointer or setter
First Reformed Church; Post 2007,
John J. Pearson et al to D. Ivan in the field with a springer or
This finds us in Oberamergau, enjoyable reunion.
flowing river. Several bridges con- oldest city in Germany. Caesar
Third Reformed Church; Ship 5017,
Dykstra & wf. Pt. Lot 5 Hene- cocker. The pointeror setter may Germany, the place where the
nect the old and new parts of Augustus captured this town in 16
On
our
way
to
Luxembourg
we
Post 2010, Methodist
veld's Plat No. 24 Twp. Park.
town. An interesting castle was B. C. and mentionedin his writfind and point a bird and then the Passion Play is re-enacted every
Church; Post 2021, Zeeland;Post
Henry J. Butcher & wf. to Stew- cocker or springer is likely to run 10 years, the next to be 'in 1960. had to make a train connection at that of Good King Wencelaus of ings that he was very fortunate
2044, Maplewood
are J. Rosegrant & wf. Pt. Lot in and flush the bird, thereafter I am writing this on the porch Coblenz, Germany, but we missed 1300 about whom we sing a Christ- to have the defeated hor^pmen
Church; Ship 5028, Saungatuck.
making the bird dog unsteady on of our hotel and the sun is bright it. After talking to the guides we mas carol. Another interesting join him in his further conquests.
Walter Veersma et al to Jerry 2 Falls Add. Twp. Spring Lake.
Also Explorers from the following
John W. Mieras to Beatrice Ten his points. Cockers and springers and warm. In fact, this is the finally decided to check our four thing that we noted is that the Soon it became the northern capiE. De Jonge & wf. Pt. SW«4 SWK
Hagen Lot 7 River View Sub. hunt alike and can be taken out warmest day we have had since heavier bags through to Luxem- Spanish towers, added during the tal of the Roman Empire and was
Troops: 8, St. Francis De Sales 23-5-16 Twp. Park.
Catholic Church; 30 Harrington
Earl K. Miller & wf. to Rich- City of Grand Haven.
together but they never should be arriving in London on June 30, but bourg sjnee we had to change rule of Spain are exactly the same ruled by a series of Emperors unBeatrice Ten Hagen to Milford
School; 56, Montello Park.
ard Arthur & wf. Pt. Lot 18 Nies
allowed to run with a dog of the we have not ninded being cool in again at Trier. Porters are scarce design as those seen in Spanish til it was conquered by the
C. White & wf. Lot 7 River View
Sub. City of Holland.
hound or terrier strain as they the summer time. Last summer in small towns, so we found that forts in Florida,Cuba or the Phil- Franks and Gauls. Most of the
we were cooled by the trade winds this wras the best way to work it lippines.
Richard Arthur & wf. to Arthur Sub. City of Grand Haven.
are likely to develop a voice.
city was destroyed in 275. A year
F. Brink & wf. Pt. Lot 18 Nies
all through the Caribbean and out. We had an hour and a half
An American cemetery, in which later Dioceletian restored Roman
Sub. City of Holland.
this summer cooled because we to wait, so we walked across to a General Patton is buried, is close rule and the town boasted a popuA Cure For Noisy Dogs
Dr. and Mrs. Jerry Bulthuis are
George Banks & wf. to Calvin
The
other day I was asked to have been so far north. Fortunate- small hotel and had a nice lunch. to Luxembourg. Every time we lation of about 86,000.
enjoying a vacation with a mdtor
G. Evenhouse & wf. et al Pt.
Under Roman rule many fine
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Roelofs and give some advice on how to quiet ly we were not bothered with too The waiter gave us some very in- see the thousands of graves of our
trip to Canada and other places
W* SV* 24-5-16 Twp. Park.
two Scottiedogs a friend of mine much rain although there were terestingliterature on Coblenz and American lads in similar ceme- palaces and other structures were
of interest.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arthur
Smallegan
John Kcuning & wf. to J. Russell
owns and kennels in his back yard. some places where we never saw Trier which sold us on the idea of teries all over the world our hearts erected and built, among them
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Van Llom
Bouws & wf. Pt. SEVi NWVi 1-5-16 left last Thursdayoh a trip through My friend told me his neighbors the sun.
seeing Trier if at all possible.
ache and our throats ch o k e. the bridge across the Sure Riufir
penberg and children have moved Twp. Park.
the Western states.
Leaving Copenhagen by train we
had
been
complaining
that every
On
the next train we met a num- Along with Christiancrosses,there in 100 A. D. The main bridge in
to Huosonville into the new home
Geertje Wierenga et al to Mr. and Mrs. Lester Vande day while he was away at work crossed into Germany on a car ber of men from the U. S. Air are many Stars of David, and in use today was built on the same
they purchasedrecently.
George W. Wierenga & wf. Pt.
the two dogs would go on a bark- ferry. Hamburg, our first stopping Force who were stationed near Hawaii there are emblems for Rom^n bastions.Roman engineers
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Zagers are NWVi 13-8-16 Twp. Spring Lake. Bunte, Ethel and Kenneth, i
ing spree-much to everyone's an- place shows the effects of the ter- Trier. We changed to a two-car Buddhist soldiers. Those who died must have been clever because on
the parents of a baby girl born
Louis H. Baker & wf. to Wal- turned Tuesday evening from ^a noyance.
rific bombing of this seaport. train which turned out to be a for freedom are buried throughout the upstream side of the river the
Sept. 7 in ButterworthHospital. lace A. Van Bemmelen & wf. Lot three-weekmotor trip to Yellowrock bastions are pointed to break
I asked only one question.It had Much of the damaged area has milk train, and at every stop peo- the world.
William Huizengaof Grand Rap- 4 Blk. C John W. Verhoeks Add.
stbne National Park. Kenneth to do with when the dogs were fed. been rebuilt into modern office and ple got on or off. There were
Luxembourgwas occupied by up any winter ice and prevent ice
ids called on Jake Zylstra Wed- City of Grand Haven.
Vande Bunte will enroll at Ferris I learned that some days the dogs’ apartment buildings,and the fam- many fishermen and from their the Germans during the last war jams and the downstream side
nesday afternoon.
Hubbell Realty Co., to C. George
Mrs. Alice Struik, Bruce and Johnson & wf. Lot 15 Hubbell Institute, Big Rapids, this month. owner would Tteed them before he ous shipyardsand docks are in deserpitionsof their catches, they and many of it? men were con- was pointed to make the flow conRichard visited with relatives in Acres Sub. Twp. Grand Haven.
He was graduated fre/m Zeeland left for work in the morning. Other business again in a big way. seemed to be as good story tellers scripted against their wishes. Be- tinue smoothly. Another thing we
days he would feed them at night Building is on the boom, but much as our fishermenin the U. S.
cause of the large steel output, it notice is that many Roman strucGrand Rapids Sunday afternoon.
John H. Busscher & wf. to A. High School in June. Ethel, a regmore housing is needed, as is true
I forgot to tell you that Anne became necessary for the Allies to tures have been blasted away. The
The local school is again in ses- W. Jesiek & wf. Lots 2, 3, 4 istered nurse, will enroll at Calvin when he returned, or maybe his
tremendous Roman
did the impossible. Since we were bomb this small Duchey and plen- ruins
wife would feed them sometime in every place we have been.
sion with the following teachers, Harringtons Second Add. Twp. College for a course in teaching
during
the day. I suggestedthat
The
new
stores are as fine as to pass Customs, we were told it ty of damage is evident. Lying baths coveringmany acres was
Miss Pauline Hall, Miss Fanny De Park.
nursing at Butterworth Hospital.
the two Scottiesbe fed every day any in the world. Ann bought would be best to have the baggage between Belgium and Gerpiany it visited. It is made of brick and
Kleine, Mrs. H. Ver Meer, and
Herman Atman & wf. to Frank Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Cotts, Edwin at the same time and that if this some lovely Bavarian china and checked in Coblenz by a German
stone and has rooms of various
is quite pio-ally.
Forrest Van
----D. Kleinheksel & wf. Lot 76 Blk. 6 and Wayne, spent a day In Detroit
were done in two or three weeks I bought a Leica camera and customs inspector if possible.Our Our most interesting event of degrees of temperature from very
Mrs. Joe Nederveld is in Zee- Central Park Twp. Park.
l&st week
he would find that the dogs had spent some time trying to learn guides said that this man was off our side trip to Luxembourg was hot steam baths to icy water. In
land Hospital for observation, be- Frank Doering to Thomas G. EliThe “Jets,” softball team of boys
quieted down.
how to use It effectively. The City duty, but Anne went off on her an all-day 110-mile auto trip this enclosure were outdoor rooms
ing admitted last Sunday.
man & wf. Lot 1 Blk. 6 Akeley’s under 16 coached by Fred Visser
A dog not fed at the same time Hall, in the businesscenter, es- own and with no speaking knowl- across the Sure River back into for exercise and for relaxing.
Miss Arlene Takken has return- Add. City of Grand Haven.
and Ed BuUer, won the trophy at
each day will be looking for, ex- caped damage in the war and edge of German and by means of Germany to Trier. We stopped at
One well presen-ed structure Is
ed home from her trip to CaliforHenry Koster & wf. to Gordon the Byron Center league associapecting and often demanding food guided trips are taken through the a three-way telephoneconverse Vienden where we visited a won- the Porta Negra or Black Gate,
nia and other western places of G. KlomparensPt.
NEK tion. Last year, the same team all
the time. That was the case magnificentbuilding. We took a tion through an operator that derful old castle, which was start- one of tin Roman pirtals tfhich
Interest. She visited with relatives 27-7-14 Twp. Allendale.
won the Zeeland 'Softball Associawith
my friend’stwo dogs. They tour of the city by car, but we spoke Hnglish, she turned up with ed by the Romans In 375 and add- later became a Christian church.
in California.
Orrie Vander Meiden & wf. to tion trophy.
.qitQ Not far from it was a small amMr. and Mrs. H. A. Bowman Arthur Strazanac & wf. Lot 20 The Light Bearers Society met had learned that if they barked also used the street cars quite a the man and the bags were in- ed to_up until 1000. Now mostly
enough
there was a chance some- lot Hamburg is still an active spected.
phitheatre where Christions were
in
ruins,
It
is
still
well
enough
spent the Labor Day weekend with Blk. A Edward C. Smith's Add. Tuesday evening inthe church
Because of the mix-up in our preserved to give a historyof how executed. On the outskirtsof the
basement. Hostesses were Mrs. G. one would brihg them food. So port and we saw ships from many
their children and grandchildren. Grand Haven.
town the Roman builders took adLt. Cmdr. and Mrs. Ted Bowman,
Jack A. Dusnik & wf. to Leon Sprik, Mrs. N*. Smalleganand Mrs. most of their barking was for this parts of the world in the harbor plans we were not met at Lux- these people lived.
and river.
embourg but we saw our bags put
On the way we passed through vantage of a natural amphitheatre
Ann and Bill, in Nashville, Tenn. H. Warner & wf. ?L SEK 184-15 M. Pikaart. A program on Indians reason.
We left by train in the after- on a cart, so we followed the cart Ettelbruck, named for Atilla the and enclosed it into a round coliwas given. Music Included two
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sneden of Twp. Crockery.
The
Question
Box
noon
and rode for many miles through the rain to our hotel Hun, who had captured the town seum seating 20, (XX) persons and
piano
selections
by
Miss
Millie
Frank
Jobin
et
al
to
Claude
MulHudsonville,*Mr. and Mrs. RosQuestion: I have just bred my through good farmland and prac- across the street from the station. during his conquest of Europe. In second only in size to the Coliwell Stilwill and children were din- der & wf. Pt Lot 1 Blk. 7 Mon- Walters, daughter of Mr. and
female fox terrier. I feed her once tically through the heart of the
In this Grand Duchey their offi the recent war this place featur- seum at Rome. Here were gladianer guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ed- roe & Harris Add.. Grand Haven. Mrs. Peter Walters.
Mr. and Mrs. John Brummel, a day in the evening. Should I Ruhr, passing through Essen and cial language is a mixture of ed the farthest advance of the tor fights, men fighting animals
mund Sneden and children Sunday Estella M. Dinnis to John Gronevelt & wf. Pt SEK 104-16 Twp. Mr. and Mrs. Jack Cotts and fam- now increase the size of this meal Duisburg on the way to Dussel- French and German, although at Germans In the Battle of the and animals fighting each other
afternoon.
k
Spring Lake.
ily, Mr. and Mrs. William Smalle- and what should I give her to eat? dorf where we spent the night. Rotary Gub, the meeting was con- Buldge, and practically every and occasionallya stage play
-R. K. The steel mills were going full ducted In French. Although they house that- was not destroyed would be enacted on a stage which
Louis Langlois & wf. to School gan and family and Mrs. Anna P.
Fined for Disorderly
Answer:
female in whelp blast and the lights were on in coin money, Belgian money is shows scars of bullets and shell was elevated by water power.
District Fourth Class No. 39 SK Smallegan attended the Grinwls
Andrew Lupz, 64. of Boyne City, NEK NEK 154-15 Twp. Crockery. family reunion at Jamestown Sat- should not be fed only one large many office buildings after 9 p.m. more commonly used.
Since my name is Matthew,
fragments.On the edge of town
paid fine and costs of $29.90 in
meal a day. Instead she should be Officerand stores are usuallyopen
Luxembourg, the capital,is an is a lovely monument to General when I heard that the Apostle’s
CorneliusGrasman & wf. to Hen- urday evening.
L,:.. municipal Court on a disorderly ry Herweyer & wf. Lot 37 Jenlson
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Kiel pro- provided with two or three medi- from 8 a.m. until 5:30 p.m. As old fortified town of 50 castles'con- Patton.
body was in St Matthew’sAbbey
charge Involving drinking and us- Heights Sub. Twp. Georgetown.
vided music Sunday evening at the um-sized meals consisiting of lean we were told two yean ago in nected by underground ( passages
In Echterburg,Luxembourg we w: went over to see the tomb in
ing indecent language on Sept 11.
meat, preferablycooked, mixed Frankfort,the Germans do not and ramparts. Count Siegfried I, visited the BasUica of St. Willi- Trier. v
David H. Willis & wf. to Henry local church.
Lupz pleaded innocent when he J. Butcher & wf. Lot 4 Douglas
with vegetables and dog meal bis- have time for closing shop from built the first castle in 963, and ford and crypts of early Christian
We finishedour stay in .Luxemappearedbefore the court, and the Sub. Twp. Spring Lake.
noon until 2 p.m.. as they do in as the country was ruled in turn bishops of about 933 A. D. We bourg by attending an annual fair
The lung! of an average man cuit.
case was adjourned for trial to
France, Italy and Latin America. by France, Spain and Austria each
Martha O. Bruebach to Louis will hold jbout 10 pints of air.
which today is simply a carnival
Sept 13. Following the testimony Kramer & wf. Lot 16 West High- 'Hiey are seldom as full as thil,
more fortifications.The also saw the Gty Hall, dating with side shows, merry-go-rounds
The word “turnpike” springs Although we arrived late in the
^o. 2 Twp. Spring Like.
and castles, now in ruins, from 1236, which is still in use. and othei? things to catch people’s
however, unlesfone takes a very from the pikes used as gates on evening, our friends,the Schultes,
Fuhrman & wf. to Jo- deep breathy
were waiting for us. We met them
early toll roads.
the side of a deep ravine Trier is a modern city with a francs.
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